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I.-Electric Double-Refraction in Carbon Disl{lphide at Low 
Potentials 
BY GUSTAF W. ELMEN 
, 
When light polarized at an angle of forty-five degrees to the; 
lines of force is passed through certain dielectrics, between two 
parallel electrodes, they become double-refracting. The differ-
ence of phase, 0, between the two components of light at right 
angles and parallel to the lines of force, as represented by Kerr 
and verified by later investigators, is 
where B is the electro-optic constant, depending on the dielectric, 
l the length, and a the distance between the plate electrodes in 
centimeters , and P the difference of potential between the elec-
trodes in e.G.S. l.mits. 
From data ob~ained in this investigation, there seems to be a 
decided variation from the above law for low potentials. As the 
potential was decreased from about 200 volts per millimeter of 
distance between the electrodes, the decrease of 0 was in a 
smaller ratio than the decrease of P2. 
In determining the electro-optic constant, either a high poten-
tial or a sensitive system of measuring I) must be used. In the 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES, Vol. v, No.1, January 1905. 
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investigations of Kerr,! Quincke,2 Lemoine,3 and Schmidt,4 high 
potentials were employed. The difference of phase was meas-
ured by means ' of a Babinet's compensator; and the potential, 
supplied either by a static machine or an induction coil, by means 
of an electrometer. The difference in the values of B obtained by 
different observers and also of t,he values obtailTed by the same 
observer, as in the case of CSz, where the values of Quincke vary 
by one part in five, Schmidt points out as probably due to the 
difficulty in measuring high potentials with a sufficient degre~ of 
accuracy. To eliminate this error he used two sets of electrodes ' 
on the same axis of rotation as the beam of light and set at right 
angles, so that the effect of one set was compensated by that of the 
other. This, however, gives only relative values, and some other 
method must be depended upon for absolute measurements. 
A sensitive system of determining the difference of phase has 
been used in this, investigation. In place of the Babinet's com-
pensator, an elliptic half-shade polarizing system5 was employed, 
With , this system, as used in this particular problem; values of 8 
equal to .ooor'\ could be observed, In measurements taken ,the 
lowest value recorded is .00025 A. This brought the potential 
that could be used down to less than roo volts per millimeter of 
distance between electrodes of 47 cm. length. .For CS2 with the 
same length of electrodes the smallest value recorded by Quincke 
is over 3 ,000 volts per millimeter of distance. The potential was 
supplied by a storage battery of about 1,400 volts, and as the 
smallest potential used was less than 200 volts, a range of seven 
times this voltage was at the writer's disposal. The potential 
was measured by means of a voltmeter which had been caIl-
brated so that the possible errors for the lowest potentials were 
Jess than I per cent. 
The half shade system consisted of two thin mica sections. 
One, the "sensitive strip" S (fig. I), placed next to the polarizing 
) T. G. K err, Phil. Mag. (4), 50, p. 446, 1875; (5), 8, pp. 85 and 229, 1879 
(5),9, p. 157, 1880, and (5), 13, pp. 153 and 248,1882. 
2 G. Quincke, Wied. Ann., 10, p. 729, 1883. 
3J. Lemoine, Compt. Rend., 122, p. 835, 1896. 
4 W . Schmidt, Ann. d. Physik., 7, p. 142, 1902. 
6D. B. Brace, Phys. Rev., vol. 18, p. 70, vol. 19, p. 218, 1904. 
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Nicoi N, covered half of the field and was placed with its princi-
pal·axis at an aximuth of forty-five degrees to the plane of vibra-
tion of the polarized light. The edge of this strip was parallel to 
the faces of the electrodes, thus making the vanishing line par-
llel to the greatest dimension of the field of view. When elec-
t rodes of greatest length (127 cm.) were used, this strip was 
placed betwee~ the compensator and the analyzer, as the distance 
was -too long to give good definition. The second section, the 
"compensator" C (fig. I) , was placed next to the analyzing 
Nicol N', and covered the whole field. 'This section was mounted 
on a circle with a vernier that could be read to minutes. The 
position of the strip was changed several times, so that readings 
were obtained from different parts of the circle and thus elim-
inated any possible instrumental errors; 
A forty-eight candle power N ernst "glower," one centimeter 
long and one millimeter in diameter, was first used as light-source 
L (fig. I). . Later, observations were taken with sunlight passed 
through a spectroscope and observations were taken for red 
(620 p.p.) , green (540 p.p.), and blue (490 p.p.) light. By means 
of a condensing lens A (fig. I) the light was passed through the 
polarizing Nicol, the "sensitive strip," the liquid between the 
plate electrodes E (fig. I), through the compensator, analyzer, 
and thence to a focus 0 within the observer's eye. When sun-
light was used the light was strong enough to allow the use of a 
short focus telescope with small magnifying power placed next 
to the analyzer. One of the electrodes was grounded and the 
other connected to the storage battery. V is a voltmeter, con-
nected across the electrodes. 
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A thermometer was placed in the liquid and read before and 
after observations were taken. The measurements were taken at 
·room temperature. 
The order of the compensator was found by, comparing it with 
a quarter-wave plate. / The compensator was set for a match, and 
the quarter-wave plate placed in the field so that it produced no 
effect. The compensator was now rotated through an angle of 
five or ten degrees and the quarter-wave plate rotated until the 
intensities of -the two halves of the field were again the same. 
Then,l if ]',i', ()' and N, () are the orders and the degrees respect-
ively through which the two plates are rotated 
or 
N'(}=N(}' 
N'() 
N=T' 
Having thus found the order of t~1e "compensator" for a cer-
tain wave-length, its order for any other wave-length was found 
by means of the curve of differential dispersion of mica.2 
, R 
~ __ ---~tS3 
-==:==-
C B ' --------=:-:-----IS::::!- ~-- .-- -~ I Fig. R t::sr-v-V ~ -~ 
17 0' \ 
The wave-length for which the quarter-wave plate produced a 
retardation of A/ 4 was determined in the following manner: A 
beam of sunlight polarized at" forty-five degrees to the principal 
axis of the plate was passed twice through the plate and then 
through a second Nicol with its plane parallel to the polarizer. 
The beam was analyzed by means of a spectroscope. The spec-
trum contained a black band corresponding to a retardation of 
half a wave-length. Tl;e plate used was found to correspond to 
1 D. B. Brace, Phys. Rev., vol. 18, p. 73, 1904. 
2 E. J. Rendtorff, Phil. Mag., May, 1901, p. 545. 
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,\ =560 p.p.. In fig. 2, A and A' are the ' two Ni~ols , B the quar-
ter-wave plate, C a mirror silvered on the first surface, and S 
the spectroscope . 
. In taking observations, "the compensator" was set for a match, 
and then the plate electrodes charged and the "compensator" ro-
tated until a match was again obtained. Then if () is the angle 
through which the "compensator" was turned, N the order of the 
"compensator" 
(2) '" , 4N () N() Ii () . 11 0= --=-- w en I S sma 
180 4S 
and from (I) N() Bp
21 
--=+ --45 - a" 
For the same potential the settings of the mica "compensator" 
were approximately the same for all the colors used; showing 
that for the small differences of pbase produced, the electric dif-
ferential double refraction of CS2 is approximately the same . as 
the differential double refraction of mica. 
Two lengths of plate electrodes were used. The first made of 
nickel-plated brass strips 47 cm. long and I.5 C~1. wid'e. They 
were connected to the wires leading to the ground and the bat-
tery by two rods, screwed into the plates, and taken out through 
glass tubes 5 cm. long, welded 0 11 the sides of the containing 
tube. Small glass strips were placed between them at the edges 
at intervals and held in position by fish glue. The electrodes 
were placed in a tube 2.5 cm. in diameter and extended I cm. 
from each end. On the ends of the tube were fastened squares 
of glass in which holes I cm. in diameter had been bored, and 
then covered with thin cover-glasses. These cover-glasses were 
tested for double-n!fraction after they were glued on, for it hap-
pened in several cases that the drying of the glue produced 
enough strain in the glass to be observed . 
• It was found quite difficult to obtain perfectly parallel metal 
strips for the longer electrodes, viz." I27 cm., so that plate glass 
strips were used instead. A thick coating of silver was deposited ' 
on one side of each plate, and the silvering carried over at the 
5 
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opposite ends, where contact was made by , a couple of brass 
clamps which also served to hold the plates in position. Copper 
wires were soldered to these clamps and taken out through h6les 
bored in the end plates of the tube. The electrodes were sep-
arated in the same way as before. They rested without support 
in the tube containing the liquid. Fig. 3 shows a vertical and an 
end view of the electrodes. The formation of A 2S when the 
electrodes were in contact with CS2 was slow, and they could be 
used for some time without resilvering. 
The liquid used was CS~. The ordinary commercial CS2 was 
found to have a great number of small particles in it which 
would vibrate between the electrodes when the charge was put 
on, so that it was found very difficult to maintain a high differ-
ence of potential between them. It was therefore found neces-
sa:ry to clarify the liquid by filtering it through a porous cup 
which was fastened into the neck of a glass flask by means of 
plaster of Paris. Immediately below the neck· was a hole in the 
flask into which a glass tube was cemented. This tube was con-
nected to a vacuum pump, and thus the liquid was forced through 
the porous cup. The filtering of the CS2 did not, however, seem 
to appreciably change the electro-optic constant of the liquid. 
Table I gives the manner in which each recorded value of B 
in the following tables was obtained. For voltages below 200 
volts per millimeter distance between electrodes, each value of B 
is the mean of twenty observations instead of nine. Tables II 
and III give mean values obtained with the brass electrodes with 
a=.2545 cm. and a=.184 cm. Table IV gives values obtained 
with the silvered electrodes. The values between the three sets 
agree fairly well. Table V gives values obtained for differeat 
colors. For the same :value of P for different wave-lengths, () 
remains approximately the same, and in cal.culating the value of 
B it was only necessary to multiply the value of 'B, obtained from 
6 
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equation (3), . by the ratio of the order of the "compensator" (N 431 ~ J determined by means of the quarter-wave plate for 
that particular value of A, which, in this case, was 560 PP" while 
the order for any other colors used was ~btain'ed by interpolating 
from the curve obtained by Rendtorff . 
.'00 200 .300 p 400 SOu 
laxlCi 
In fig. 4 the values of BX 10-7 are plotted as ordinates and 
~ as abscissae. The curve is approximately a straight line 
aXIO 
until about 200 volts per millimeter of distance, when it turns 
and seems to become almost asymptotic to the ordinates. On 
obtaining these low values the errors of observation were of 
course large, owing to ' the smallness of the effect, and at first it 
was thought that the large deviation from the law was due to 
some systematic error. To eliminate such possible errors, the 
apparatus was ' taken down and remounted under different con-
7 
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ditions. This, however, did not give any difference in values 
obtained for E.l 
There is a great similarity between E, the constant of electric 
polarization in CS2 , as determined by means of double-refrac-
tion, and /1., the permeability, as determined by means of mag-
netic induction, and this suggests that possibly the double-re-
fraction in liquids under electric strain is due to a state of 
polarization analogous in nature to that which takes place in a 
magnetic substance when in a state of polarization. 
. , 
TABLE I 
1~47 cm. a=.2545 cm. 
TEMP. -VOLTS READ. OF COMPo READ OF COMPo BXlO-7 
WITH P9T. ON. WITH POT. OFF. 
19°C 1360 851°17' 6°13' 
354°38' 6°18' 
354°15' 6° 5' 
:354°32' 6°16' 
:354°16' 6° 
:354°19' 5°54' 
354° 15' 5°58' 
20°C 354°17' 5°51' 
354°24' 6° 6' 
Mean ... . . . ... 354°22.5' 6° 4.5' 
Rotation = 11 °42' 4.05 
\ lit might be suggested that the readings of the voltmeter do not give the 
true drop in potential within the liquid owing to a possible polarization at 
the electrodes, analogous to that within electrolytes, which"at the low poten-
tials used, might make itself evident. This could be determined by varying 
the distance of the electrodes and comparing the observations for the same 
drop of potential. This conclusion does not seem to be borne out by the 
data in tables 2 and 3 where a=.2545 cm. and .184 cm. respectively. 
8 
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TABLE II 
1=47 em. A=560p.p. a= ~ 2545 em; 
T EMP. VOLTS 0° B X lO-7 
23.5°C ]389 11.66° 3.88 
]9.5° 1360 1Ui8° 4.05 
18.5° 1345 11.6° 4.11 
20° 1043 6.77° 3.94 
19° 995 6.28° 4.07 
20° 880 4.74° 3.94 
21° 720 :1.16° 3.92 
22° 649 2.58° 3.93 
19° 556 2.16° 4.53 
22° 5"31 1.8° 4.09 
20° 357 1.1 ° 5.53 
19° 32* .74° 4.52 
20° 324 .84° 5.13 
19.5° 283 .16° 6.04 
24° 252 .65° 6.77 
22° 252 .68° 6.56 
22° 247 .62° 6.51 
19.5° 244 .77° 8.29 
19° 243 .53° 5.88 
TABLE III 
1=47 em. A = 560 p.p. a =. 184 em. 
TEMP. VOLTS 0° B X lO-7 
23°C 876 8.7° 3.78 
25° 861 8.24° 3.71 
23° 418 ·2° 3.82 
25° 242 .74° 4.22 
23° 193 .58° 5.19 
25° 191 .53° 4.56 
25° 191 \ .46° 4.23 
9 
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TABLE IV 
1=127 em. A=560p.p. a=.656em. 
TEMP. VOLTS 0° BXlO-7 
19°C 136! 4.84° 4-.08 
20° 13f)5 4-.88° 4.17 
20° ~ 1334 4.38° 3.85 
20.5° 1328 4.27° 3.84 
18° 1314 4.53° 4.11 
20° 1017 2.8° 4.25 
20° 1017 2.87° 4.35 
19.5° 1040 2.9° 4.17 
TABLE V 
l=47 em. a=.184 em. 
A inp.p. TEMPERATURE VOLTS 0° BX10-7 
620 23° 807 7.6° 3.00 
.23° 525 3.1 ° 2.9B 
28° 240 .73° 3.17 
23° 190 .6° 4.32 
540 23° 997 11.75° 4.13 
28° 841 8.5° 4.16 
23° 543 3.4° 4.20 
23° 242 .78° 4.88 
23° 191 .6° 5.96 
490 23° 955 11.5° 5.51 
28° 670 5.38 5.64 
26° 387 1.67 5.23 
26° 250 .06° 5.33 
26° 190 .5° 6.39 
10 
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BY CHARLES E. lmSSEY 
1. FOREST TREES . 
. It is a familiar fact that new species appear from time to time 
among the native pI'ants of a reg'ion. Such newcomers turn out 
on examinat~on to be new only in the sense that they have not 
previously livecl in the region, and in every instance these new 
plants are found to have co_me from other regions where they 
had existed for a longer or shorter period of time. In some 
cases the new species remain for a time and then disap~ear, or ' 
at least become inconspicuous, but more commonly they crowd 
in among the former plants and become permanent members of 
the plant community. \Nhenever such an addition is made to 
the flora of a region there -is a readjustment of the former spe-
cies, with a necessary change in the relative numbers of the in-
dividuals/ and the particl1lar habitat of each. In the case of 
annual plants these adjustments are made rapidly, so that in a 
short time the prominent features of the plant community may 
be e!ltirely changed. On the other hand, in the case of perennial 
plants there is greater stability, new species finding greater dif-
ficulty in entering, and the old species giving away, if at all, 
only after the lapse of a much longer time. A vegetation which 
is well rooted in the' ground is much less easily dis,turbed than 
one whose roots live for but a single season and then abandon 
the particular . plot of ground where they grow. Forests are 
therefore conservative plant communities, into which new species 
gain entrance with difficulty, and which change very slowly after 
such entrance has been effected. There is only one other plant 
community whose stability approaches that of the forest, namely, 
the grassy vegetation of the prairies and plains, which is C0111 -
UNIVERSITY STUD I ES; Vol. v, No.1, January ]905. 
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posed of perennial-rooted grasses, sedges, and rushes. Where 
these form a close sod new species are almost wholly excluded, 
and but little change takes place in the character of the vegeta-
tion. It is only where the surface is not closely covered that the 
grassy vegetation is more easily modified by the incoming- of 
new species. vVhere accident, or disease, or some other cause 
has destroyed the grassy covering new species promptly take 
possession. A fine example of this is to be seen in the growth 
of H dianthus annuus on the monnds made on the prairies by 
such burrowing animals as gophers and prairie dogs. Where 
the tough sod was broken by the freight~wagons which crossed 
Nebraska bX various "trails" many years ago botanists find many 
newcomers, which could not have gained a foothold in the 
unbroken sod. 
FACTORS IN MIGI{ATION 
The means 01 migration are physical and biological, the for-
mer including all the factors which are external to the plant, and 
_ which involve the mechanical movement of the plant or some of 
its parts, while the latter includes the devices on the part of the 
plant by means of which it takes advantage of physical agencies_ 
In this paper only those means which have to do with the mi-
gration of forest trees will be considered, thus limiting the dis-
cussion by excluding a multitude of devices of all degrees of 
complexity which pertain to other plants. 
The most general 'physical agent in the dissemination of plants 
is the movement of the air in the currents of wind. These sweep 
over the earth's surface with all degrees of rapidity, and with a 
carrying power which increases as the squares of the velocities. 
The fact that winds shift their direction at short intervals, rarely 
maint<,tining the same direction for more than a few hours, or at 
most a few days, makes them especially useful agents in the 
movement and transportation of such seeds and fruits as can be 
blown fr0111 place to place. It is probably true that to some ex-
tent the distribution of all of the species of trees which grow 
naturally in Nebraska is affected by the winds. The violent and 
long continued winds of high velocity transport seeds and fruits 
12 
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of all kinds, v,;hether or not they show any special adaptations 
for wind carriage. 
A second general agent in dissemination is moving water, upon 
which seeds and fruits may float from place to place. Every 
brook, every creek, every river carries thousands of seeds, many 
of which ultiG1ately float to the banks, or are lodged upon sand-
bars and islands. In the aggregate the number of seeds carried 
in this manner is large, but the number of trees resulting from 
their growth is by no means as great, since many seeds are in-
jured by prolonged soaking in water, and in addition many do 
not find favorable conditions for growth when cast ashore. 
Animals of various kinds are active agents in the dissemination 
of seeds and fruits, especially of trees. Here the means of trans-
portation are much more efficient, since they may result in the 
dispersal of seeds in all directions, and often for much greater 
distances. Squirrels, rats, mice, and other rodents which carry 
and secrete stores of food, and many herbivorous mammals which 
feed more or less commonly upon seeds and fruits, are efficient 
means for distribnting the seeds of trees and other plants. To 
these must be added the birds of nearly all species, excepting 
those that subsist wholly upon animal food. Their power of 
swift flight enables them to transport seeds long distances in 
every direction, across barriers which are practically impassable 
for quadrupeds. The number of different species which take 
part in seed dissemination is not less than two hundred in the 
portion of the central plains included within the boundaries of 
Nebraska, and of these probably one-third carry the seeds of 
trees. 
Nebraska occupies a central position in the United States, and 
is somewhat south of the centre of the North American conti-
nent. It lies between latituue 40° to 43 ° north of the equator, 
and longitude 95°30' to 104° west of Greenwich. It lies almost 
wholly in the Great Plains region, or the "Prairie Province" as 
denominated by Pound and Clements in the "Phytogeography of 
Nebraska." In the valley of the Missouri River along its eastern 
:. border its elevation above sea-level is 268 metres (880 feet) at 
the southeast, and about 335 metres (IIOO feet) at the northeast, 
13 
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while westward and northwestward the elevation is much g~eater, 
reaching r500 metres (4900 feet) in the northwest, and fully 
r6r6 metres (5300 feet) towards its southwest boundary, near 
the Wyoming line. 
The river system is a very simple one. Along the eastern 
border is the turbid Mis'souri River, which receives the Nemaha 
and Weeping Water (both short streams) south of the mouth 
of the Platte River. The Platte River flows from the Rocky 
Mountains as two streams, which unite in western Nebraska, 
and is, like the l\lissouri River, a . rapid and turbid stream. It 
receives one tributal:y, Lodgepole River, in the western part of 
the state, the much-branched Loup River (which drains the 
Sai'idhil1s) in the centre, and the Elkhorn River toward the 
northeasterly part. On the north is the Niobrara River which 
comes from the vVyoming foothills, and in the extreme north-
west are branches of the vVhite River, ri sing in the mountainous 
country of Pine Ridge. On the south the Republica~ River 
comes from the elevated plateau of eastern Colorado, traverses 
the southern counties, and then passes into Kansas where 
it joins the Kansas River, and finally reaches the Missouri River. 
In the southeast, the Blue River drains a triangular area closely 
adjacent to the Platte River, and flowing south empties into the 
Kamds River. . 
The surface feat tires of the state are considerably varied, in-
cluding ,the wet and marshy "bottoms" of the Missouri River 
valley, the steep "bluffs" which limit them on the we~terly side, 
the hiIly and broken country still further inland, the rolling sur-
face of the prairies of the eastern portion of the state, the more 
pronounced hills adjacent to the bluffs of the Platte valley, the 
broad and nearly level valley of the Platte River, the steep and 
irregular hills of the Sandhill country, the high plains, "bad 
lands," buttes, and mountainous ridges of the extreme west. / 
The soils of Nebraska show much of uniformity. Most of the 
- eastern portion is overlaid with loess, which becomes more sandy 
westward toward the Sandhills, while still further west it be-
comes more clayey. These three general types of soil are more 
or less modified locally, as by the increase of humus in the marshy 
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borders of some streams, the increase of organic maHer in the 
drainless valleys of the Sandhills, and the alkali soils surround-
ing many ponds in regions still further west. 
The climate of Nebraska is of the "con.tinental" type. The 
rainfall which reaches 88 centimetres (35 inches) a year in the 
southeastern part gradualiy decreases westward to 35 centimetres 
(I4 inches). It is very unequally distributed thtoughout the 
year. About 30 per cent falls in the spring, 39 per cent in the 
summer, 23 per cent in the autnmn, and 8 per cent in the winter. 
The humidity of the air is generally low, and is especially so in 
the winter. The insolation is high, the days with sunshine be-
ing more than three times as many as those without. The tem-
perature ranges are from about 38°C. (IOo°F.) as the maximum 
heat of summer, to -36°C. (-30°F.) as the minimum of win-
ter, the former for the southern counties, and the latter for the 
northern. The prevailing winds are from the southeast in spring 
and summer, and from the northwest in the autumn and winter. 
The average for ten years of the number of miles of wind for 
each season in eastern N ehraska (Lincoln ) is, 28, I II in spring, 
2I,or6 in summer, 23,586 in autumn, and 23.460 in winter. 
The native trees of Nebraska have developed many devices, 
for the distribution of their seeds, adapted to the physical factors 
just described. These may be reduced to five general classes, 
viz.: wings, hairs" fleshy fruits, rolling balls, edible nuts. 
WINGS 
Rock ' pine (Pinus scopulorum (Engelm.) Lemmon). Each 
seed is provided with a delicate membranous wing, a centimetre 
long and five to seven miIlimetres wide. vVhen the seed drops 
from the cone it is given a whirling motion by a slight twist and 
ben,d in the plane of the wing, and if caught by the wind is car-
ried a considerable distance from the parent tree. This tree oc-
curs in the Rocky Mountains from Montana to 'iVyoming and 
Colorado, ar:d in Nebraska (I1) has pushed out upon the footh.ills 
1 The figures in parentheses refer to the maps showing the distribution 
()f the different species of trees. ., 
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(Pine Ridge, and Wild Cat Mountains), and from these to the 
bluffs of the Niobrara, and North Platte rivers. From the latter 
it spread to scattered stations along tl~e eastern edge of the Great 
Sandhill region ( Holt, Greeley, Valley, Custer, Lincoln and 
.Franklin counties). 
Basswood or Linden (Tilia americana L.) . The wing is an 
extension and enlargement of the bract of the peduncle of the 
inflorescence. The several ' spherical, dry fI:uits at maturity are 
attached nearly at right angles to this wing, which is slightly 
bent and twisted. At maturity the bract carrying the fruits 
separates at its base from the tree, and when caught QY the wind 
whirls horizontally, carrying its freight of seed-bearing fruits 
. often to a distance of many metres from the parent tree. The 
linden occurs abundantly in tbe forests bordering the Missouri 
River southeast of Nebraska, and . it now extends up tbat river 
along the eastern edge' of the state (16) and along the N iobrara 
River to Cherry County. It bas also extended up the valley of 
the Blue and Repu blican rivers on the south to Jefferson County, 
and the Platte River in the central portion of the state, to Nance 
County. 
The Elm (Ulmus spp.). Tbe flat seed-pods are winged on 
their margins so that tbe surface is increased several times. 
, When ripe they are very light, and are easily carried by the wind 
to a distance of ten to twenty or more metres from the parent 
tree. , While great numbers fall to tbe ground under the tree, 
many are carried to a distance equal to or more than that of the 
height of the tree. 
The 'White Elm (Ulmlls americana L.) is very abundant in 
the valley of the Missouri River southeast of Nebraska, and 
thence eastward to the Atlantic Ocean. From the southeas'tern 
forest body of this species it has extended up the several river 
valleys into all portions of the state (17) to the western counties. 
Rock Elm (Ulmus racemosa Thomas) occurs commonly in the 
forest belt bordering the Missouri River southeastward, and from 
this region it has moved upward along the eastern border of the 
state (18) and up the N iobrara River near the northern bound-
ary. While it has been recorded from but two stations (Cass 
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and Keya Paha counties) it is highly probable that it occurs 
somewhat sparingly and perhaps intermittently along the eastern 
and northeastern border. 
Red Elm (V Imlls ful'ua Michx.) is abundant in the Missouri 
R iver forest area, from which it has spread westward up the 
river valleys nearly or quite half way across the state (19) . 
IJeyond this ~rea a single station is reported in Frontier County. 
-The Ashes (Fra:ril11tS ,spp.). Each cylindrical seed pod is pro-
longed upward into a flat oar-shaped, slightly bent and twisted 
wing. 'Vhere the fruit separates from its pedicel it drops with 
the heavier seed-end down, and is given a whirling motion by 
the wing, and when caught by the wind is carried many me,tres 
before it reaches the ground. 
White Ash (Fra:ril11tS am ericana L.) is common in the Mis-
souri forest area, from which it has extended up along the east-
ern border of the state (22) to Sarpy County. 
Green Ash (Fra,-rinus lanceo/ata Bork.) is also com1110n in the / 
Missouri forest area, fr0111 which it has spread westward and 
northward along the river valleys, across the state (24) to the 
western counties. 
Red Ash (Fra.rinll.~ pennsylvG!1icG Marsh.) is found with the 
preceding (23) and apparently has been disseminated with it. 
Red Bud (eel'cis canade11sis L.). The bean-like pods are 
very flat and thin, and are \;vell adapted to be carried in the wind 
a few metres. It is common in the ~1issouri forests and has I . 
extended northwestward into Nebraska (36) as far as Lancaster 
and Douglas counties. 
The Maples (Acer spp.). The bicarpellary fruit develops two 
thin membranous curved and slightly twisted wings, one on the 
back of each carpel. At maturity the carpels split apart, and 
each falls slowly with a whirling motion, w.hile the wind carries 
it to a greater or less distance from the parent tree. In a high 
wind this distance may be twenty to thirty metres, or even more. 
Mountain IVlaple (Acer glabru111 Torrey) is abundarit in the 
Rocky Mountains of Wyoming and southward, from which it 
has extended eastward into the extreme western part of the state 
(42) at two stations (Sioux and Scott's Bluff counties). 
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Sil~er Maple (Ace?' saccharinu111 L.) occurs abundantly in the 
..\Iissouri forest area from which it has extended up the Missouri 
River nearly to the mouth of the i'Jiobrara "River (43) and west-
ward fifty to sixty mil~s, in the moist lands along the streams. 
Box E lder or Ash-leaved Maple (Acer neg-undo L.) grows 
abundantly in the Missouri forests, from which it has extended 
across the state (44). As this species occurs in the Rocky 
1\10untains from New Mexico northward it is possible that some 
of the trees in western Nebraska have come down fr0111 the 
mountains and i11et those disseminated directly from the eastern 
forest areas. 
Ironwood (O.>tr,)'a virginica (Miller) WiIld.). The small nut 
is enclosed in a bladder), bag, which is so much larger that it 
serves the purpose 'of a "ving. A dozen or more of these are 
aggregated into a loose strobilus. The obvious purpose of this 
structure is the easy transportation of the seed by the wind either 
in the whole strobilus, or the separate seed-bearing bags. The 
tree is abundant in the Missouri forests, ' from which it has ex-
tend-ed up through the eastern and northern counties to Brown, 
Cherry and Sioux counties (63). 
\Vater Beech (Carpinus carolinian a vValtJr. ) . . The small nut 
is attached to a foliaceous, somewhat three-lobed bract, which 
serves as a wing'. These bracts are not crowded into a strobilus, 
lJllt constitute a loose raceme. On falling from the . tree the 
bracts serve to float the seed in th e wi nd for some distance from 
the parent tree. This species occurs in the Missouri 'forests, 
and has heen reported from eastern (Sarpy County) and north,ern 
stations (Brown County) in Nebraska (64) to which it has ap-
parently extended, its range. 
The Birches (Betula spp.). The little nut is winged on its 
margins. These grow in small cones, fr0111 which when mature 
they are shaken out by the wind, and carried away some distance 
ibefore reaching the ground. 
Canoe Birch , (B etula papyrifera Marshall). This tree occurs 
'in Minnesota and ~Iontilna, the Black Hills of North Dakota, 
:Clnd at a single station on the Iowa River in central Iowa (Hardin 
tCounty). In Nebraska it is found only on the bluffs and in the 
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ravines along the Niobrara River in Keya Paha, Brown, and 
(herry counties (65). The occurrence of this tree in Nebraska 
is a puz~le to the botanical geographers, for it is difficult to con-
ceive of any means by which the seeds could be carried from the 
nearest known stations. Even should we consider the possibility 
of its dissemination from the Black Hills the difficulty is nearly 
as g reat, for the distance is fully one hundred and fifty miles, a 
part of it across the very rough country known as the "Bad 
Lands." 
Black Birch (B etuZa occidelltalis Hook.) occurs abundantly in 
the Rocky Mountains west of Nebraska (66) and has extended 
from thence eastward into the state in Sioux County. 
River Birch (Betula nigra L.) is found in the Missouri forests 
southeastward, and has extended its range northward along the 
eastern border of the state, being reported from Cass Comity 
(67)· 
HAIRS 
The Willows (Sali."C spp.). The ' b'icarpellary seed-pods con-
tain two ro'vvs of inverted seeds ' (anatropous) , each of which de-
velops a circular tuft of long straight ascending hairs on its 
funicle. Upon the dehiscence of the mature fruit the seeds are 
released, when the hair's spread out almost spherically, and are 
caught by the winds and floated away for long distances, often 
a mile or more, or in high winds, many miles, 
BlackWillow ' (Salix 11-i.~ra Marsh.) is common in the Missouri 
forests, from which it has spread up the streams, apparently 
across the state (5). 
Almond Willow (Salix amygdaloides And.) is found abun-
dantly in the Missouri forests, and has followed the river valleys 
across the Plains to the Rocky Mountains (6) and even to 
Oregon. 
Shining Willow (Salix lucida Muehl.) occurs in the Missouri 
forests and has moved up the river to Cass County (7). 
Sand-bar Willow (SaZt:x fl1wiatilis N utt.) is abundant in the 
Missouri forests, from which it has extended up the river val-
leys, across the Plains to the Rocky Mountains (8), California, 
and Oregon. _ 
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Bebb's WiIlqw (Salix bebbiana Sarg.) is found in the Black 
Hills of South Dakota, and the Rocky Mountains from Montana 
to Colorado, from which it has extended eastward (9) so as to 
enter the northwest corner of the state (Dawes and Sioux coun-
ties) . 
Diamond 'WiIlow (Salix missollriensis Bebb) is con11110n along 
the Missouri River in "\Nestern Missouri from which region it 
has extended its range northward along the river, and westward 
in the Republican, Platte and N iobrara river valleys to the west-
ern border (TO). 
The Poplars (Populus spp.). The bi- and tricarpellary seed-
pods develop two or three rows of seeds having the same general 
structure as those of the vVillows. On the escape of the seeds 
they are buoyed up by the attached mass of fluffy hairs, and car-
ried away by the winds, sometimes for several miles. 
Quaking Aspen (Popul1ls trcl1wloides Michx.) is a Rocky 
Mountain tree which has extended eastward into Nebraska but 
a few miles in the western counties (11) from Banner to Sioux, 
Dawfs and Sheridan connties. 
Balsam Poplar (Populus balsamifera L.) occurs in the Rocky 
Mountains of "\iVyoming from which it has extended eastvvard 
. into Nebraska in Sioux COl111ty (12). 
N arrow-leaf Cottonwood (Popullts angustifolia J arnes) is also 
a member of the forests of the Rocky Mountains, from which it 
has come eastward into Nebraska ( 13) in Sioux and Scott's 
Bluff counties. 
Rydberg's Cottonwood (Populu.s aClllll inata Ryd.) occurs here 
and there in the Rocky Mountains of Colorado and Wyoming , 
from which it has invaded western Nebraska (14) at one point 
(Scott's Bluff COllnty). 
Common Cottonwood (POPUII.IS deltoides Marsh.) is very 
abtmdant in the Missouri forests, from which -it has passed up 
the rivers across the state (IS) to the western border and beyond. 
FLESHY FRUIJ'S 
Red Cedar (Juniperus spp.). The small few-scaled cones in-
crease their parenchymatous tissue and become fleshy, and berry-
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like. They are eaten by some birds, and in this way the seeds 
are scattered. 
Eastern Red Cedar (Juniperus virginian a L.) is found scat-
tered over the eastern United States, and occurs in the various 
bodies of forests eastward of Nebraska. From these it has 
moved westward up the river valleys fully two-thirds of the dis-
tance across the state (2). 
Western Red Cedar (Juniperus scopulorum Sarg.) occurs in 
the Rocky Mountains, from which it appears to have moved 
eastward into the western third of the state (3). 
Papaw (Asimina t'riloba (L.) Dunal). The large fleshy fruits 
which contain about eight large l}ard seeds are edible, and are 
picked up and carried off, or eaten directly by various quadru-
peds. In either case it happens that some, of the seeds are car-
ried some distance from the parent trees. This species is very 
common in the Missouri forests, from which it has moved up 
the river valleys (4) in southeastern Nebraska (Richardson to 
Pawnee, Nemaha, Otoe, anc! Saunders counties). 
Ha'ckberry (Celtis occidel1talis L.). The globose Dne-seeded 
fru its are fleshy, and are in fact small drupes, much like thin-
fleshed cherries. They are freely eaten by birds, and ' thus the 
seeds may be carried to considerable distances (even to many 
miles) fro111 the parent trees. This species occurs abundantly in 
the Missouri forests , from which it has extended its range up 
the Missouri, Republican, Platte and N iobrara river valleys, 
across the plains (20) to the Rocky Mountains. 
Red Mulberry (M orus ntbra L.). The compound fleshy fruit 
(sorosis) consists of an aggregation of small one-seeded drupes, 
each surrounded by the fleshy calyx-lobes. They ' are eaten by 
many birds, and the hard seeds are voided uninjured, and thus 
carried far away from the parent trees. The Mulberry is found 
abundantly in the Missouri forests, fron: which it has extended 
northwestward along the eastern border of the state to Cedar 
. Coun ty (2 I ) . 
Prairie Apple or Western Crab-Apple ( Malus iowensis 
( Wood) Britt.). The fleshy fruit contains five two-seeded car-
Ve1s, and is eaten by swine,cattle, sheep, horses, and probably by 
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deer, rabbits, woodchucks and a few other quadrupeds. Such 
fruits as are carried short distances and then dropped whole, or 
partially eaten, may supply seeds from which new trees may 
spring. This species is abundant in the Missouri forests, from 
which it has extended its range into Nebraska along the Missouri 
River and up the Niobrara River to Brown County (25). It 
has been distributed up the Nemaha River valley to Gage COUIi ty; 
and the P latte River valley to Butler Counti 
The H awthorns (Cratacgus spp.). The fleshy "fruits are in 
fact little apples with bony instead of papery carpels. The flesh 
is palatable and the fruits are eaten by many quadrupeds (as 
swine, cattle, sheep, horses, deer, rabbits, etc.) and by some birds 
which are attracted by the bright colors in most of the species. 
Blackthorn (Cmtae gus tomcntosa L.) occurs in the Missouri 
forests, from which it has moved up the river into the south-
eastern counties, from Richardson to Lancaster and Douglas 
(26) . . 
Downy Haw (Crataegus mollis (T. & G.) Scheele) occurs in 
the Missouri forests, and bas extended its range apparently with 
the preceding' species to Lancaster and Douglas counties ( 27). 
Red H aw (Crataegus colomdo Ashe) is probably a western 
species which has moved down into the Sandhill region, where 
it occurs along the banks of the Dismal and Middle Loup rivers 
in Thomas County (28). I 
Thorny Haw (Cratae gus occidcntalis Britt.) is a native of 
Colorado, Wyoming and Montana from wbich it has moved down 
the Niobrq.ra River to Cherry, Brown, Rock, Holt, Keya Paha, 
Boyd and Knox counties. It occurs also on tbe Middle Loup 
River in Thomas County (29) . 
Juneberry (Amelanchier canadensis (L.) Med.) . The little 
hard-seeded apples have a soft edible flesh which is greedily 
eaten by birds. Many of the seeds pass through the alimentary 
canal uninjured and are thus distributed over considerable dis-
tances. This species occurs in the Missouri forests, from which 
it has moved up the valley of the Missouri River as far as Sarpy 
County (30). 
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Cherries and Plums (Prn llllS spp.) . The monocarpellary, two-
ovuled. ovary becQmes a fleshy one-seeded drupe. The hard shell 
of the stone protects the seeel from cru shing when the frui t i5 
eaten by birds or quadrupeds, and preserves many of the em-
bryos while the seeds are paosing through the alimentary canal. 
The smaller fruit s (cherries) are g reedily eaten by many birds, 
.while the larger ( plums) are eaten by quadrupeds , and occa-
sionally carried away by birds . 
Choke Cherry (Pl'll1'l1tS 'iJi1"giniol1a L.) is found in the :lVIi s-
souri forests, from which it has been carried northward along 
the Mi:;;souri River ~s far as Sarpy County, and westward in the 
Nemaha, Blue and Republican river valleys to F ranklin County 
(31 ) . 
, iVild Black Cherry (Prun1ts serofina Ehrh.) occurs in th e for-
ests of Missouri, from which it has spread into southern and 
eastern Nebraska, to Sarpy County along the Missouri River, 
and Franklin County in the valiey of the Republican River ( 32) . 
Wild P lum (Pnmus americana Marsh. ) is C01111110n in the 
country East of the Plain s, into and across which it appears to 
have been carried, so that it is now fo und in the Rocky Mountain 
region. It is found in all parts . of l\' ebraska (33), even in the 
"pockets" in the Sandhills into which it must have been carried 
by birds. 
Kentucky Coffee Tree (GYIll1!oclad1fs dioica (L.) Koch). The 
large monocarpellary fruits ( 15-18 centimetres long, 4-5 wide, 
and nearly 2 centimetres thick) contain about half a dozen large, 
spherical, very hard seeds, imbedded in a sweet pulp. The ri-
pened pods hang on the trees for a part of 'the winter, and when 
they fall are picked up by quadrupeds which are attracted bv 
their sweet odor. The hardness of the seeds prevents their be-
ing crushed. T he tree occurs in the Missouri forests, and has 
followed the Missouri and N iobrara rivers northwestward to 
Rock county (34) : In the southeastern part of the state it has 
followed the smaller streams westward fifty to sixty miles from 
the Missouri RIver. 
Honey Locust (Gleditsia triacanthos L. ). The large twi sted 
and bent monocarpellary fruits (20-30 centimetres long, 2-2.5 
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wide, and 0.5 thick), contain ten or more very hard, fiat seeds, 
bedded in a sweet pulp. The pods fall from the tree during the 
winter and are ' picked up and partly eaten by the larger quadru-
peds, as swine, cattle, etc., and doubtless were also by deer, buffa-
loes, and other wild animals before the advent of white men. The 
hardness of the seeds preserves them from injury. The tree is 
common in the forests of Missouri, and has been carried up the 
Missouri River and its tributaries so that now it occurs as far 
west as Franklin Connty in the Republican valley, and Holt 
County along the N iobrara River (35). It has also passed up 
the Nemaha and the Blue rivers to Gage and Lancaster counties. 
Buckthorns (Rham.nus spp.). The small drupe contains two 
to four very hard one-seeded stones, surrounded by a thin flesh . 
When these drupes are eaten by birds the seeds are preserved 
from injury by their hard covering'. 
Buckthorn (Rhall'/1/ 'lIs lanceolata P ursh ) is common in the 
Missouri forests, from which it has moved up along the eastern 
border of the state to Cherry County on the Niobrara River. It 
has followed the tributaries of the Missouri River (Nemaha and 
Blue rivers) to Gage, and (Platte River) Saunders counties 
( 38) . 
Indian Cherry (Rham1lus caro!iniolla \Valt.) occurs somewhat 
sparingly in the Missouri forests, from which it has advanced 
into eastern Nebraska (:'39) having been noticed at two stations 
(Cass and Saunders counties). . 
Buffalo Berry (Lepargyraea argentea (Pursh ) Gl'eene). The 
small red or amber one-seeded drupes are edible, and . are eaten 
by birds and thus carried away. The seed is protected from 
injury in the alimentary canal by its hard covering. This small 
tree is a native of the Rocky Mountain region and westward, 
from which it has been carried eflstward across the state (40) to 
the banks of the Missouri River (Nemaha Cqunty). 
Sumach (Rhus copal/ina L.). The small one-seeded drupes 
are crimson in. color and have an acid flavor. They are eatcn by 
birds, and their seeds are protected from injury by the bony seed 
coat. This species occurs in the Missouri forests, and has been 
carried northward (45) to the extreme southeastern corner of 
the state (Richardson County). 
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ROLLING BALLS 
Sycamore (Platanus occidentalis L.). The flowers grow in 
spherical heads, and produce compact, spherical clusters of ob-
long nutlets, which hang from long peduncles. When they fall 
from the tree (in the winter) they roll over the ground in the 
wind, carryirig their seeds with them. These trees are common 
in the forests of Missouri, from which they have moved up along-
the eastern edge of the state to Douglas County (37). 
EDIBLE SEEDS AND NUTS 
Buckeye (Aesculus glabra Willd.). The large brown shiny 
seeds drop to the ground as soon as .mature, where they are quite 
conspicuous. . Here they are picked up by large animals and 
sometimes swallowed. They are too hard to be easily masti-
cated, and many must be rejected after trial. In the meantime 
they have usually been carried some distance from the parent 
tree. This species occurs in the Missouri forests, from which it 
has moved into Nebraska (4I) as far as Richardson, Pawnee, 
and' Nemaha counties. 
Walnuts (J uglans spp.). Th~ large drupaceous fruits contain 
a bony shell (the nut) enclosing a four-lobed, edible seed. At 
maturity the bitter flesh rots away, leaving the nut, which is 
picked up by sqi1i~Tels and related rodents, and carried away to 
be eaten at once,' or hidden for, hiture eating. Many of these are 
dropped on the way, or those bidden are forgotten or overlooked, 
so that much effective distribution of seeds has "taken place. 
Butternut (Jug tans cinerea L.) is common in the Missouri 
forests, from which it has heen carried into the southeastern part 
of Nebraska, as far as Gage, J ohnsol1, Otoe and Casscounties 
(46) . 
vValnut (Ju.glans nigra L.) is fou\ld in abundance in the for-
ests in the ::\1issouri River valley southeast of Nebraska, and 
fr0111 here it has moved up that river and up the Niobrara valley 
to Cherry County. It has occupied the southeastern corner of the 
state, and the Republican valley to Harlan County (47). 
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The Hickories (Hicorz'a spp.). The fruits are drupes, with 
hard flesh which splits at maturity into four segments and sep 
arates from the hard, smooth, but usually angled nuts, each· en-
closing a two- to four-lobed , edible seed. These nuts constitute 
the favorite food of squirrels, and are carried away. and secreted 
in great quantities. Many of these eventually germinate and 
spring up into young trees. 
Shellbark Hickory (Hico1-ia o'Z/ata (Mill.) Britt.) is common 
in the MissoUl'i forests, from which' it has been carried into the 
southeastern counties of Nebraska, from Gage to Cass (48). 
Big Hickory Nut (Hicoria lacim:osa (Michx.) Sarg.) occurs in 
the Missouri forests, from which it has been carried northward 
along the Missouri River from Richardson to Sarpy counties 
(49)· ' 
Mocker-N ut (Hicoria alba (L.) Britt.) occurs in the Mis-
souri forests, from vvhich it is reported to have moved ' north-
ward (50) into eastern N ebraska (Sar.gent). 
Pig-Nut (Hicoria g labra (l\1iII.) Britt.) is common in the 
Missouri forests, from which it has been carried along the Mis-
souri River in to eastern N ebraska from Richardson , to Cass 
counties (5I). 
Bitter Hickory (Hicoria minima (Marsh.) Britt.) is common 
in the forests of the Missouri River valley, from which it has 
been carried northward into the southeastern counties of N e-
braska (52) from Richardson to Pawnee, Lancaster and Casso -
Oaks (Quercus spp.). The \ fruits (known as "acorns") are 
thin- and tough-shelled nuts, each containing a single, large, (d-
ible seed. They are relished by squirr~ls and other rodents , .as 
well as by swine, cattle and sheep, and also, bydee'r and buffaloes. 
All of these no doubt 'have contributed in some degree to theiT 
dissemination, but the squirrels have been .the most acti;ve ag',ents 
in this work, gathering and hiding them in many places, usually 
at some distance from the parent tree. 
\iVhite Oak (Quercus aiba L.) is common in the Missouri for-
ests, from which it has been carried into southeastern Nebraska ' 
( 53) ~s far north as Cass County. 
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Post Oak (QuerclIs minor (Marsh.) Sarg.) is f?und in the 
Missouri forests, from which it is reported to have moved north-
ward (54) into southeastern Nebraska (Sargent). 
Bur-Oak (Quercus 1l1([crocarpa Michx.) is abundant in -the 
Missouri River valley forests, from which it has migrated along 
the river valleys fully half ' way across the state (55), reaching 
Harlan County on the sciuth, Custer County in the centre and 
Cherry County on the north. It occurs, also, in the Black Hills 
of South Dakota, to which it was probably brought from the 
same Missouri forest area. . 
Yellow Oak (Querclls aC1l11linata (Michx .) Sarg.) found in 
the Missouri forests, has barely reached Nebraska (56) in Rich-
ardson County. 
Low Yellow Oak (Quercus I'rinoides vVilld.) of the Missouri 
forests has barely reached southeastern Nebraska (57) in Rich-
ardson County. . 
Red Oak (Quercus 1~ubra L.) is common in the Missouri for-
ests, from which it has been carried northward along the Mis-
souri Ri"er to Dixon County (58) and westward fifty or sixty 
miles. 
Scarlet Oak (QlleyC1/s coccin.?a Muench.) OCCt11'S in the Mis-
. souri forests, and has entered the southeastern counties of N e-
braska (59) from Richardson to Casso 
Black Oak (Quercus 'uc/utina Lam.) is found in the Missouri 
forests, from which it has moved northward along the eastern 
border of Nebraska (60) to the Platte River. 
Black Jack Oak (Que1'cus marilandic([ Muench.) of the Mis-
sot11-i forests, has moved into the southeastern counties of N e-
braska (6r), Richaroson to Pawnee and Nemaha. 
Laurel Oak (QuerC1fs imbricaria Michx.) is found in the Mis-
souri forests, from which it has moved northwestward nearly or 
quite to the southeastern corner of Nebraska (62) . Although 
this species has repeatedly been reported from this part of the 
state, I have seen no specimens which were collected within our 
borders. I have specimens collected in Missouri but a short dis-
tance from the southeastern extremity of Nebraska. 
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DISCl!SSION 
From the foregoing statistics it appears that of the seventeen 
trees whose fruits or seeds are winged thirteen came into N e-
braska from the southeast and fonr from the west. Of the eleven 
species with hairy seeds six came from the southeast and five 
from the west. Of the twenty species with fleshy fruits sixteen 
came from the southeast, and four from the west. The single 
species whose seeds a re in rolling bails came from the southeast, 
and all of the species with edible nuts (eighteen) came fr0111 the 
southeast. The significance of these facts is not at once very 
obvious. They do not directly indicate the relative value of the 
several devices for dissemination, nor do they plainly decide the 
question of the effi ciency of winds, waters, birds, and quadrupeds 
as carrying agents. Thus the fact that thirteen trees with winged 
fruits or seeds came from the southeast, and only four from the 
west, does not indicate the greate r efficiency of the south-east 
winds over those from the west. The fact that there is a muc11 
more compact forest area, containing a greater number of species 
of trees of this kind a short distance southeast of the state, is of 
far greater importance. The nearness of a vigorous vegetation 
representing many species makes that vegetation more efficient in 
invad in g a territory. The .Missouri forest s dominate the forests 
ofN ebraska, because they are near by, and contain many species. 
This is shown more emphatically in the case of the species with 
edible nuts, all of which have come from the Missouri forests, 
where they are abundant. In vVyoming and northern Colorado 
there are 110 species of this kind in the sparse forests within a 
hundred miles of the western border of Nebraska. There are no 
oaks, hickories, walnuts, or buckeyes in this portion of the Rocky 
]'"lol1ntain foothills to move eastward. On the other hand, there 
are species of trees having hairy seeds not on ly in the Missouri 
forests, but also in the canyons of \Vyoming, and here we find 
that almost one-half of our trees of this kind came from the 
west. It is to be remarked, however, that while five of the six 
southeastern species have crossed the state, the five western spe-
cies have moved eastward only a few miles from the Wyoming 
line. 
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Of the thirteen southeastern species with winged seeds or 
fniits three barely enter the state, one has advanced one-fourth 
of the way across the state; three, one-half ; one, two-thirds, and 
. five to or beyond the western border. Of the four western spe-
cies, two have barely entered; one has advanced half way, and 
one, two-thirds of the way across the state. 
Of the sixteen species with fleshy fruits, seven have barely 
entered the state; six have advanced half way across the state; 
one, three-fourths, and two to the western border and beyond. 
Of the four western species two have advanced about one-fourth 
of the way across the state; one, three-fourths,. and one has 
reached the Missouri River. 
Lastly if we examine the eighteen species with edible nuts, 
all of which have entered from the southeast, we find that fifteen 
have barely entered the state; one has advanced nearly one-fourth 
f the way across the state, one, two-thirds, and one, three-
)urths. 
Summarizing what we have found , by assigning a definite 
value to the distance covered by each species and taking the 
aggregate of these for all the species, we fin'd that the average of 
those with winged seeds and fruits is fifty-th ree ,per cent of the 
whole distance; for those ' with hairy seeds, fifty-two per cent; 
with fleshy fruits, forty-five per cent; with edible Duts, sixteen 
, per cent; and with rolling balls, ten per cent. W e can thus 
express the efficiency of each device in these per cents, as fol-
lows: 
Wings on seeds or fruits ..... .. ... ....... 53 per cent 
Hairs on seeds .. . ..... ~ .. .......... .... 52 " " 
Fleshy fruits .. . ...... ..... . ............ 45 " " 
Edible nuts .... ... . . . .......... . ... .. . .. 16 " t( 
.Rolling baIls .. . ....... ...... . . ... .. ..... 10 " " 
That the migrating movement of the trees in Nebraska is still 
going on is attested by many observers, ~specially in the south-
eastern part of the state. The condit-ioris under which such 
movement occurs are tlsuaIly the foHowing:- (I) Cessation of 
prairie fires, (2) protection from domestic animals, (3) a forest 
border in a mois,t valley. Under such conditions the forest bor-
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cler becomes margined with tall-growing weeds which ' k111 the 
tenacious prairie grasses, at the same time affording a lodgment 
for seeds of shrubs 'and trees. These gro~, and gradually the 
shrubs and trees retain possession of the belt of ground, at first 
to the partial exclusion of the weeds, and later to their total 
suppression. Still later the trees overtop the shrubs, and event-
ually the latter may be suppressed also. While this is happen-
ing, a new weed belt is forming in advance of the belt of shrubs 
and young trees, and thus the forest margin is continually 
advanced. 
There are many such advancing forest borders in Nebraska. 
In fact wherever the fires and domestic animals are kept out 
such an advance is commonly taking place. The rate of ad· 
vance varies from a few feet a year to a hundred feet under fa-
vorable conditions, and in exceptional cases to several hundred 
feet. When it is remembered that an advance of but ten feet a 
year along a forest border a mile long adds a: little more than an 
acre of woodland, even such a slow advance is seen to accom-
plish much. In this way in the course of a century the act~lal 
forest area may be greatly enlarged. While such a steady ad-
vance of the forest margins is now actL;ally going on, there is 
another mode of distribution which is even more rapid. A seed 
is carried by a bird or other means to a considerable distance 
from the body of trees of its kind. It springs up in its new sta-
tion and eventually produces seeds, and becomes a centre from 
which further distribution takes place. A case of this kind has 
been brought to my attention in the recent appearance of the 
Linden tree (Tilia americana) in the vicinity of Lincoln. 
In the western part of Nebraska the present spreading of the 
Rock Pine (Pinus sca pula1'Htn) is quite noticeable. It is not 
uncommon to find young trees considerably in advance of the 
older trees of the sparse forest, around which are many small 
trees which have sprung up from the young parent trees. 
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MAPS SHOWING DISTRIBUTION OF NEBRASKA TREES 
(Compiled from specimens and available data in the Herbar-
ium of the Botanical Survey of Nebraska. The lines are drawn 
so as to show the general distribution of each species, it being 
impossible to show details on maps drawn to such a small scale. 
In some cases isolated stations have been connected where there 
is good reason for believing that the species extends from one 
to the other, while in others no such attempt has been made, 
although further irtvestigation will probably show intermediate 
stations, if not an actual continuity.) 
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IlL-An Englisil ,Ve1's£on of Oehlenschlaeger's Hakon Jarl 
BY JAMES CHRISTIAN LI N DBERG 
INTRODUCTORY NOTE 
The tragedy J-I ak01l J arl the Mighty was completed toward the latter 
part of the year ] 805 at H all e, Germany. The author, Adam Gottl ob 
Oehlenschlaeger, wrote the work ill Dani sh and later on translated it into 
German. It was fi rst publi shed in November, 1807, in Nordislle D igte, 
and was presented for the first time at th e Royal Theatre in Copenhagen, 
January 30, 1808. Before this, Oeh lenschlaeger had used th e same mate-
rials in hi s poem, Th e D eath of J-I akon J 01'1, which appeared in 1802. 
These material s were taken from the fragments of old Icelandic court 
poetry as given in the E lder E dda.. In many cases Oehlenschlaeger de-
parts from th e hi storical facts, and he does not always present the inci-
den ts in th eir true chronological order. 
The two principal characters, whi ch al011p. will be considered here, 
al'e H akon J ar! an d O laf Tryg,.'eson. The date of Hakon' s birth is un-
certain . V\' hen we find him in h is tory he is the most famou s of an al-
;eady famous family, whose g('nealog), and notable deeds are celebrated 
by E yw ind, the poet, in H aicyia-Ial. H is gra ndfather, H akon I, foster-
son of King Athelstan of E ngland and a close friend an d advisor of King 
Harald Fairhair, was Ea rl of Yriar. H is father's name was Sigurd. 
Both were great men in thei r day as law-makers and famous for their 
power of organi zation. 
Of Hakon him self we know very little until about the year 970 A . D . 
. A t thi s time the three Ha ralds, Graafe ld, Blaatand. and Guldharald, were 
masters of Norway and Denmark. T hey were constantly at war with 
each oth er and each in turn sOllght the advice of Hakon. But Hakon 
was sh rewd and in all his ad vice kept his own advantage in v iew, so that 
at each turn he was the gainer and they were losers. Graa feld, King in 
Norway, was lur~d from th ence to Denmark, where he was killed by 
Guldharald . Scarcely was thi s done when Hakon himself, in league with 
Blaatand of D enmark. killed Guldharald and for thi s was made earl in 
Norway. H e soon cast off this Dani sh suzerainty and fo r about twenty 
years, D7G-995, was in all but name king of Norway. 
As a vassal earl of H arald Blaatand, J":I" akon fought against th e in-
roads of the German E mperor, Otho II , who wished to force th e Chri st ian 
religion upon D enmark. Compare CD1'PUS P oetjeu llI B orea/c, vol. II, p. 45: 
"H e (the Danish king) bade the prince of the Hards, Hakon, de-
fend the Wall against the king of the Logobards (Germans). . It 
was a hard fight when they joined sh ields; th e earl faced Otho bravely, he 
turned th e Saxons to flight . T hus he guarded the Vvall against the army 
of Southerners" (et. I , ii , p. 11 below ). 
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When he returned to Norway after this battle, he renounced the 
Danish suzerainty, Learning of this the Dani sh king induced the Wick-
ings of lorn to go against th e crafty and rebellious ea rl. The result was 
the famous Iomsborg's battle where H akon won a glorious victory. It 
was in this encounter that the warrior Bue, who had lost both of his 
hands in the fight, when he saw that all was lost, sprang overboard, hold-
ing a heavy money chest under hi s arms (cf. I , ii, p. 16 below). It was 
also at this time, \vhen the battle seemed doub tful, that Hakon gave as 
an offering his little son, Erling (cf. IV, ii , p. 75 below). Chronologically, 
Oehlenschlaeger puts this scene much later. In the 10lllswikinga-drapa 
Bishop Biarni (ci'rca 12·00) says of this incident: 
"Cruel was the song of the sharp swords! T he blood dripped on 
the javelins! Braye was th e defense. . . On every si de the fo~ 
gave way before them in the fight, t ill the crucl Hakon offered up his 
son in th e midst of the battle." 
. This saving of Norway from the dreaded vVicki ngs of rom put 
down all -opposition toward H akon that had hith er to existed. He was 
heralded as the hero of th e North and became the national idol. All 
Norway lay under hi s sway. Says Einar: 
"I say that the gods st rengthen Hakon's sway. W as there ever a 
land and sixtcen earl s lyi ng so under one ruler? His glory soar.S high 
under th e four ends of th e heaven."--Vellckla, Corpus PoeticlI lII Boreaie, 
vol. II, p. 47. 
While he was still in league with H arald Blaatand, he was baptized 
and acknowledged the Christian fai th. But no sooner was he independ-
ent of the Danish king than he th rew it off as lightly as he had assumed 
it, and again became a dutiful and zealous worsh iper of Odin and T hor. 
By hi s enemies he was call ed the "sacrificing earl." During the reign of 
the Ynglings, everything was uncertain and unstable. Now all was peace-
ful, and while Hakon conducted h imself wisely the country prospered. 
But as the years passed he began to overstep his legitimate rights. 
T he hero became the monster. T he people were dissati sfied. Olaf ap-
peared as a threatening cloud from the ' ;Yest. Hakon was put to flight 
and died at last at the hands of a treacherol1 s slave. On th is point 
Saemund the historian says : 
''The stern Earl Ha'kon took th e land after the dead Harald ; one-
score an d thirteen years he rul ed the country. The end of th e life o f 
E ric's father in Gaula-dale was not a good one, where Cark (in the play 
Karker) the thrall sli t the throat of Hakon with a kni fe. "-Kollltl!ga-tal, 
Corp'/ls Poeticum Boreale, vol. II , p. 313, . 
About the year 995 Olaf Trygveson appeared in Norway. He was 
the son of Trygve, who was the grandson of Harald Fairhair. T he poet 
Hallfred Vandraedascald, l. ives of the Kings, C01'PUS Poef1:cullt Borcale, 
vol. II , pp. 94-!J5, says the following of Olaf's viking exploits : . 
"H e was twelve years old . , , when they launched h is warship 
out of Garth (Novgorod territory), . , . He dyed his spear red in 
blood at Holm. and east in Garth. Who knows it not? I have heard 
ho\v the Break'er of high-places piled heaps of corpses in many a place. 
The Hater of the Fanes made the kindred of the Iamts and W ends to 
fall in battle. He was trained early to that. He was a danger to the 
lives of the Gots, and I hear that he fought at Sconey. He hewed the 
mailcoats with the sword in Denmark, and south of Heathby Tryggwe's 
son cu t down the coan:e-grown carcases of th e Saxons for the witches' 
chargers (the wolves), and gave the blood of many a F ri sian to the 
steeds of the night-hags (wolves) . He fed the wolves on the bodies of 
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the .Gaulish Bretons, and gav.e the flesh of the . Flemings to the raven. 
The young king waged war against the English, and made a slaughter of 
the Northumbrians. He destroved the Scots far and wide. He held a 
sword-play in Man. The archer-king brol1glit death to the Islanders (of 
the Western Islands) and ,Irish; he battled with the dwellers in the land 
of the British (V/ales), and cut down the Cumbrian folk." 
Oehlenschlaeger's reason for Olaf's appearance in Norway is not 
historical. He was not on his way to Russi:! as the play states, but came 
to christianize his native land and incidentally to claim his birthright to 
the throne. He succeeded in ridding the land of Hakon J arl and in 
planting permanently the Christian faith. After five years in th e midst 
of his activi ties he was overtaken by his enemies and fought his last fight 
at Svold. 
So far as ascertained no coniplete translation of Hakon lad is ex-
tant. Mention should be made of a certain Mr. Gillies, probably Robert 
Percy Gillies of literary fame, who is spoken of in an unsigned art icle on 
H alwn Jarl in Blackwood's Ma,rtazine .. 1820, va!. 7, p. 73, as having made-
presumably from the German version-a translation of the play. Samp-
son Low's English Catalogue of Books (1835-18G3) mentiOlls a transla-
tion published by H ookam in 1840, but the translator is not named. 
Whether either of these translaticns was complete can not, from present 
means, be ascertained. For the ch ief sources, from which the author 
constructed five characters in the play; consult Vigfusson and Powell 's 
Corpus Poeticum Boreale .. which has been used, in definite citation, in 
references above made. T he present tran slation is made from the text 
of F. L. Liebenberg, Copenhagen,. 1895. 
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PERSONS 
OLAF TRYGVESON ... . ... ....... . .......... King of Dublin. 
HAKON JARL, called The M ig hty . ......... Norway's ruling E arl. 
ERLING .. .... ... ...... ..... ..... : ........ His son. . 
T I-[QRER KLAKE . .. ... . ...... . ... . ..... ... . A ri1erch ant. 
CARLSHOVED } , 01 f' . J OSTEIN . . . '" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . a s CO USll1S. 
ElN.\R TAMJlESKIEI.VE R ....... . ... ... ...... A yOUr'.g a rcher . 
B CRGTHOR . .. .. .. .. . .... .. . .. . .. . . .. .. . ... A blacksmith ; spokesl1l'an of 
th e p eople o f T hrondhiem. 
GUDRUN . ~ ... ..... . ... . .. . .. . .. . ... . . .... His da ughters. 
A STRlD. J 
OR.\{ . 'f ... .. ... . .. .... ... .. ... .... . Their lovers. ' 
THORVA LD. 
THORA . . .... .. .... . . .... .... • .. ......... H akon's mistress . 
TANGBRAND. .. ... . ..... ... ...... . . .. . .... A pri est. 
AUIlEN . . .. . .. .. .... . .. . . . ... . .. ... .... .. A n o ld, one-eyed man. 
GRID (G ri ffin) ... . . ..... . .. . ......... . . . .. T horer's s lave. 
STEIN. . ... ... . ....... .. . .. .. . ... ... . Hakon's slaves. ' 
KARJ(ER. } 
L EIF. 
I NGER . . ..... .. .... ...... .. .............. Thora's maid. 
A Messenger 
Priests, IVarriors, Peasollls, and Slaves. 
ACT I 
S CENE I 
Hlade 1 
A squa r e, with trees , befor e H AKON'S palace, upon which faces a row 
of buildings with open wi ndow s. KARKER and GRI B seated under a iree; 
bes ide them, di shes and a le-cups. Noise a nd sounds of r evelry issue from 
.the · g uest-room s . 
. Karller. Hark, what noise ! \ iVhat boisterous revelry. T hat's 
the voice of Thorer K lake, thy master, discoursing about . his 
foreign travels . . 
G1'ib. He does rig htiy so. It 's worth th ~ hearing, hcw 
shrewdly he bartered off his g oods en every northern coast . and 
returned laden with stores of gold and silver. My master has a 
wise and cunning brain ; he shc uld have lived in the time of 
Harald Graafeld. 2 
Karker. And why just at that time ? 
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Crib. He was a king who helped the trades and strove for 
the development of om lanel ; a king who for N orway's we!farr~ 
put aside the purple robe with all its gold and humbly dressed 
himself in sheepskin. 
Karker. And therefore people called him Harald Graafeld? 
Crib. IFlCleed, to his everlasting hon br. He was a merchan t-
king. The trading· vessel was his tleet, the ya rdsti ck his scepter. 
He was a noble hero. 
Karker. Have a ca re and praise him not too highly. The 
Jar! rules us now and be dislikfs that too much be sa id in praise 
of other men. 
Crib. Thanks for this advice, my gentle friend. 
Karlcer. No mention of thanks. Belt Grib, tell me something 
now. W e kn ow nothin g about what goes on abroad, but must 
sit here and mope in irksome loneliness . 
Crib. Ha! Would that "ve might enter the guest-room yon-
der, seat ourselves beside the board, and with hands unchained , 
seize the golden horn, as freemen do. 
j{a;rker. The gods defend \.IS! \i\That depraved words! Havc 
a care, and be content with thy com111 on lot. For all time, we 
are born to serve. 
Crib. And thus thy languid soul is put to sleep? 
Km'lcer. And why not so? Th<;t which cann ot be changed , 
must continue as it is. 
Crib. Aye, that 's true, alas. 
/(orker. .And after all what lack we here ? Have we not 
prospered well? Thorer Klake fancies thee, Jarl Hakon me. 
Indeed thou dost not fare as well as I; thy master is only a mer-
chant, mine an earl, and more than that the g rea test earl in all 
the land. There are six teen others who bow the knee to him;~ 
in sooth, he is almost a king. Now · then, should I not be content ? 
Formerly I drove the plow, raked hay. anel many a night I have 
slept ill the sheep-folel . Now my clothes are soft, my food the 
very best; I have little to do, a cozy winter house, and I am 
seldom beaten. 
Crib. In tTuth thou 'st found thy place. 
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Kark cr. Aye, so my master thinks. He searched and searched 
before he found such a man as 1. One knows he has his own 
whims. He says, and right it is, that a thrall must always be 
obedient and truthful, never proud, but strong to argue for hi s 
master. 
Crib. In brief, precisely what one would ask of a dog. 
Kar/wr. As soon as Hakon saw me he knew I was just what 
he wanted; he noticed my low broad forehead , he examined m)' 
short thick fingers , my flat nose, and my manner, slow and stai"d, 
and all,-what more could he wish? Now I live continually at 
his side, and they are few who know his daily thoughts as well 
as 1. 
Crib. Hush, be still. Again they speak of Olaf Trygveson! 
Kar/ler. And who may that Olaf be? 
G1~ib. A noble hero; once a thrall , as I ; novv he is ·a sOl1 - in -
law to the king of Dublin,-incleecl a king himself. 
Karher. vVas born and bred a thrall? 
Crib. [Sighing.] Not exactly born a thrall; he was a king' s 
son. 
Karke1'. Indeed. why then 't is nothing to be a king. 
Crib. Quite new in Olaf's case; before his birth he felt the 
heavy hand of fate. and "since, the world has been a constant foe. 
Karker. They leave the table. Stand up! There comes the 
Jar! with all his men. 
[J ARL HAKON " and his men cross over the stage.] 
C1'ib. A lordly hero is Hakon J arl. He towers high as the 
knotted oak, above the lowly copse. 
Kar/le1·.. He now departs to take his accustomed walk. . I 
must in to clear the tables and keep an eye on the other thralls . 
\Vilt thou come with rile? 
Crib. No. I'll linger here, here in this vaulted palace which 
the gods have built for me. as well as for the greatest hero." 
[E.vit am,ong the trees. 
Karker. Too proud perhaps. Go suck the empty air while I 
gather up the crumbs. Let ThorO then judge between us, which 
is truly wise. [Exit. 
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SCENE II 
A Sacred Groue. 
In the background statues, in gray stone, of the twelve princi~al 
gods,' Odin in the center. The SUll, sett ing, lights up the scene wIth Its 
last rays. GUDRUN and A.STRID enter the grove, the first with a wreath of 
flowers. . 
Astrid. My sister, whither art thou leading me? 
How dare we enter consecrated ground,-
This grove, wherein the haJlowed only walk. 
Gudrun. My.Astrid, wl1050 truly loves with heart 
And soul is haJlowed; this thou dost as I. 
Ast1'id. Dear sister, come, my heart rebels! Look, look, 
The mighty gods with sober face behold 
Our erring feet, and angry seems their gaze. 
Let->s not offend the gods, my sister. Come! 
Gud1'un. Not aJl alike are thus severe; for see, 
The blessed FriggaS sends a mother's smile; 
J\nd yonder, look, the gentle Freia9 beams, 
Her radiant face aglow with, tenderest love 
That speaks a gladdening welcome to her daughters. 
Astrid. Thy beauty, sister, gladdens Freia's heart. 
She knows, as each of Norway's gentle swains, 
That thon'rt "The Sylvan Sun." 
Gudrun. My Astrid , go, 
Precede me home; prepare our father's meal. 
He toileth hard on Hakon's kingly crown. 
But when the gathering shadows bid him cease 
From work, he's weary, worn and needs our care. 
Go thou before; I foJlow thee when I 
Have bound this flowery wreath . 
Astr·id. A useless task! 
And wherefore aJl this show? Thy Orm comes not 
Tonight; tomorrow is its beauty faded. 
Gudnm. Now go, my sister; leave me, pray, alone. 
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Astrid. Thy heart is touched by Freia's love and thou 
Dost yearn for solitude. 'T is natural. 
Behold, now glides the sun, a purple red, 
Behind the earth, and casts a furtive glance 
Among the mirky copse. The heavenly orb 
Thus greets "The Sylvan Sun." I leave thee so. [E:t:it Ast1'id. 
Gudrun. I am alone. Ye everlasting gods! 
Do not be angry with a timid maid 
\Vho, guiltless, unoffending, full of dread, 
Hath dared to plant her foot on holy ground. 
Ohbeauteous Freia! Freia , goddess mine ! 
Forgive my boldness. Here I twined a wreath 
Of rarest 'flowers, freshly plucked, while gay 
As sprightly elves they danced in twi light glow. 
Forgive thy maid, that she with falt ering steps 
Approaches shy thy consecrated image, 
To bind thi s airy circlet round about 
Thy heavy locks. 
[She ascends thc base of th e statuc" and places the w reath on 
Freia"s head. At this moment HAKO N J ARt .• and THoRER KLAKE 
enter. GUDRUN ten'ified remains standing upon the statue. ] 
Hak on. Alone at last . None step within this grove 
But Odin's priests and H akon. 
Thore1'. Noble Earl, 
Thy faith in Thorer honors him. 
Hakon. So thou 
Didst think that all was new to Hakon's ears, 
What thou didst tell of Olaf Trygveson ? 
Thore1'. Thy firm attention, eager face, displayed 
A keen surprise. 
H akan. But llever trust my face ! 
1\-1y face belongs to me, and must obey 
Its owner. Therefore, what I seem, I seem. 
To be surprised among the multitude 
VVas needful then. But here we are alone; 
T hen learn: That I have known of Trygve's son 
Full well, before to-day for many a year. 
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Thorer. Indeed, 't is nothing strange that Olaf's fame 
Hath reached thine ear. But why? It seems the news 
Concerns thee much, and stirs thy calmer self. 
H alwn. Give me thy hand in proof that thou art true. 
Thorer. My hand and heart are thine. F or all my wealth 
I 
I am in debt to thee. Thou gavest me ships. 
To 'thee, none other, my success is due. 
HaJwn. My fri end, my Thorer; know, I love thee well. 
1 longed for thy return; for thou art shrewd 
To execute whatever is resolved. 
And when obstructions unforeseen appear 
Thou ' rt bold to wield the sword and use the axe 
A,s late thou didst thy wit.tO And thus, my friend, 
I t ought to be. 
Thorer. \Ve are endowed by Odin 
\Vith powtr.s Cjuite distinct; we each employ, 
~ or slight the one and use the other more. 
Hakon. Each man must feel 'a rea son for his being )' 
Then native bent his native strength evolves. 
He carves his path as best he may, and lo! 
His consttmmation needs no other aim. 
Thorer. A most in geniGtls speech, my nobl e lord ! 
H akan. My inborn passion ever was to rule. 
To sit supreme on Norway's ancient throne 
Has been the keenest passion of my soul. 
Thai'er. A worthy goal, my lord; anc! what thou'st craved, 
Behold, 't is thine. 
Hakon. N at wholly so, my friend. 
~n close approximation, nay, almost. 
The people call me now but Hakon Jar!)' 
B_tlt this prerogative my birth bestows,-
For this I need not strive. 
Thorer. It rests with thee 
'Alone; whene'er thou wilt, the people name 
Thee king. 
Halwn. I trust that Norway's sons will think 
It more appropriate a king, and not 
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An ead, should rule the realm. I 'II Soon convene 
The court, and dauntless there present my wish. 
The sturdy Bergthor, brave, old warrior-smith, 
Is moiling hard to forge my royal crown . 
'When that is done, th' assembly will convene. , 
Thorer. Whate'er may chance, even now thou art a king. 
H alwn. A merchant thall, and moved al'one by gain; 
But outward splendor ri eed not be despised, 
And that I've sought with all my craft and power. 
A maiden's fond embrace is not so blest, 
As is the kingly crown's about. the brow. 
Almost the goal is reached; m)' daylight fades 
And evening bends beneath its weight of dew, 
As Eivind Skaldaspilder's ballad SrtYS.ll 
My raven locks are changing fast to white 
Give me thy hand . 
[THORER ,e.'rtends his ha1ld,- HAKON takes it, and do'w-ncast 
speaks.] 
Recall how once I presse,d 
Thy hand so hard that from its nail-roots blood 
Burst forth, ,as j uicts forced from ripened h uit. 
Come, tell me truly, didst thou feel my g rip ? 
Thoyer. No clasp of hand should make a f riend complain, 
j\ 0 matter ho~ severe. 
H alwn. l\If y grasp was not 
Severe. Thou l110ckest me now 1 Bebold my ,brow, 
'With furrows deeply plowed. 
Thoyer. Such furrows much 
Adorn a man. 
Hakon. They please not Norway's maids. 
In short, my friend, I age too fast, too fas t! 
I feel it now; but mark! I ' am resolved 
To fill my eventide with joy; my sun 
Shall calmly set aglow with purple splendor,-
And woe the cloud that dares obscure my sky. 
Thorer. Aye, aye, 'my lord! But where 's the cloud? 
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Hakon. 
But in the west? Just where it must not be. 
Th01'er. Dost speak of Olaf, Dublin's king ?12 
Halwn. 
Unquestioned lies his right in straight descent 
From Harald, him of golden hair. 13 My friend, 
Thou knowest well Qur N orwa y' s peasant .folk: 
A race of heroes, noble, true and brave, 
Yet superstitious, ruled by prejudice. 
I '11 wager my achievements, even myself, 
Would be forgot jn Olaf's kingly birth, 
If once the rumor spread that he yet live.s. 
Thorer. Dost thou believe -
I I 
Where else 
Aye, him! 
Hakon. Believe? Indeed! Believe! 
Ah, Thorer mine! I know my people well. 
This wild fanatic, aye, this trai tor bold, 
Shall he ascend the throne? 
Thorer. A traitor, lord? 
H a.kon. I stood at Danevirke14 with my men,-
A Norseman everyone. To Harald'slG aid, 
The son of Gorm, we went. This Olaf helped 
The Christian Otto, aye, our Southern foe, 
To burn the bulwark of the North. A traitor? 
This word displeases thee? And still is not 
He such, who proves disloyal to his gods.? 
Thorer. Disloyal ? Olaf never has embraced 
Our northern faith. 
H allOn. A scoffer of our gods, 
Shall he acquire, ascend , old Norway's throne? 
Thorer. Who harbors such a thought-
Hakon. I, I, my friend! 
And Olaf too, perhaps. Excepting him, 
The lineage of Barald16 is extinct. 
My noble race is all as strong as his; 
From olden time, the mightiest next the king. 
And nearest to the crown, was Blade's J arl. 
Now none were left. A mere enthusiast, 
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Who disavows our northern creed and f~ith, 
A ransomed thrall, whose mother gave him birth17 
While journeying through a wood, - the father dead. 
A desert child! 'T is easy thl1s to claim 
A royal birth. He shall not hinder me. 
By Valhal'sls everlasting gods, I swear ! 
Sublimest Aesir !10 Ne'er shall he assail 
A udaciously your power. Almighty Odin! 
Thou mighty Aukathor20 and F reia ! 
[H e turns to the bachg1'ound to'lmrds the statues and notices 
GUDRUN.] 
Ha! 
What's this I pray? 
Gudrun. Most noble Earl! Forgive! 
Forgive! I perish quite from fear and shame. 
I know the law forbids us to approach 
The silent sanctuaries of the gods. 
F argive me, noble lord. , 
Hakon. [Surprised.] A fairy maid! 
\Vhat brings thee to this grove ? To overhear 
Our speech? I am appalled! Thou here, a spy? 
Gudrttn. By Freia, by mine innocence, I have 
Not heard a single word. I would have gone 
Before, but that I feared to fall and so 
Betray my-
Hakon. Pray. what brought thee here ? 
Gudrun. Ah me! 
Necessity compels me to confess: 
I am thy smith's, the aged Bergthor's , daughter, 
Affianced bride of Orm; and therefore, sir, 
1 've bound this wreath for Freia's head and risked 
Intruding here, to decorate the brow 
,Of my protecting goddess. Pray, forgive me ! 
Hakon. A happy meeting this; most fortunate! 
Thou art the fairest among the woodland maids; 
A nd so enraptured youth have christened thee 
"'The Sylvan Sun." 
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Gudrun. Ah, sir, let me descend! 
I give thee solemn promise never more 
To enter here. 
Hakon. [To Tharer.] By Freia, wondrous fair, 
Come, pretty babe, let Hakon help thee down! 
13 
[T a lees her upon his .arm and carries her to the front of the stage.] 
A feather's weight, luxuriapt as a flower. 
A bud, half blown, that's opening to the sun. 
N ow tell me, pet! Art thou not. p leased to sit 
On Hakon's mighty arm? 
Gudrun. By everything 
That's holy, sir, I pray thee let me down. 
Dishonor not thy Aesir's hallowed grove! 
Hakon. [ S ets her dO'lc'lI, with an an.1;ialls laal~ towards the 
statues.] 
Dishonor? Ha, I marvel how so fair 
A mouth can speak a word so indiscreet. 
How like a child! What hands! So soft and white! [Kisses 
them.] 
Gudnm. By everything that's holy, let me go ! 
Ha.fwn. [Places his arm about her.] 
\. And secretly hath Berg-thor kept thee hid. 
An d when I wished to see thee, thou hadst gone, 
Perhaps to visit-Thor knovvs where--thy au~t 
In some far distant vale? 
Gudmn. And ,:"hat, I pray, 
Couldst thou desire to see in .me, in me, 
Betrothed, a peasant's bride? He's jealous, sir! 
If he should come, - Oh let me- go! 
Hakan. If he 
Should come? What horror? He! 
.i,\l[yself a bidden guest, nor by my troth 
Would I forget the wedding gift. 
I would announce 
Gudnm. Release-
Hakon. Thou never shalt' escafJe from Freia's grove 
Ere first thou givest me a kiss. 
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G udn:tn. 0 gods ! 
Halwn. Oh gods? How now? Proud Norway's doughty Jarl, 
Soon Norway's king, is he cienied a kiss? 
Must I so 10,ng entreat? 
Gudrul1. I die from fea r. 
[He fqrces a hiss f1'om ' her. She hastens away.] 
fl akon. Ha! Like a hind she fl ees; and this old bear 
N a longer swift, can only look and long. 
But wait! Aye, wait! 
Thorer. My Hakon! Sir! 
Halwn. o what 
A charming creature! Saw Sou not her hair,-
Those heavy golden braids, with filiets bound ? 
And then her arm! How plump! \i\fhat tender eyes 
Of quiet blue! Her ample bosom heaved 
As if 't would burst the silver chain that clung 
About her throat. 
Thorer, 
I-1ahon. ' 
My lord ! My Earl! 
o what 
To this is Berglioth's21 beauty; where, alas, 
Compared with Gudrut1 's lies our Thora's charm? 
Thorer. By Odin, she is fair. But noble lord, 
For,get not why we came; r~l11ember, thou 
Didst come ,to tell thy servant secret things 
Of state, of larger import. 
H alwn. . Larger import? 
Thou frozen lump of ice ! Is 't possihle 
No spark of passion smolders in 'thy breast? 
Ha; ·feel of mine! There 's yet the lusty stroke 
Of youth. And why clestre to be the lord 
Of this extensive realm, unless~unless 
To satisfy my craving, - yea , my right, 
. To pluck the flower no matter where it grows. 
Thorer. But Olaf, nohle lord! 
Hakon. Ah, that is true! 
'T was well I saw her then, and yet she vowed · 
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She nothing heard; I '11 not mistrust her ; no ! 
She's innocence itself, by which she swore. 
Here Jostein and Carlshoved come; 't is them 
IS 
I waited for'. . [Enter JOSTEIN andCARLsHOVED. 
Hakon. [Goes to ',:zeet them.] 
You're very welcome all! 
Here have I now my rarest friends; I would 
I had a hand for each. 
Carlsho'1.·ed. Our noble lord, 
Our greatest pride is this, that we are fri ends. 
Hakon. You two already know what long I've had 
In mind, and why we se~k this private place. 
But Thorer here, whose shrewdness much I need, 
To execute my scheme, is only half 
lnformed. So hear me now: Amid the storm 
And strife of war, 111y life is spent; anclmany 
A stone, and much entangling copse were cleared 
Before this fir stood free to rear its lwad 
And thrive through strength bestowed by mighty Thor. 
Ye are my fr iends; in you ·1 may confide 
My heart's intent. My name is hOllored far 
And wide, throughout the North. I 've fought my way 
Till now, I stand as Norway's greatest man; 
Alone my foe denies me what I am. 
The weakling, Harald Graafeld and his brothers 
Corrupted all the land ; with each deprived 
Of strength, no one possessed the power to assert 
Himself, and thus maintain his inborn right. 
Like gnomes at 'play they tnmbled right and left, 
Until they died a mutnal death . Alone 
vVas Harald Graafeld an opposing force, 
And I confess, 111y stratagem was served, 
Through chance, by that which birth had given him. 
I 've treated ill, they say, this merchant Prince.22 
And how, I pray? A recreant traitor he, 
Who, tired of wealth, betook himself to me,23 
Desiring that his broth er share the realm 
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With him; and I betrayed his confidence, 
Lured Harald Graafeld out, -- and all, for what? 
That I myself might gain. Unworthy he, 
As was the merchant Prince, to wear a crown. 
At Limfiord24 fell they both, and Halse holds 
Their common grave, the end of foolish greed, 
And Harald Bluetooth then assumed the crown, 
Unshared, and all through me. That later, I 
Defied him, when he as~ed for homage, toll, 
Entire submission, brought me no reproach 
From Norway's sons. My every act, and most, 
My last exploit at Hjoringsvaag25 at which 
The might of Iomsborg sank, - when Bue2G sprang 
Disheartened, overboard, his crippled arm 
About the money-chest,-have shown the power 
And shrewdness I possess. Now slowly sinks 
My sun; a lingering hour of twilight still 
Remains, and that shall not be darkened. No! 
But one of all the ancient stock remains; 
.And he, you think, is full y satisfied 
On Britain's throne? What sayst thou, cautious friend. 
If I should tell thee Trygve's son is here? 
Tharer. Here? 
Carlsha'ved. Here in Norway! 
J ostein. Olaf Trygveson ! 
Hakon. It forced a smile. my Thorer, when this n10rn, 
Thou didst with clever look, snggesting great 
Importance, tell about thy kingly friend 
In Dublin, pious Trygveson! As if 
For all these years my watchful eye hath slept. 
Though silent then, the time to speak has come. 
Then know: These tidings came today from boats 
That hourly guard the coast, that Olaf tqkes 
A fleet to aid the Russian Valdemar ;27 
But on his way has stopper! at Norway's coast, 
To, visit, so they say, his fatherland. 
Tharer. King Olaf? Olaf? Is it possible? 
S4 
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H akoll . Perhaps it !-s a childish whim that makes 
Him pause midway, perchance to fill his lungs 
With mountain air; I neither know nor care 
To know. But this, as you perceive, I must 
Find out, if underneath this artless haIt . 
There lurks not something else. I watch him close. 
Thou, Thorer, art his friend; how like a friend 
That thou shouldst visit him, when thou dost know 
Of his arrival here. The wind is friendly. 
Tomorrow thou art there, when daylight breaks. 
Then, T I;orer, grant me this one small reqnest, -
To sail to him; and while, as friend thou tell est 
Him what thou wilt, keep silent strange reports. 
Thorer. And ~hat, my lord, is thy design? 
Hakon. Even as 
I say, unravel Olaf's real design, 
But most of all to set for him a trap. 
Thou ' rt clevcr, shrewd, and wont to deal with men; 
An easy task for thee to cause delay, 
Ti ll ,quic)dy I arn there with all my ships. 
His own ships tarry near him ; force to force, 
'T is ever thus that Northmen fi ght. Can onc 
Complain at this, I ask? 
Carlshoved. No, surely not. 
Thorer. But how solicit him to stay, my lord? 
Hakon . Why strike the chords, that Aatter most his ear, 
Or, I chant the song, that pleases him the best! 
Or tell him how (none better knows than thou) 
O'er Norway hangs a cloud of discontent, 
That people murmur much at Hakon's rule; 
That peasants, here and there, alone await 
Their cue, a valiant lord. Entice him then 
On shore; I 'd rather meet him on the. land-
I'm grl1lwing old, and sicken on the sea. 
If then, he tarries not, but quickly leaves 
As first he planned, t1nheeding, though the crown 
Implores ahd beckons him to stay, -- why then 
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He's honest, - I have' done him wrong, - he seeks 
The sea; my mind's at rest. 
Thorer. A well-formed plan, 
My Jar! ! I'll do thy wish as best I crln. 
Hakon. '1' will not be unrewarded, noble friend. 
Thorer. I know, I know, my lord! The Jar! rewards 
Full like a king; thou knowest my faithfulness. 
H alwn. [P1'esses his hand.] My honest Thorer! 
C arlshoved. If Olaf came, perchance, 
To sack our coasts, he'll meet opposing power, 
Or if he came a spy, he clumsily 
Entraps himself. 
Hakon. Perhaps, as Olaf's kin, 
Ye too will go, and Thorer's word confirm ? 
J ostein. Our kinsman he, but thou our lord, our J arl, 
Our friend! Our presence there will only aid 
In testing Olaf's 11111ocence. 
Thorer. Well said, 
My friend! 
Hakon. [Drml's his sHlord.] Then here upon this shining 
glaive 
In Odin's presence, swear before the gods, 
To succor me. 
All Three Men. By Odin, Freia, Thor, 
We swear! 
[In the bacl?groundOdin's statue falls dOWIl .] 
J ostein Ha! what was that? 
Carlshoved. God Odin fell! 
Thorer. Lies buried deep in dust. 
H alwn. [Calms himself, and approaches the statue.] 
This brittle stone 
For months has had a deep and open rift. 
Come hither, look - 't is dark - but see, the breach 
ls old; a tiny portion held it fast 
Which easily the slightest wind could burst. 
You're all dismissed! Tonight beside the board 
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Vve '11 meet and consummate our plans. . Each one 
To his, 2nd leave me here alone! Before 
You sail we '11 gather round the evening meal. 
[Exeunt THoRER, CARLSHOVED and JOSTEIN. 
Hokan. [Stands long and, silently ton king at the bra/len 
stone. ] . 
This old? Ah no ; it is not old; 't is new. 
Almighty Odin! Wherefore fell thy , statue ? 
Art thoil displeased ? A warning this for me? 
Thou'rt covered deep with dust, while Freia stands 
All smiling, decked with flowers. Does all this mean 
That Southern 10\re shall conquer Northern strength? 
All, Odin, leave us not; wipe out a foe 
That hates thee, mocks, and ridicules thy might. [H e 'mee/s. 
1 covenant here a worthy offering ! 
No less than nine and ninety blackest kine; 
c\nd all my foes for thee I 'II slaughter, if -
If only thou wilt grant me Norway's crown, 
That golden, beauteous, dea rly purchased crown. 
In praise to thee the sacrifi cial bowls. 
Shall send their ftm1es to heaven; with reeking blood 
The door post shall be painted red. And I 
Myself will plunge the sword in Olaf's breast. 
From Dovre's solid stone28 a second statue 
I'll raise, and that defies eternity. [Rises. 
Now darkness with its dusky veil entombs 
The earth. [Stands for a moment quietly gazing, then says] 
I 'll visit Bergthor and my crown. [Exit. 
SCENE III 
Bergthar's Warllshop 
E11ter BERGTHOR with a crawn and a hammer in his hand; GRIB 
with a light. 
Bergthor. Pl1i' down the light and bring me the anvil. 
Though the day grows fonger , ' it is dark this evening and still 
there is much to do. 
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Crib. Thy hands are apt and quick. 
B ergthor. If thou dost wish to come, and blow the bellows, 
and help me in 'other ways, thou mayst while thy master stays 
at Hlade. 
Crib. I have nothing else to do, sir, and time drags slowly 
0 11 . To live with the other slaves is small en joyment; and what 
else is there to do ? May Thor bless thee many times since 
thou dost pity me, a wretch e~l thrall. I s it time to blow the 
bellows? 
Bergtl~or. No, no. 
file. 
Leave it alone, thou rogue; hand me my 
Crib. T hou kno\vest how to do things. 
B ergthor. Do things I \ iVhat dost thou know about sllch? 
T hou shouldst have seen me in my youth when I forged for King 
Hakon Athelstein.2D All , that was workmanship ! A sword 
ind eed that pierced the hardest rock, or living flesh with equal 
case. This crown moves slowly towards completion, and yet 
there is t ime, plenty time ! 
G1·ib. But vvh y that sigh ? It is almost done. 
Bergthor. Almost clone? Thou speakest like a fool. These-
pre,cious stones must first be set. [Ente'/" GUDRUN. ] H ow now 
my daughter, what brings thee here thus out of breath . 
. Cudrull. My' clearest father, Hakon Jar! has seen me. 
Bergthor. Where? 
Cudntn. In th.e g rove. 
Bergthor. Have I not forbidden thee to enter that grove to 
gather weeds and flowers? The blessed gods be praised, thou 
wilt soon be wed, and I relieved from all this toi l of guardin g· 
thee. [H mnmers on the cro7On. 1 Listen boy, I would rather 
fashion twenty crowns than guard two simple girls and keep them 
chaste; believe me boy, such a re is very frai l indeed, aye, frail 
indeed! 
Clldrlln. Father, I am much afraid that Hakon is coming 
after me. What then will Orm say? 
B ergthor. Is coming after thee? My Hakon, nothing good 
will come of this; I know th ee well. Come hither child, down 
in the celler with thee! 
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Cudrun. And must I ~ow be locked und~ rground again ? 
B erg th or. P erhaps thou hadst ' rather be locked in Hakon 's 
arms? 
Cttdrull . May Baldur help me, no ! 
Bergtlior. I know him well; there is not a man who lives in 
peace because of wife or daughter, or sister , or mother, or even 
grandmother! Down I say, into the cellar, quick! No rest fo r 
me before I have placed thee safely under lock and key. Away, 
I say ! \Vhere is thy sister ? 
Gudrun. She prepares the evening meal . 
BergtJio'r. That I can do l1l yseH; to keep you' safe fr0111 
H akon's 'lustful eye is much the harder task. Away, away ! 
T omorrow I will send you both away,--thee to thy Orm, and 
her to Thorvald. T h'en they mtlst take the blame perchance 
aught should happen to you after that. [Exeullt. 
Crib. [L ooks '(~'ith quiet 'wonder at. the crown, 'ic,h-ich li,ns 
npon the (l1'wil. ] 
And this is the way the crown looks ! And this is the 
way it is made. And when i.t is done, H akon puts it on his 
head; then the people swear, and then he is king . T hat 's ve ry 
q11eer. [Tahes it -in h is halld.l How bright it is; made of sol id 
gold. And heavy ! I wonder bow many pounds it weig'hs ? 
I wonder if it fits me? [Places it oJ/.' his head. ] I t 's too large; 
still I can carry it, although it sinks upon my slWtllders. There ! 
Thi s way it fits. A crown is n't as light , I see, as I thought; 
1 can hardly keep my head straight. [W allts up and down the 
room. J Now I am a king ! [Takes the fi le. ] H ere, - thi s 
is my scepter! And yon der is my kingly throne. [Seats hilll -
self u pon th e anvil. ] N 0\\1 I am sitting among my men at the 
council. 
[At this point H AKON Cllters 1l111lOticed; he remains in the bach-
ground all d 7('atches GlUn attentive l::. ,. ] 
Cn·b. I herewith promise you, proud Norway's sons, 
That I will be to you a gracious lord, 
P rovided . you will choose me for your king; 
But if, with insubordination, or 
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Defiance you resist in anything 
\ iVhatever I may ask as just and fair, 
You'll quake beneath my heavy ha.nd. 
[B ecolll es mc'are of HAKON and is dumb {c,ith fear.] 
Halcon. Well done. 
My lad, well done, 
Crib, Sir, be not angry with me! 
Ha.kon. Thou tremblest on the throne, my boy ? That ne'er 
Becomes a king. Though round about him raves 
The storm, though earth's foundations shake, and death 
Seems nigh, above it all he calmly clasps 
His spear. A king'ly, bold, imposin g look-
The clouds disperse, the sky is clear, and once 
Again the sun resplendent shines and gilds 
His throne. 
G1'ib. I 'm sure thou 'rt right. I feel that I 
Was never born to rule. 
[B ergthor enters with a large bUllch of fte},s, w hich he hides 
7.ohm he sees HAKON.] 
H alcon. Good evening, sir. 
Bergth01'. All hail the Jarl ! 
[Becomes aware of GRm who is seized with fright and dm'cs 
not 1'1107/C.] 
By Vauland's help !~O " ' hat . means 
All this? 
H a.kon. He plays the king. 
Bergtlzor. [Half aside,] It seems that this, 
Is quite the fashion lately. . Down, I say! 
Are people all gone mad! 
H alwn. I came too hte 
And heard not more than half he pledged the King. 
Is he thy swain? 
Bergthor.. He's my apprentice, Thorer Klake' s thrall. 
Hakon. And thou dost trust a slave with Hakon's crown? 
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Bergthor. An interruption came; I had to leave 
My work to. place my daughters under lock 
And key; meanwhile the rogue has dared-'-
Hakon. How, sir,-
Thy daughters? 
Bergthor. Aye, my lord! Of late thou sawst 
The one, and now she fears, as well as I, 
That thou 'It renew thy gaze. The cellar ,holds 
Her now! Tomorrow morn I '11 send for Orm, 
To whom she's pledged, and when he comes we'll hold 
Their nuptial feast; then he must guard his own. 
23 ' 
Hakon. But father Bergthor! Pray what whims are these? 
Art thou aware that this offends me? 
B erg thor. Hush! 
A tender spot, indeed, my J arl; we'll touch 
This boil no more. Come now, assay the crown. 
1 've found a ring of iron, rescued firs~ 
From Melhuus' temple ruins,s1 handed down 
From 'son to son. My father's father forged 
The swarthy Halfclan's32 crown from this; althougn 
The ring is old and quite consumed with rust, 
It measures still our ancient crowns. Let's see! 
[HAKON Pi,tts on the crown, which slips down over"his eyes.] 
How now, too large! It dims thy, vision like 
A settling cloud. 
Hakon. [Incensed.] A monster thou! Have I 
Not given thee my measnre ? \iVhere is it? 
B ergthor. . Thm knows, so.mehow 't is lost; and so I thought 
That Hakon's crown_should not be smaller made 
Than Halfdan's. 
Hakon. Bergthor! Bergthor, thou art . old, 
Sagacious, honest, bold, and skilled in art. 
I spare thee now, but misuse not my mercy. 
I .grant thee two days more and woe to thee 
~f Hakon's crown then fits not Hakon's head. ,[Exit. 
Bergthor. [L'ooks after him proud, yet touched.] 
Thou threaten est what? My hair is white; three hours, 
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Or four perhaps, I 've left, - of these dost wish 
To rob me ? Think you Bergthor trembles like 
A slave when thou dost' scowl? Ah no ! He'll die 
Beside his sword, but Norwa/s crown shall ne'er 
Be changed. He wears the crown who worthy is. 
ACT II 
SCENE I 
The Island Moster 
[K1:it. 
Woods and mountains. In the background the ocean. OLAF, TAN C-
BRAND, and Warriors approach from the seashore, followed by THORER 
KLAKE, JOSTEIN, ' and CARLSHOVED. · 
Olaf. Now this is friendship of the truest kind, 
My.Thorer. Sail the seas all night to meet 
Me here. Thou ' rt right; an hour's delay and thou 
Hadst found me gone. Propitiously the winds 
At midnight changed and urged us to embark. 
But pray, my Thorer, how wert tho\1 informed 
That I was here? 
Thorer. By merest chance, my lord, 
'T was told me yesterday at Hakon's board; 
A skipper brought the news. . Thy kindly ways, 
Thy hospitality has all but W011 
Stout Norway's heart. King Olaf's kindness came 
To mind when out on stormy seas my ship 
Sprung leak. Enchanting "vas the night, so bright 
And clear; the wind was brisk; unworthy I 
Thy love, had I not hastened here to g reet 
Thee on our northern soil. Our veering course 
VVas not our greatest care, but rather this: 
Perhaps the fickle winds that hindered us, 
VVere driving thee from Norway's coast. 
Olaf. 
That Hakon J arl is not displeased because 
I briefly visit thus my fatherland? 
I trust 
, 
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My ship alone lies anchored in the bay ; 
The rest are' not dissuaded from their course. 
One apprehension, quite unfounded. I 
Foresaw, and hence took all precaution not 
To rouse alarm. But who are these, my friend? 
Thorer. Thy worthy kinsmen, sir, whom thou dost now 
Embrace, - Carlshoved he, and J ostein there, 
l\faternal cousins; gladly they have come 
To clasp their kinsman's hand. 
Olaf. My cousins, they? 
A double welcome then, twice dear to me. 
J ostein. Receive thy country's greetings, Ola. 
Olaf· 
Thy speech betrays the honest dalesman; round 
And full thou roll'st the "1"; I never learned 
It thus; ~hile 'yet an infant I was forced 
To flee my native land. Our kinship then, 
Is on my mother's side? 
Carlshoved. 'Thy mother, sir, 
vVas Astrid, sister to our father, Halfdan. 
J ostein. Just so, my lord. 
Ola? 
Olaf. And hence we're cousins, we? 
You both resemble Astrid; still I see 
That face; though early she was torn away. 
Thou, Jostein, hast her dimpled cheeks; and thou 
My Carl, art heir to all her golden locks. 
Carlshoved. We're glad thou seest her counterpart in us. 
Olaf. Now tell me friends, how fares our goodly land? 
I sail, perhaps you know, to Russia's aid; 
My foster-father Valdemar is dead, 
And all the land is filled with restlessness. 
His son, Ivan defends the Christian faith, 
Alld so I hasten to his aid with men 
. That stoutly wield the sword, as well as those 
Who reverently bear the cross, When I 
Embarked, I never thought of Norway; yet 
When through the mist~ I saw her lofty cliffs 
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Adorned with fir, my heart began to swell; 
A tender longing seized me; snddenly 
There came to mind, a ballad, strange and long 
Forgotten, from my childbood nays. The tears 
Of u{emory burned my cheeks. The sail, which bore 
The ship away, relaxed; the pennants each 
U nfolded, eagle-like, their purple wings, 
As if they strove to rend their cords and reach 
The shore. 'T was quite against my heart for me 
To hasten by. Where lives the son who when 
His mother beckons him, with loving eyes 
And outstretched arms, could coldly turn aside? 
To silence all mistrust. I landed here 
Upon an island, I:ere where no one lives, 
Where only now and then the herdsman plants 
His hut behind the cliffs. · But now, before 
I journey farther, - who can know if yet 
Again my eye shall see this blessed lan(l.-
Pray tell me Thorer, how our Norway stands? 
Thor-er. Our Norway star,cls on solid rock, a firm 
Foundation, sir, that is not lightly moved. 
Olaf. 'T is true; I know it ! E'en white-bearded Odin 
\Vith all his cosmic power cannot compel 
Your hills to quake, although for centuries 
H e's threatened it. 
Thorer. Then know, my lord, the state 
Stands firm; luxuriantly the timid birch 
And haughty fir, lift np their heads; the sun 
Hnrls down his golden shafts and ripens all 
Our fields . With fruitless rage, as in all the past 
The scornful waves besiege our coast. But still 
My lord! while thus in calm composure hills 
And valleys thrive, a deadly poison gnaws, 
Consumes our nation's heart. 
Olaf. How so, I pray? 
Does not yottr · Hakon calmly occupy 
The throne? 
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Thorer. Incleed, my lord, for eighteen years. 
But now our peasants fee!, how base 
It is to pay allegiance to an Earl. 
Olaf. J nst so; but ;'vhy not name him king? 
Tho1'er. Can such 
A question come from Halfdan Svarte's stock? 
Olaf. What cares the peasant Norse for Halfdan Svarte? 
Thorer. IVfuch more than thou surmisest The sons of Thor, 
f ' 
Intrepid, bold, unswerving in their faith, 
Have always reverenced their rightful king. 
Olaf. And yet this Earl has ruled for eighte~n years !33 
Thorer. What power, what cunning he employed to lift 
Himself to his position thou dost know 
A.s well as we, No one denies that he 
J s brave; his keen perception, rarest type 
Of judgment, -- these have made him 'vvhat he is, 
Thou knowest how matters stood ;"how Gunhild's sons3~ 
R.an wild; throngb childish weakness wasted, lost 
The ven eration clue th eir rank The J arl 
In easy battle conquered all. Tbereto 
Was added Denmark's friendship through her king. 
The man who fights to win ~11Ust first explore 
The field, anclsuch a man is Hakon Jarl. 
And so unnoticed, like the crafty ITlerchan,t 
\\'ho bargains only for his private gain, 
He soon possessed the upper hand, Wom ont 
By war, the peasant longed for peace. And thus 
Serenely' Hakon sat upon his throne, 
What made his power complete. was Jomsborg's fight35 
In which, to Norway's hONor, he repressed 
A youthful heresy that hitherto · 
Had terrorized the North, 
Olaf. And now in peace, 
Surrourided by his l;ard-gain'ed ~plendor, you 
Forsake the man? 
Thorc1', How very natural , 
My lord! At first was Hakon wise; he knew 
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'T was wisdom clinched his power. He soon became 
The nation's greatest idol, honored far 
And near. "Jar! Hakon, J omsborg's hero," shrieked 
The crowd; "what power withstands the man; what shakes 
His might?" And thus admired, undone by fame, 
His head began to swim. He soon forgot 
His former prudence, quite ignored the truth, -
T he nation's stropgest pillar must remain 
T he pea~ant's love. He then abused' his power; 
Becoming indiscreet, he slacked the rein 
To every craving of his heart, and each 
Deep-rooted passion played at will. No more 
At peace, his heart was proud; he long~d to rule. 
No longer he respected private rights, 
But seized the peasants' lands and stole their goods. 
Indeed, far worse than that, he even took 
Their wives, theil daughters, dragged them to his home, 
And offered them in sacrifice to please 
His lewd desires. Unnoticed, everywhere, 
The fl ames began to smolder. Heeding not 
A foreign foe , he' seemed unrnindfulof, 
Or noticed hot, the cancer gnawing deep 
. In Norway's heart. . His powE:r is waning, here 
And there in daily bouts, while Norway waits 
With long ing for a valiant, l awful prince 
To seize the throne and strip the Earl of all 
His strength. 
Olaf. My Thorer, hast thou spoken true? 
Thorer. 'There stand thy cousins, sir, let them confirm 
My words. 
Olaf. My friendly J ostein, where are now 
Those dimples in thy cheeks? Thou smil'st no more. 
Art thou not pleased that Norway casts away 
Her thralldom chains ? 
Jostein. [Much disturbed.] I'm all too young, my lord 
To know my country's real advantage; yet, 
What Thorer said is quite correct. 
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T horer. I need 
Not tell thee ho\y·I felt , K ing Olaf, when 
I learned that thou wert here. I thought the news 
Had reached thee of our evil state,-that thou 
Hadst seized this hour as oppor~une . But now 
T hat thou hast spoken, now I recognize, 
Astonished, that this is heaven's ca'H. 
Olaf. My fr iend! 
Thou 'st deeply stirred the quiet of my soul. 
Thorer. As stirs the seed that germiqates and sprouts 
Beneath , the soil to blossom later on. 
T hou 'st not forgot what blood is coursing through 
T hy veins ? 
29 
Olaf. [D eep' in thought.] Is't not, I pray, from Harald, he 
Of golden locks? 
, T horer. Upon the side 0 ' the sword, 
111 straight descent. 
Olaf. Whose mother Ragnhild , dreamed , 
About a tree: while resting 011 the grass 
she drew a twig from out her pouch and while 
She held it in her hand, it grew a bran~h 
Of wor drous size, whose lower end took' root 
In the mellow earth. The vigorous top reached up 
I -
T oward heaven, and stretched so high her eye could scarce 
Behold it more. The trunk was large and round,. 
And near the g round was ' red as blood; above, 
The trunk was smooth and of a tender green; 
The limbs were white and broadly arching spread 
Themselves and covered all the North. Such was, 
I think, her dream? 
Thorer. So says the myth, my lord! 
Olaf. Was 't not .King Harald with the golden hair 
Who strangely dreamed about his locks? How some 
In wavelets reache d the ground, and some his knees, ' 
And some his shoulders; others still did cling , 
About his brow in tender curls? ' . 
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Thorer. It -was, 
My lord! Accordingly our wisest men 
Have prophesied: this dream foretells how great 
Will be the royal race, that after .him 
Shall rule the North. 
Olaf. [Stands in deep meditation.] 
Thorer. What virgin thoughts are 'waking in thy soul? 
Olaf. vVhat virgin thoughts? Not so; my thoughts are old 
And cherished; dreams of youth, and manhood's 'fond 
Ambition. 
Thorer. \Vorthy of thy birth. Forgive 
Me, lo,d; but why hast thou not claimed before 
Thy right, by birth, to Norway's crown? 
Olaf. I t seemed 
So far away,-'t was occupied. Besides 
My mind was filled with other thoughts. The soul's 
Eternal rest outweighs the thrones of all 
The earth. Its craving, hitherto, has 'drawn 
Me toward the South, where Christian faith is taught. 
Still fortune ne'er forsook me; twice have I 
Been chosen king. 'T was love that forced :11e leave 
The Wendish3G sceptre; aye, 't was love recrowned 
I1,i e on the Irish throne. But never once 
In all my life, in all my ramblings, here 
And there, have I forgot my proper place,-
The North, there horn of kingly blood. Full oft 
The thought has stirred me : seize the sword, defend 
Thy rights by birth,! But everywhere I heard 
That Norway's peasants throve, were satisfied 
'With Hakon Jar!. What power had I? One needs 
Must have a mighty force thus to invade 
A well-contented lanel. And could I not 
Be Norway's king, I could not wish myself 
The sole disturber of her peace. 
Thorer. But now 
The times have changed. When Throndhiem's3T peasants hear 
That Harald's great-gr.eat-grandson lives, then naught 
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Can hinder the espousal of thy cause; 
They're thine when thou dost enter Throndhiem's fiord. 
Thy cousins' aid and mine,-I need not here 
· Assure thee, we are thine. And know beside: 
That Norway's strongest, ablest men, desire 
T o offer thee thei~ friendship, their entire · 
Devotion. Wishing thus to be the first 
T o bring this goodly news, we hither sailed 
Last night. If thou dost wish to follow friends' 
l: Advice, go not on strange adventure, seiz~ 
l' Thy Nom's, thy fortune's cal1; for not 111 vam 
· They've beckoned thee to land. 
Olaf. [After a brief silence.] 
These tidings overwhelm me. Leave me, friends. 
A moment! Yonder 'neath a tree, is raised 
A tent. Refresh and rest yourselves. I '11 come 
Anon. Attend them. 
/ 
[THORER, CARLSHOVED aNd J OSrETN p;o, follow ed b:y OLAF'S 1nen. 
OLAF and TA NGBRAND rem ain. ] . 
'Ah, my Tangbrand, thou 
· H ast stood there silc11t and absorbecl-
Tang brand. And glad 
At heart because thy fortune smiles, and crowns 
Thee king of this illustrious realm. 
Olaf. A race 
Of heathen men, who mock and jeer our God. 
Tangbrand. The larger, sir, thy glory will become 
'When thou hast turned them from their evil ways. 
Olaf. Yes, Tangbrand ! yes, I'll follow' heaven's call. 
( . 
And yet I had determmed first to go 
T o Russia . 
. Tangbrand. Yet no promise has been made. 
, An unconfirmed report has lured thee out. 
Thou'rt wont to do, .to act, hence thou didst tire 
Of ceaseless rest, and yearned for deeds, as well 
Becomes a Christian; deep within. thy breast 
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There stirred that sweet desire to plant the faith 
Of Christ in all the earth. 
Olaf. And Tangbrand, think, 
The fir st shall be the precious fath erland. 
Tangbrand. As king of Norway, thou canst better aid 
The Russian Ivan, if indeed thou must.as 
Olaf. One's duty first concerns his blood, his kin. 
To win, this land for Christ,-inspiring thought. 
Tang brand. Aye! Norway first, and, Garderike3D next. 
Olaf. But Tangbrand-nothing I conceal from thee-
My heart rejoices not from pious zeal 
Alone, it swells with ever increasing j 0)' 
To think of gaining back its own. My birth 
Assures me Norway's crown. Now tell me, Tangbrand, 
Doth Olaf sin, to crave his rights by birth ? 
TanJgbrand. As sure as there's a God in heaven who loves 
Us all , no, Olaf, no! Rightly to use 
The joys of earth witJ10ut extremes , in thought 
Or deed,-such is to see the Father's love. 
Ah, well for him who sees in earthly joys 
A mere reflection from the g lory found 
Above ! And well for thee, if thou dost thrive, 
As shepherd, leading forth thy Christian flocks. 
Olaf. Go, pious father; leave me, go! I needs 
Mtl$t be alone. 
Tangbrand. 
Olaf. 
Christ strengthen thee, my son . [Exit. 
[Falls npon Ms knees; hands folded . 
My heart dissolves with joy; sublimest thought! 
Most holy Christ, am I thy humble tool, 
Thy chosen instrument, to spread abroad 
Thy g lory here on .earth? My father, see, 
I yield, thy kingdom come, thy will be done! 
[Rises from his lmees inspired. 
I feel it, ah, I feel it ! Yes, 'my arm 
Is strong. \i\Tithin my breast I feel a strength 
Divin e. Henceforth, 0 Christ, I 'm thine Apostle. 
With this my sword, Deliverer, which bears 
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The semblance of the cross,-wi.th this my sword, 
I'll fight and cOJ1(iuer each effrontery 
That dares oppose itself against thy will. 
As chosen shepherd of this beloved North 
Shall Olaf keep the charge entrusted him. 
\iVhere Odin's- shrines have stood all gloomy, dark, 
Where blameless blood has cried aloud to Heaven, 
Henceforth, to Thee, shall incense, myrrh, arise. 
No more shall heathen drench their gods with blood; 
N a expiatory sobs; no heartless cries 
From Odin's priests about the livid corpse. 
But strains of gentlest harmony, from harp 
And voice, shall hover round the throne of all 
E ternity. \iVith true devotion all 
Shall meet beyond, transfigured,-all with thee. 
The pangs of poverty shall be forgot; 
:\To vulgar feasts shall tlien pollute thy church; 
Alone the silent, awe-inspiring feast 40 
Shall there announce: 'Whatever is, is God! 
Away with hatred, murder, brutal force, 
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S CENE II 
H lade 
A Path through the T/fi' oods 
HAKON JARL comes armed with sword, shield and bow. THORA 
meets him. 
Hakon. [Pauses, somewhat l'£neasy.) 
Ha, who goes here .? My Thora! Also thee 
This summer day hath beckoned to the woods? 
Thora. What beckons thee? Not Thora! Come perhaps 
To visit me ? I see that thou art armed. 
H alwl1. For warfare, Thora, - ready, thou 111ust know, 
\ iVith all my men to board the ships. IVe sail 
Against a pirate who with impudence 
Is ravaging our coast. 
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Thora. How glad I am 
To see thee once again before thou'rt gone. 
H alwn., Thy charge I left with Karkel;"; he will bring it. 
Thora. Thy slave, thy thrall ! 
Hakon. Even so, my time was brief. 
Thora. 0 Hakon, Hakon! 
Hakon. Pain me not with doubts! 
Thora. Thou lovest me no more! 
Hakon. And Were it so, 
Dost think, perhaps, that thy reproach hath power 
To light the flame anew, perchance it waned? 
Thora. And I must sutter this? I whom in all 
The world thou lovedst the most? 0 faithless l:nan! 
\-\That honeyed words thy flattering tongue devised! 
'T was I alone could brighten Hakon's life, 
'T was I alone could melt his iron heart 
Or change its fickleness to constancy. 
And like a fatuous fool I. tt:usted thee, 
Renounced my house, my home, my honor, yea, 
My very soul I gave, and now - but I 
Deserve the shame! 
Hakon. \i\fhat shame! Among the charms, 
Among the excellencies, which I found 
In thee, was also this , that thou wert free 
From prej udice. Thou speakest of fickleness, 
While thou art guilty of the same offense. 
\\There is now thy former optimistic view 
Of life? Thou sayest thou gavest thyself to me ? 
That's true; thou madest me happy. What of that? 
Was he a youth, whose heart the wily moon 
Could melt, who won thy love ?Didst thou not say 
That thou didst prize me first among the men 
Thou 'st known? vVhat most becomes a man, - to sigh 
And ever sigh in lover's arms? Thou wert 
A charming widow; slowly came and passed 
The empty hours. \i\fhat sacrifice was thine? 
Of noble station, indepenclent, rich, 
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'The only one who brought thee artless love 
\Vas Thora. RaJlk was naught to me. My strain 
Renowned and famed, dates back as far as thine. 
Bewildered as I was, I thought to cleanse, 
Regenerate thy heart, to make thee chaste 
And ' lovely. 'Odin! , When was Loke42 true ~ 
But vengeal:ce, vengeance, Hakon! I have friends 
And brothers ! Better men than thou. I swear 
By AS,a Odin, they shall punish thee. 
H alwll. [ With excited coldness.] 
Too fast, too fast; thou hast lost thy breath; take time ! 
[ He calls. KARRER comes.] 
If thou hast more to say, behold, there stands 
My thrall; tell him' the rest. It ill becomes 
The J arl to hear such weak abusive words 
From an excited woman. 
Thora. Shameless knave ! 
\Vhat brings thee here? 
'Karker. Thou 'st heard my master say, 
I 'm here to be abi,lsed. 
Thora. [$trilus him.] Slave, reprobate ! 
KarJu1". My noble ' lady, all, beware! . Thou 'It bruise 
Thy hand upon my back. 
Thora'. [Caltnillg herselj'.'1 Ha, Thora! You 
Debase yourself. VI/here's now your rank, your pride? 
Thou fool, begone! 
KG1'ker. My master's orders bid 
Me not begone. 
Thora. \A/hat ad his orders, pray? 
Karker. That I announce, thy carriage waits to drive 
Thee home to Rima!. " 
Thora. This then, is the charge 
That thou shouldst bring, wherefore thy master lacked 
The time? 'T is well; he is our common lord. 
I freely yield; I go without delay~ " 
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Karker. rCalls the other slaves. They come;] 
Lady Thora went home just now, and so there is to be a moving. 
N ow bear youtselves discreetly. She is a little cross-grained. 
In case you act as if something broke, it's likely she will strike 
you in the face. That's the way I fared. 0, it tickled my soul. 
She has two of the c1aintiest,· softest, whitest hands you ever felt; 
why, it seemed to me as if she buried my nose in a silken pillow. 
Leit. Aye! 
Kar/ler. You see she would like to have stayed longer. r-
am sure she ,vould, but that would never do. It won't do to 
' make the others stepchildren. This m~rning a crowd of ou;· 
thralls went to Lunde, to bring Gudrun, Bergthor's daughter ; 
she steps into Thora's place. 
Leij. Again a new one? 
K arker. Again? One sees that you are a novice at Hlade, 
otherwise you had said, "At last another?" For two long 
months was Thora here; this won't do as you yourself can see, 
if it must go the round of all the land. 
L eif. The rGlund of all the land ? 
Karker. [Demonstrative. ] Jndeed, it must be so. Our Jar! 
who carFies so many thing·s in his head, and who must look after 
us all and who must always be where there is trouble~ and who 
must look after us all, iOmd who carries so many things in his 
head, you see ? vVe can't exactly blame him for this, him, who 
carries so many things in his head, who must always be where 
there is trouble, that he--
L eif. Yes, yes, I understand you so far. 
K ar/ur. Besides, tell me this dear friend, upon your con-
science, if you were an earl , and might have whatever you 
found good, would n't you have all the good you found? 
. L eif. Indeed, whatever I found good, but not what I 
found bad. 
Karker. Bad? Thor defend us ! Bad? One sees that 
you , are a novice and never heard the speeches of wise lot"ds. 
Otherwise you would know that such a man who carries so 
rnany, many things in his head, and who must always, always 
be where there is trouble, and who must look after us 'all , 
that he--
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Leif. Yes, Karker, I understand. 
Kar/?er. [Angry at being intenupted.] Theil let me hear 
what it is that youunc\erstand. 
Leif. You mean that such a hero, waking all the d!ly for Nor-
way's men, at night may sleep with Norway's women. 
K arlur. Exactly so, correct, thy reasoning is natural and 
sound. [E.veunt. 
SCENE III 
. EINAR TAMBESKIELVER has in tire meanwhile entered and seated him-
self upon a tree stump in the background, getting his bow in readiness; 
when the thralls go out, he arises, and' looks in the opposite direction. 
EinGr. Who loiters idly down the road? By Thor, 
It 's Hakon J ad, returning from the ships. 
Let's see! I ' ll play the J ad a trick! They say 
That nothing ever frightens him. 
[Places an arr07C' in the b07CI and shoots OJ·tt from the scene.] 
Ha, hal 
I've struck the bushy crest from off his helm. 
Halwn. [Runs angrily 'lvith szuord uplifted towards EINAR, 
seizes him at th e throat and sa:\,s:] 
Ha, purchased hireling! quick, I say, confess, 
What have they promised thee for Hakon's life. 
Einar. [C almly.] Ab, nothing sir ; I never asked for aught. 
I 'm not a hireling either; I may boast . 
A noble birth; thou knowest my parents weI!. 
H alwn. \Vho art thou, traitor ?' Speak, reveal thy kin. 
Eina1'. My 'father's name is Manhood, sir; thou knoy.rest 
Him well, a crabid fellow, old, but brisk, 
Alert · for all his years; his heard is thick, 
I-lis arm is strong ; his rugged health he drew 
From Norway's mountains. 
H alwn. Manhood? Villain! Die! 
Einar. [Holding his. arm firmly .] 
Mayall the gods be praised who gave me strength 
To master Hakon 's arm; or else I 'cl breathed 
My last. 
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H allOn. \ iVhat wrinkled hag hath will ed to thee 
H er art, that baffles Hakon's brawny arm. 
Einar. Iildeed, my mother, sir, has taught me this. 
A witch, perhaps, as thou hast said, but not 
A wrinkled hag ; she's white and red as milk 
And blood; her name is Health, and comes as thou 
Of ancient northern stock. 
Hakon. Thine hour has come ! 
Einar. Not yet, my lotd! But twenty winters crown 
My head. Thou'dst come to want, my noble J art, 
If thou didst slaughter Norway's sturdy youth. 
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H allOn. Thou wretch! How nearly thou hadst slaughtered me ! 
Einar. By Odin, aye, by Norway's Freia, no ! 
I only wished to sever crest from helm; 
No more I swear. 
HallOn . And for thy practice, boy, 
Thou choosest as thy target Hakon's head? 
Einar. His crest, my master, only Hakon 's crest. 
T o frighten thee did please me, for they say 
That Hakon never flinches, hence I struck 
The feather from thy helm. That wound may soon 
Be healed, and cost at most a cockrel's tail. 
For quittance, sir, pray hold .within thy hand 
This coin, and if my arrow fai'rs the mark 
Or wounds thy finger, shame me, call me woman, 
Or hang me to the learest tree. 
H ako~. I trust 
Thee, boy. Thine eye speaks true. In yonder birch 
Thou seest' a blemish, sm~1l and black, i' the park; 
Aim well, and if thine arrow squarely hits 
The m'ark, thou 'st spoken true. 
Einar. ' [Aims and shoots.] It 's done, my lord. 
II akon. A splendid marksmall ! Constantly I '11 have 
Thee at my sid.e. 'T Was fortunate I met 
Thee here. The rumor goes throughout the state 
About a lad, who far excels with bow 
And 'arrow. I have summoned him to Hlade. 
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When he arrives, he ' ll see that also we 
H ave marksmen. 
Einar. · Let him come, and 'I '11 contest 
His right to claim the laurel. What's his name ? 
Hakon. They call him Einar Tambeskielver. 
Einar. So? 
Thus I am called. Ha ! Let him come. I feel 
In all that I 'm his equal, even in name. 
. Hakon. W hat? Thou art Einar Tambeskielver ? 
Einar. Aye, 
The ot~e . But bring me quick the other; then 
We '11 strive for mastery. 
Hakon. Upon my word 
Thou art a swift and merry lad. Hast come 
To stay at Hakon's court ? .[ Takes him by the chin. ] 
H ow young aqd strong 
And handsome! How presumptuous! Well, I 've need 
Of sturdy lads like thee·. So thou wilt serve 
At court with Hakon Jar! ? 
Einar. If I can serve 
In this or that, 't will be a pleasure; but, 
It seems that Norway's peaceful, well-content, 
And calmly dreams as doth an elder parent 
l' the-cozy corner by the fire : 
Hakon. , Not all 
Is peaceful, thou must know. I stand in need 
Of men, aye, faithful , trusty men. Today 
I sail . wi!h ships to clear our western coast 
Of a strong and dangerous enemy. Wilt thou, 
My fri end, accompany us, and stretch the bow 
For our defence, and honor for thyself ? 
Einar. I gladly go, my lord. By Thrudvang's43 Thor, 
Thou hast an excellent bow, my Jar! ! Inlaid 
With gold · and silver; mine thou seest is made 
From toughened sinews of the bear, and wood,-
No more. 
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Hakon. [Taking his bozC! from his -sh ollider, hands it to 
EINAR.] 
Take this, my friend, and keep it ; 't is 
I A pledge of Hakon's friendship! 
Einar. [Tries the tightness of the string.] 
Ah! Too slack, 
Too slack is Hakon's weapon. Take it, sir, 
Again. Too heavy; much too weak! My own 
Is far the better. 
H okon. Ha, thou haughty youth! 
Disdainest thou hly gift? 
Einar. Thou hast a gift 
Which I would not disdain, if offered me. 
Hakon. What is it, pray? 
Einar. Thou hast a daughter, sir; 
A rosebud on
l 
a slender maid, is not,-
But later we will speak of that. 
Hakon. And thou 
Dost think-
Einar. That I deserve sweet Berglioth. 
Hakon. Thy aim is fixed on high and distant goals. 
Einar. A skilful archer seeks a lofty aim. 
Thou know,est my arrow reaches distant goals; 
The eye of love hath also sent abroad 
Its darts. 
Hakon. -And is the archer wounded? 
Einar. . That, 
He'll tell thee when he's killed a goodly share 
Of all thine enemies. Aboard, my lord! 
Hakon. Art ready, boy, so soon? 
Einar. [Strikes his quiver.] My chattels, sir, 
I bear upon my back. To sea, my lord! 
Hakon. A brave and fiery youth! My heart goes out 
To thee as if thou wert a woman, lad. 
Einar. My lord, of all ambitions. that is last! [Exeunt. 
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SCENE IV 
A Peasant's HOllse 
ORM, with hi s bride, GUDRUN, seated at the head of the table, BEHG-
THOR next her. On th e other side A STRID with her betrothed, TUOHVALD. 
Other peasants. 
Bergthor. Be merry, children! Let the horns go round! 
No stinting of the wine though clear with age. 
Long since, the day Gunlode stood my bride, 
I placed this wine within the cellar, swore 
An oath that it should not be touched, before 
I solemnized my eldest daughter's marriage . 
. You see I kept my oath. 'My later years 
Are filled with joy. A goodly wench, my friends ; 
Just nine months younger than the wine; thus long 
I waited ere GunlCide bore the child. 
I well remember when I saw thee first; 
Thou madest me angry, child, I nearly cursed thee; 
And then thy mother, how I chided her. 
'Woman'! I cried, 'wh<1,t 'pranks are these? What need 
Have I of daughters? Get' me sons, whom I 
Can teach the arts of. war.' Therewith I threw 
The wench upon the bed. 
ann. And yet in ' time 
Thou camest to love the child. 
Bergthor. I can't say how 
It was , but as she grew, she crawled and whisked 
About, now here, now there, and then when girls 
Are fifteen , sixteen years of age, -- well then, 
Somehow you have to like them, aye or no; 
It seems you're forced. 
arm. Old age is happy here 
Tonight. Come Thorvald, fill the horns anew! 
Have all forgotten how to drink? 
Thorvald. Forgot 
T o drink! How n.ow my lad! Forgot to drink! 
I feel like Fiolnir, I, the king who drowned 
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Himself in a keg 0' win'e. 
Bergthor. Hush, children, hush! 
W.hat noise without? 
Thon'ald. l\'[ore friends, rno~e guests to the feast! 
[Stein and a cro,wd of armed slaves en~er.] 
Tho1'7lald. What inen or slaves are these? Your errand, sirs? 
Stein. vVe're slaves of .Hak~n J arl and bring withal 
His l~test orclers. 
Onn. Hakon then has learned 
Of our assembli\1g here and so has sent 
Us word. vVe'l1 hear his ,wish; speak freely, sir. 
Stein! That such a numerous throng was gathered here 
The Jarlrljd not suspect, .although he knew 
About . the nuptial feast. 
Orm. Thine errand, sir, 
Speak out! 
Stein. In short the J arl has sent us here 
To ' greet thee, Orm" 'Yith friendliness . He's well 
Acquainted with thee, knows thou art a man, 
O bedient to thy master, always true. 
The J arl has seen thy bride; she stirred his heart, 
He cannot live without her. Long he strove 
/\gainst his craving, but he could not bear 
T o think. that that which he desired, yea 'longed 
To have, a subject now possessed. He hopes 
That t!1OU wilt still this yearning of' his heart 
And freely yield to him thy bride. 
Bergthor. r Rising. l' How's that? 
(h111. You come to steal my bride? 
Stein. Nay, not to steal, 
I f thou, as Hakon thinks thou wilt, dost yield 
, FIer " rillingly. Thou 'It only need to wait 
A little time, he'll send tl!y Gudrull back. 
.'\long witn costly presents, jewels and gold. 
Orm. Depraved thralls, you dare pronounce those words} 
And such demand, such offer, Hakon dares 
Propose to Norsemen who are p~oud and free? 
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Stein. There's many a bridegroom proud and free as thou, 
H as deemed a like proposal fortunate. 
\Ve hoped; except a few especial friends, 
To find thee here alone. Two reasons urged 
The haste with which we' bring the message: first, 
The Jarl's departure on his ship f1"Om Hlade ; 
And next, the haste which thou dost show to wed 
Thy bride; as thou must see, emphatic means 
Must here be used t~ check this haste. He left 
Distinct commands that we should bring the ~11aid 
To Hlade, guard her there until he comes. 
Condemn the Jar! ? - No, none of us would dare 
Presilme- as much. He lives too high f~r censure. [Grea,1 
ttproar. ] 
Bergthor. This goes too far. Audacious slaves! Begone, 
Away, I say! ' 
ThonJald. [Seizing a drinfting horn.] 
Salut,e the Jar! and say: 
Thorvald has drunk to Hakon's funeral feast. 
[Several voices.] Away with Hakon's slaves! Away, away! . 
Stein. [To the other thralls.} 
To arms, my-lads! 
Thorvald. , y Ye dare to measure arms? 
All. Kili them, kill them! 
Be~gthor. This hammer, sirs, is forged 
Of toughest iron; where it strikes it cuts 
A bloody swath. 
Stein. Strike hard. my lads, strike hard 1. 
The Peasants. ~11 off the brood of vipers! Mow them down! 
Battle.' After some opposition the slaves of HAKON flee; the peasants 
follow them. GUDRUN, who has fainted, is surrounded by the women 
,present, who try to bring her to herself again. 
Astrid. My sister! Dearest Gudrun, open, sweet, 
Those eyes! Come back to life. The foe has gone. 
Look! Look you through t~e window where they flee! 
[The 11;ten re~urn. ORM, 7e'ho becomes a.'lmre of GUDRUN'S ' con-
dition, throws himself at her feet:] 
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Stein. Ther~ 's many a bridegroom proud and free as thou, 
Has deemed a like proposal fortunate. 
We hoped, except a few especial friends, 
To find thee here alone. Two reasons urged 
The haste with which we' bring the message: first, 
The Jarl's departure on his ship from Hlade ; 
And next, the haste which thou dost show to wed 
Thy bride; as thou must see, emphatic means 
Must here be used to, checj< this haste. He left 
Distinct commands that we should bring the ~miid 
To Hlade, guard her there until he comes. 
Condem~ the Jarl ? - No, none of us would dare 
Pres1:1me as much. He lives too high f~r censure. [Grea,! 
ttproar.] 
Bergthor. This goes too far. At1daciol1s slaves! Begone, 
Away, I say! ' 
Thorvald. [Seizing a drinkinr; horn.] 
Salut.e the Jar! a~d say: 
Thorvald has drunk to Hakon's funeral feast. 
I [Several voices.] Away with Hakon's slaves! Away, away! . 
Stein. [To the other thralls.} 
To arms, my· lads ! 
Thor·vald. . , Ye dare to measure arms? 
All. Kili them, kill them! 
Behthor. This hammer, sirs, is forged 
Of toughest iron; where it strikes it cuts 
A bloody swath. 
Stein. Strike ~ard. my lads, strike hard !. 
The Peasants. ~ill off the brood of vipers .! Mow them down! 
Battle.' Afte·r some opposition the slaves of HAKON flee; the peasants 
follow them. GUDRUN, .who has fainted, is surrounded . by. the women 
present, who try to bring her to herself again. ' . 
. . 
Astrid. My sister! Dearest Gudrun, open, sweet, 
Those eyes! Come back to life. The foe has gone. 
Look! Look JOLt through t~e window where they flee! 
[The 11;ten re~urn. ORM. 7.t'ho becomes O!l.mre of GUDRUN'S ' eon-
ditiim, throws ' himself at , her feet:] . . 
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Orm. My bride, my Gudrun, bring me back my bride,! 
Why stand ye there and weep, ye women? Where 
o where is now your, art? My bride, my bride! 
T horvald. By that All-father Odin, seated high 
On his exalted throne, I lift my sword 
Besmeared with blood of slaves,' with blood that streamed 
From Hakon's friends. I hereby swear an oath 
O'f vengeance ! Yes, by all the Aesir, all 
That's holy, not to rest before I mix 
W ith Hakon's blood, th'e blood of slaves, and thus 
Revenge the shame he thought to bring my brother. 
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B ergtho'r. Although I am old and wrinkled, bent with y.ears, 
I swear by the hammer's molten tooth , that far 
And wide I '11 seek revenge for this disgrace. 
He wished to have us "forge a crown , - aye, first 
Let's forge the man,! I am the oldest here, 
The father of the girl! Look, where she lies , 
A hapless m~id, a drooping flower, death pale, 
Within her lover's arms. Come, peasants, come, 
Surround me, swea,r upon this hammer, swear, 
That -Hakon Jarl, the evil one, must die! , 
Orm. My Gudrun, 'Iife again looks through thine eye! 
All the Peasants. [About the hammer.] 
'T is sworn! The tyrant, Hakon Jarl, -must die! 
- I 
ACT III 
. SCENE I 
The Island Moster 
[Enter J 6 STEIN, CARLSHOVED and GRIB.] 
Grib. As I have told you, worthy lords) the Earl 
. Has landed here at Moster, and lies with all 
His crew in the woods, behind the isle. , 
C,arisho'l/ed. And chanced 
There no encounter 'twixt the two when Olaf 
. '. \ 
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. Went O~lt to bring- his ships to harbor ? Strange ! 
We hourly wait . the king. 
Grib. The night ,\'as dark 
And helped the shrewdness of the Earl. 
losteill . And so 
The doughty J arl is all prepared to greet 
The king when he attempts to lane! ? A large 
And worthy island this, for such a cluel. 
Crib. A greeting is in store for Olaf; yet 
This duel needs no large and splel~did isle. 
An open place is not what Hakon seeks ; 
H~ wants a dark and glOOI11~r forest, st1ch 
As here we find on either side. 
C a1'lsho7!ed. Explain 
Thyself, noi' hide the meaning of thy words. 
G1'ib. J-\ holy ordering of the gods has changed 
My master's .lie to truth; which tn;th in tt1rn 
Has changed thei r ·col11mon plans. 
lostein. At1daciolls slave ! 
Dost ,dare to utter thot'tghts as bold as these? 
Grib. I speak as thmt ,\T ilt speak, I trt1st, when thou 
Shalt know how matters ~tancl. 
Ca1'lsho'ued. Speak plainly then! 
, Grib. Then jmow: The J arl hac! scarcely put to sea 
Before a hasty fishing smac1< 0' ertook him, 
When late he crossed the bay. It brought the news 
That 'Thronclhiem's peasants were in arms, conspired 
Against t~e J arl, because of a certain maid 
His passions craved. The strength with which their wrath 
Broke forth betokened that the smoldering coals 
Had long been fanned. So what was he to do? 
The Jarl, you know, decides with over-haste. 
A moment's thought and he announced: to crush 
The powerful hostile prince, would aid his cause 
Far more, than war against the farmer-folk. 
To fight the king, lie meant, would strongly aid 
His martial fame , and fright the people most. 
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But out upon the cieep, he lea rned from spies, 
That ()lrlf's flf'f't f111tnumberec1 far the rnl110r 
Reported him ' at Blade. \iVhat was he 
To do ? He sought this island , where he found 
My lord, lJis other-self. The Jarl is not 
. Dissuaded from his will with ease. vVhen one 
Scheme fails, another takes its piace. My lord's 
Proposal was agreed upon. "The need 
Compels me ! the cause concerns the highest gods." 
Such were his words, and vet the cause concerns 
Birriself as l11uch, to seize 'the unbidden gue'st 
Tl1at grapples at his throat. The Jarl 's distress 
Is ·sore; if once 't is known how matters stand, 
Tl;Iat Olaf liv~s,. his presepce here, then love, 
T he ancient love for Norway's kingly blood, 
Combined with hate towarcl Hakon 's guilt, would make 
The danger foi' the J arl more dangerous still. 
V-That happened then '? H e told his men , to rear 
The tents; they little g uess the truth, and ' think 
That they ' are robbers whom they seek. 
lostein. And what 
A re now his plans ? 
Crib.' Through many a ,sleepless night 
Upon m)' bed of straw, vvith_tear-stained eyes, 
I've ,asked the gods to. show me why they've botllld 
~1 y young ambitious life in thralldom chains. 
Thanks be to these all-wise and precious gods! 
For otherwise, too late, had Thorer's schemes 
Been known; for , otherwise was Olaf lost, 
Aye, steeped in 's noble, kingly blood. 
l ostein. Conceal 
N a more !he substance of t11Y words; speak out! 
Crib. I heard it; I was ~resent; I 'm his slave, 
. A ,,,-retched, s9rdid slave, who must attend 
His , master; quite unnoticed, like the trail 
That 'fastens to ,his c1oal~. And , briefly, what 
Are his intentions? U ncler friendship's guise, 
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To yonder wood must Olaf be enticed, 
And there entrapped and - stabbed! In a hut, near by, 
The Jarl awaits my lord with Olaf's head. 
In RogalandH the people still are true. 
And thither they proceed to raise a force 
With which to stem the Irish, should they dare " 
To land and try to avenge King Olaf's death. 
lostein. All this thou 'st heard? 
Grib. I swear by pious Baldur,4 ~ 
As true as I am blameless. innocent. 
lostein. And we are pledged to lend a helping hand? 
Car/shoved. And we ~re pledged to further such a deed? 
lostein. Ha, Grib! I blush for shame before thee, 1-
Grib. 0 never mind, my lord; when one has reached 
That poif\t where he's ashamed, lie feels the sting 
And need not be ashamed. · And h.ow surmise 
That Hakon Jar! was base enough to stoop 
To such a deed? His eyes hnr! forth a.light 
As if he were a god. A simple glance 
Commands; he spoke and yon obeyed. 'T is great 
To fight for Hakon, feel within your breast: 
I helped to place this man-upon the throne. 
Were't not such thoughts that spurred you on ? 
lostein. Vif e '11 wrench 
Him from his throne! 
. 
Carlsh07Jed. As sure as Olaf lives, 
That noble hero, Astrid's son, so sure, 
The Jar! must die! 
Grib. I see your hearts are true. 
But hush! The ship has all but touched the shore . 
. Look, yonder lands the kIng. Dost see his boat '? 
\Vhate'er is done must now be done with haste; 
As soon as Olilf comes -- and yon 're alone-
Reveal to him the plot. My lord delays 
With Hak«n in the woods; if Olaf hastes 
Toland his men, he'll cage them both with ease. 
Whate'e: may chance the power belongs to Olaf. 
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List) Gentle tones <l;re vvafted from the ships. 
How sweetly, float upon the level sea 
Those pious chants! Adieu; I haste to join 
My master in the woods. Remember well 
Your part. 
J ostein. We'll not forget. 
Cai'lshoved. The ship's at rest. 
AIle! see, the king descends, and now his men, 
And priests. And look, he spreads to all the winds 
The scarlet flag with cross of purest white. 
J ostein. The scarlet groundwork stands for heroism, 
The cross for Cllristian peace and innocence. 
49 
They now apprpach. Come let us walk aside. [Exeunt. 
OLAF enters with the large banner 'in his hand; he is followed by his 
warriors and priests, The latter sing: 
, 
C oeli Defts sanctissinu, 
Qui htcidas mUlIdi plagas 
Catldore pingis ig1teO, 
A ugens decoro 1ft mine ! 
Infunde nunc, piissime! 
Donum perennis gratiat!, 
Fraltdis novae ne casibus 
·N os error atterat vetus. 
Expelle noc/em cordium! 
Absterge sol'des men/iI/lit! 
Resolve culpae vinm/um! 
Everte moles criminuml 
o tu. sole serenior, 
Et balsamo sltavior, 
Veni, veni. rex optime, 
Pater immensae gloriae!' 
Olaf. [Raises the banner mid plants it firmly in the soil.]48 
And thus I plant the Christian banner, deep 
'The following is a translation of the Danish of these stanzas: 
The dark of night shall di sappear, 
o Lord of Heaven, when thou 'art near, 
The ' inky clouds shall pass away 
All hail, Redeemer, hail thy day. 
The icy North shall soon be stirred 
By loving shafts from thine own word, 
Thy servant, strong in heaven's might; 
Shall put the heathen gods to flight. 
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In Norway's soil. Through every rift among 
Her rocks, e'en as the nati\'e fir" its roots 
Shall cre~p; , and it shall hlossom forth and bear 
Its fruit, yea, sevenfold refreshing fruit. 
With tears of yearning and repentence shall 
Its roots be watered; peaceful sighs shall come 
Like gentle breaths of wind, to mellow, sweeten 
The juice that ' overfills the cup. As birds 
Send up 'to heaven their song, the' church's voice ' 
Shall fill the air with praise, and as an oak, 
A )mnclred winters old, thi s tree shall spread 
Abroad its bran~hes over all the land . 
\i\Titliin its shelter, friendship, gentleness 
And love shall dwell, and fr0111 its shi elding trunk, 
Shall gaze devoutly toward the settin g sun . 
And in its pure and holy bark tIl(' Kings 
Of Norway's ' realm shall proudly carve their names, 
,And round about, the flowers of innocence 
Shall stand on guani, sweet angels · sent from heaven, 
And keep away the spectres of the night. 
Then one-eyed tklin, driven from place to place, 
Shall seek the deserts, and the naked rocJ<s . 
. AmI there sha1l vainly strive to repossess 
His former power. There he will howl as doth 
A wounded wolf; the tree shall gently stir 
. Its leaves like angel wings ,and waft away 
Those piercing sounds. lest they should terrify ' 
The·tender , babes, so newly ,born to Christ. 
The Chorus. Amen! 
Olaf. Thanks brothers, thanks. for strengthenirg thus my 
words. 
Do ye r,ecal! the island Storr! which late 
\Ve passed ? There Hakon Athelstein, the Good ,47 
My great foreh11lner, dwelt, when he was called 
To leave the banquet for the hattIe fi eld, 
And there to die the hero's death . 0 Hakon! 
My noble, gentle Hakon, best of kin! 
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A fl ower too early blown, thou wilted, chilled 
By treacherous frosts; thy root was 111l!ch too frail 
To penetrate this icy northern soil; ' 
, Bnt thou didst leave a tender seedling here, 
For which 'may heaven become thy blessed home. 
There thou art safe against the heathen' might 
\iVhich thou couldst not subdue ; which made thee eat 
The horse's flesh, and forced thy lips ,-that loved 
Alone the church's holy cup,-to touch 
1 he heathen sacrificial bowl. . The ti'mes 
Were yet lmripe, bnt now thy smile from ' heaven 
Shall light the way to follo~v in thy steps. 
I . The C honls. Amen! 
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Olaf. Thanks, brothers, thanks! Anclllow retrace your stegs 
To rest yom weary bodies from the voyage. 
The men have pitched the tents, while ye with song 
Have consecrated, blest the land. Now go, 
:My gentle brothers, go, in heaven's natTle. 
[Exit CI-IORlj S; OLAF re maills with his waniors. 
CARLSHOVED a'lld J OSTE I N (''liter. 
Olaf. My noblest kin, my honest friends, in this 
My duty, newly found, can I depend 
On you ? 
Jostei'll. :My king! 
Carlsho'i.'ed. K ing Olaf! 
Ola f· \ \That! H ow 11 0W ! 
J ostein. [Kneels.] Strike off our heads! 
Carlshoved. [Kn(' ('ls.] Yea', take them ; they are thine. 
Olaf. vVhat means this strange behavior? 
J ostein. TI'eachery! 
\Ve hav e deceived thee. 
Carlsho'(led. Basely, yea, d eceived thee. 
Olaf. Impossible .• You say, deceived me? How? 
Is all this mere in vention? mere device 
To lead me into Hakon's snare ? 
Carlshoz'ed. Spare ,all , . 
T hy fears , my' lord. 
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Olaf. I feat not hell itself, 
Far less the Jar!. Stand up! 'Wherefore this kneeling? 
If ye have sinned, then kneel before high God, 
And tremble,quake, at heaven's avenging hand. 
Carlshoved. My noble Olaf 1 Thorer Klake lied; 
Yet every word he uttered was the trnth, -
] ostein. What first was mere invention, Hakon's acts ' 
Of tyranny have chan'gee! to truth. 
Olaf.. Is ',t true 
The land revolts against him? 
Carlsho7/ed. Aye, my lord. 
Olaf. And Hakon? 
Jostein. 
Olaf. 
Carlsho7}ed. 
He is here. 
Here? 
Not half ,as strong as thine, my lord. 
With a force 
Olaf. , Dost know 
His plans? 
J.ostein. To play his tricks beneath the board 
Where openly he failed. Our Thorer proves 
Himself a traitor; secret plans are laid 
To lure thee 'twixt those shady firs, and tbere 
Administer thy .mortal wounel. 
Olaf. Is Hakon 
l' the woods? Doth Thorer come alone? How large 
A force is Hakon's? 
J ostein,. , N ot so large as thine. 
The utmost silence hovers round the scheme, 
For Hakon fears his own sworn warriors, more 
Than any foreign foe. The people must 
N at know thy presence here, for that might cause 
A festering sore to hreak. Earl Hakon hides 
\Vithin a peasant's -hut; thou 'It meet with Thorer 
In yonder woods. To make the seizure sure 
Let all thy warriors follow thee, for then 
Thou 'rt strong enough to cope with Hakon's force. 
Olaf. \iVhat credence should be giv'n such doubtful words? 
How know, that here ye speak the truth, since ye 
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But now confessed your treachery? 
J ostein. That we 
Confessed, should prove our innocence. The J ad 
Expres~ed the wish to meet thee op,enly 
And basIe us follow Thorer Klake, help 
Detain thee here till he him,self should come. 
To seek adventure on the battle fielCI 
Is -horthern morals. Hakon ,vas our lord. 
His shrewdness his deception did not fail 
Cunningly to ensnare our youth. Thou art 
Onr kin, but once we saw in thee a mere 
Enthusiast, dist'urber of the peace. 
We came. But sin'ce, the tide of things has chang-ed, 
And with it Hakon's plan. \Vhen this we learned 
We quickly bore the intelligence ·to thee. 
For silence meant betraval. Former acts, 
Adherence to a villai~, thes'c deserve 
-J ust punishment; I offered thee my head,-
Take it, but ne'er mistr"ust me. 
Olaf. Valiant lad, 
Retain thy heacl; thou needst it more than 1. 
Caris/zo'ued. Our king! 
5~ 
J ostein. Then trust my word and follow me; 
Or quickly leave with all thy ships. But see, 
Is not that Thorer slinking through the trees 
With Grib? 
. Olaf. My men, in, part have reached the land; 
I 'II go instruct them. safely to invest 
The isle, and then 't will be a simple task , 
To capture Hakon and his broocl. [To his men] Attend 
Me through the forest; draw your swords, and keep 
Yourselves in readiness to strike a blow. [E.·retunt. 
[THoRER KLAKE and GRIB cl1tel' hastily from ,t-he other side, 
the first 7.t'ith a baslut and a dagger in his hand.) 
Thorer. See, there he went, accompanied by his troops . . 
They go to rest in Norway's summer grass. 
Stop, Olaf! hurry not so fast ,! It comes, 
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The long' last rest, before thou dreamest of it. 
Now, Grib,dost understand what I have said? 
Grib.Yea, every word, my noble lord, luli well. 
Thorer. TJlOu'lt run and plunge the dagger in his hreast 
The willIe we sit ane!' talk. 
Grib. Aye, valiant lord! 
Thorer. And when he falls, cut ' off his head, and place 
It in this basket; follow me in haste 
To where the Jar! awaits 115, at the hut, 
And he will grant thee freedom, Grib, and bind 
A glaive about thy loins. 
Grib. My honest lord! 
Thorer. Conceive the honor thou'It enjoy, my Grib! 
Think on it, Olaf's executioner; 
Aye, he who wished to hurl the gods from Valhal, 
Him, thou didst slay; and after lllany years, 
1n olden legen~l, one will find thy name, 
And read, "This gallant deed hath Grib attained." 
Grib. I feel an ardent longing, noble lord! 
FUll /many a day I've dreamed of such a stroke, 
That mi~ht extract me from mv slavish state. 
Tlwre~. I know it, Grib; 't ~vi11 soon be reali~ed. 
Come, 100)(, do;;t see this dagger, keenly ground? 
It shines as bright as ~lo the stars from out 
A quiet sea; look, feel the point! Is 't sharp? 
Grib. A most surpassing knife. 
Thorer. And yet there's . more; 
T hou ,seest but half of its pecuLiar charm; 
For-notice here upon the blade 'this groove 
\Vhich reaches ,toward the point? 
Grib. ' - Aye, aye, my lord! 
Thorer. [Smiles ~unningl:v.] 
It may: be small; and yet it points t~le way 
T o Helheim,';s Grib! ' [Looks about.] There's no one here? 
Grib. No, none; 
'T was but a hungri rav'en, calling, perched 
On yonder lofty rock. 
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Thorer. In search ·for prey. 
Well, then, this groove, which reaches frqm the hilt,-
Thou seest the hilt is hollow, and this spril1g-
Dost understand me ? 
Grib. No. my lord! 
Tharer. Ah, true ! 
Our clumsy north is stranger stiil , to thing,s 
So subtile, overnice. I bought thi s kni fe 
In Italy; I thought, as now proves true, 
Who knows whereto it may be used? 
Grib. Just so. 
Tharer. And now my Grib, hast thou not often known 
A wounded warrior, who has seen death's door, 
And still returned to life, full strong and hal e? 
Grib. Yea, often lord. 
Tharer. Therefore , a dagger thrust 
That must be sure,-thol.1 seest thyself, one can't 
Depend al$me 'upon the strength the arm 
Affords. 
Grib. I see not yet,-an ann of power-
Tharel'. What power? Alas . how frail is human power! 
. But notice now; this g roove contains a fluid , 
'Which mingles with the blood and curdles it. 
Crib. Ha, now I comprehend thy words, it 's poison! 
Thorer. Scream not so loud. Here, take the dagger, Grib. 
And handle it with care, judiciously; 
Thou 'rt not accustomed, Grib , to such a tool. 
Crib. [Crad/fs the 7t'eapol1 1:1/ his hal1d.] 
11y lord! I feel a strange desir~ . Dost know 
\Vhereto? 
Tharer. No, Grib. Thine eye is all aflame. 
What is 't? 
Grib . . To plunge this knife into thy breast. 
Tharer. Thy wits, thy s.ense-
Grib. Be calm, my lord, conceive 
I 'm only joking. 
Tharer. Ah, but such a joke! 
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Grib. Dost mean my joke is quite te:o coarse? 
Thorer. Too coarse, 
My Grib; and there 's no time for joking now. 
Grib. Let's then be serious. Hark, the raven screams 
Anew. Come! take thy booty. [Striltes th.:: dagger into 
THORER'S breast. ] 
Thorcr. [Falling.] Curse thee slave ; 
Thou 'st pierced my heart! 
Grib. - Ah no! What is it thou 
Dost call thy heart? That icy lump of flesh 
That lies within thy breast deserves not such 
An honored name. It never felt for others, 
H ow feels it then this thrust? Impossible ! 
Thorer. Thou traitor! 
Grib. Thou hast named thine own fo ul name. 
Thorer. Thousavest the truth! [Dies. 
Grib. Thou shouldst have recognized 
Thy weakness sooner; now it's quite too late. [Loolzs at hiin.] 
Now there he lies bespattered with his blood. 
Vi/here now are all thy shrewdness, plots, intrigues ? 
'Why not invent some clever means by which 
To still the blood? How stupid, silent, now, 
He lies, his face turned heavenward, and all 
His life long subtle craft doth not suffice 
To save his spirit from a writhing hell. 
[Enter OLAF, CARLSHOVED, J OSTEIN and f ollowers.] 
Olaf. [His sword dra'lvn; to GRIB.] 
Where is thy master, slave ? 
Grib. [Pointing to the corpse.] Sir, there he lies. 
Olaf. What ? ' Thorer bleeding, Thorer Klake dead? 
Grib. The waves of dark E livagar49 now bear 
Him ~down toward Niflheim. 
Olaf. . Who hath slain him? 
Grib. ' Sit, . 
His villainy,-he slew himself. 
Olaf· Explain! 
, 
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Grib. His great persuasive powers were spent to have 
1'Ie plunge this dagger in thy breast. Thor knows 
Wherefore; he ~ mllsthave loathed to do the deed 
Himself. 
Olaf. What more? Say on. 
Grib. He handed me 
This dagger well supplied with poison, which 
I should have buried deep in Olaf's heart-
I erred and plunged it into Thorer's breast. 
Now stubbornly he lies upon. the ground 
vVithout one word. Before, his oily tongue 
Ran wild, his fawning looks were everywhere, 
Unsteady, boleL The sense of his eye hath flown; 
H<?w stupid, drowsy, filled \"ith emptiness! 
My lord, tho1.J'lt scarce believe how quickly, how 
Completely he has changed his wonted nature. 
Olaf. Thou noble thrall ! 
Grib. If Thorer lived, he'd say 
I speak the truth. He promised he would make 
Me free, that I might hear a sword and shield, 
And follow Hakon in his wars, and drink 
The wine at table, in the king's own hall, 
Perchance I did my duty well; hut sir, 
It seemed too dear to purchase Hakon's wine 
With Olaf's blood. 
Olaf. High-minded swain! Perhaps 
Thou'st rather follow Olaf, fight for him, 
Make him thy king, and sit as mark of friendship, 
Among his greatest 'men? 
Grib. [Deeply touched.] My king, now melts 
My pride through love. And dost thou grant me this? ' 
The honr has come at last when I may rend 
j\fy thralldom chains? 0, sir, forgive, forgive ~ 
1\fy childish tears. 
Olaf The Jar! had promised thee 
Thy freedom. 
Grib. 
A freedom, sir. 
Ah, but such a freedom, such 
Wherein's the gain, to buy 
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The body's freedom for the sours; to lose 
The name of slave, and truly be a slave. 
Olaf. T hou Christian )leathen, come; give me thy hand; 
Now what's thy name? 
GriQ. Grib was 111y thi'alldom name. 
Olaf. Hen<;dorth let Griffin he thy name, and let 
A powerful g riffin ,oo striking to the earth 
A veno'mous snake, be drawn in deepest hues 
Upon thy shield. 
G1·iffin. Ha, sir: I see, I see! 
The snake is Thorer Klake. ' Excellent , 
By O din! Olaf, thy reward is kingly . 
. Ola/ C~l! not Odin! His povver is impotent ; 
I . 
:p,ehold his spirit in his worshippers! 
Where now is Hakon? 
Griffin. Yonder in the woods, 
In hiding with his thrall, sir. There he waits 
For Thorer an,d thy head. But let me take 
My master's head and place it in the basket 
TI~ en thou shal t bring the J arl fal ~e T horer's head, 
Instead of Thol:er thine, 
Olaf. , 
Is death. 
No, .Griffin! Death 
Griffin. 
Oraf. 
[To his 'lIlcll. ll Go now and bury Thorer's corpse. 
Behind tbe nettles in the ' ditch! 
Beneath yon elder bush that it may shower 
I ts white funereal petals on his grave.-
Be not so cm el, Griffin; hate should cease 
At death ~ 
Lay him 
Griffin . My lord, be pleased to tell me what 
Is right, ,and thou shalt see me grow in grace. 
Olaf. Then follow me in silence to the Jarl. 
Griffin. This way, my noble king. ' 
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SCENE II 
A Byplace in the Woods, at a Peasan t' s Hut 
HAKON J ARL and KARKER 
Hakon. Hast done thine errand as I bade thee? 
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Karker. Aye, my lord. I told them on board the ships that 
thou wert gone -to the woods to seek a cool breath among the 
trees, because at noon it is so hot on: the salt sea; the reason be-
ing that the sun shines wi th so much g limmer on the water, and 
then from the water up again. This is hard to endure, for on 
the sea there are always two suns, that is to say, one in the sky 
and one on the sea. On the land one is plagued by one sun alone 
and hence thou hadst gdne up on the land. 
Hakon. And that I would dine here, this thou hast also told 
them? 
Karker. My lord, of course I did. \Vhen do I forget a meal 
and what goes with the meal? That is the best of all in tbis 
world; though I fancy that in the other world drinking has its 
place. Of course I told them: the J arl will breakfast yonder. 
On the water the boat jostles up and down and the food is liable 
to take the wrong channel. Vl'hat 's the use of that? 
Hakon. Right, my lad, right. Thou art a famous ' fellow. 
Go now and help the cook. Leave me alone, Karker. When 
Thorer comes, or Thorer's slave, bid him enter immediately. I . 
Karker. Good, my lord! It shall all be done. [Exit. 
I! akan. I would I had a host of men like this, 
I 'd then be safe no matter where I went. 
A dog is not as true, as faithful: then 
Besides, a man can talk. A weapon, tool, 
Q11ite indispensable! .I'd not exchange 
Him for the strongest sword. [Sits down.] The other men, 
With keener eye, and wiser speech, one can't 
Confide in them. Though Thorer-Thorer! Ha! 
Hast greeted Ola.f yet? Hast sent him forth 
To meet his gods up yonder in the sky? 
[Rests his head in his hands and muses. 
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That scheme was never i11il1e; it came fro111 Tborer. 
'1' is he must answer Valhal: he, not I. 
But Odin bears no wrath. Shall not this craze 
Be checked, whose direst threats \vould hurl the gods 
Down fron1 their olden seats? '1' is not alone 
lvly kingly power that Olaf craves, but more: 
VaHaudur's.Gl So, let Olaf fall! The storm 
Must cease. The 'time has come, the time has come. 
It whitens fast, .my hair! But, faded locks, 
. Have patience, patience: soon ye'l1 turn' to gold. 
The roguish maidens mocked me formerly 
Because my hair was bJack instead of gold. 
Have patience! children! Gold? A golden gold 
}\If y hair shall be when gilded hy the crown. 
Vlho comes, who comes? Ha, surely, Thorer Klake. 
He promised me to hring- me Olaf's head! 
Mine eyes'refuse to 1.00k- upon th~ sight. 
[Remains seated in the fanner position. OLAF TRYGVESON 
enters, wrapped in his cloak, and wearing a broad hat.] 
H a/wn. UVithOt/t tU1'11iJ:lg t01c}(wd him.] 
My, honest, vaiiant Thorer, hast come at last? 
Have all things prospered, even as thou planned, 
And bring-est thol~ what was promised,-answer, Thorer! 
Olaf. It all has happened as it should , my lord. 
But pardon Thorer, sir, that he himself 
Does not bring Olaf's head. He found it hard 
To do: Thor knows, he felt a sort of loathing 
To bear the head himself, and hence sent me. 
Hakon" '1' is well! Then go and hide it deeply, deep; 
Dost hear me ? in the bosom of the earth. 
T'll not behold it. It comes to me in dreams. 
Go bury it and tell; thy master, slave, 
To hasten hither. 
Olaf. , Thorer Klake sleeps. 
Hakon. 'What, sleeps? 
Olaf. A noon-day sleep; he stiffly stretched 
Himself beneath a shady elder-tree. 
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Hakon. Then wake him, quick! [Aside] Asleep? And 
after such 
A deed? Ah, Thorer, I admire thee! Ha! 
T he strangest courage, thine ! [Aland] Go, wake him, slave! 
O laf. But first will thou not gaze on Olaf's head? 
H akon. No, no, I've told th~e! No! ' 
Olaf. lVI y lord, dost think 
Perhaps it hath an ugly, hideous look ? 
;\ ot so, J arl .Hakon. Olaf's head is sound 
. \s any ht;ad in Norway. 
Hakon. Slave, begone! 
Olaf. T never heard the like! I thought the J arl 
A peerless ' man, surpassing other men; 
A dead, a paie, a cold dissevered head? 
H ow thou hadst trembled, haclst thou fonnd it live 
Upon its body. 
Fla!wn. . Slave, thou darest to speak-
\iVhere is it then? 
Olaf. [Takes off his hat and thro iC'S the cloa!? aside.] 
Upon my shoulders, ' sir! 
Forgive me that I bring it thus; it seemed 
The most convenient way. 
Hakon . [Dmwing his s'w01'd.] , Ha, traitor! Olaf? 
Ea, treason, treason! 
Olaf. Spare thy courage, sir. 
Risk not a tilt with Olaf, while he keeps 
His head in place unharmed; Remember this: 
Thy old and feeble brain alone is matched 
Against a headless spectre. . 
Hakon. Death and hell! [Rushes upon Olaf. 
Olaf. [Strikes the sword from HAKON'S hand, and speaks 
, ouith thunderous tones.] 
Peace, peace, I say ! Put up thy sword. My men 
Surround the hut; my ships outbalance thine. 
I come to claim this land by honest strife. 
Thyself hast lun~d me here by false intrigues. 
ThEnt standest there, a thrall, contemptuous, 
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Entangled in thy self-laid snare. I '11 not 
Employ such paltry means as merest chance 
Hath offered me. Not so, my Hakon Jarl ! 
Upon the battle field I'll boldly meet thee. 
Thou seest thy schemes have failed. Thy Thorer stands 
Before high heaven's Judge. 'T were easy now 
To seize thee; easier still to end thv life. 
I -
But I defend the Christian faith, and scorn 
The like inglorious display. So choose 
Betwixt a twofold choice; remain as J arl 
At Hlade, as thou art, and give thy oath 
Of loyalty,-well then begone! And bear 
In mind that wheresoe'er we meet again, 
It's blood, my Jarl! Blood! Thou Qr I must die! 
H akan. [Proudly and calmly.] 
I choose the latter, Olaf, aye, the latter. 
Thou call est me villain,-slave? This makes me smile. 
One reads in this thine utter youth, Sir Olaf. 
Thy years betray themselves in flippancy, 
In arrogance, Look deep into mine eyes, 
Yea, scan my forehead, Olaf; tell me: sawest 
Thou ever such in slaves? Think you, perchance, 
That cowardice, deceitfulness have carved 
. This wrinkled brow? I lured thee on? And why? 
I knew thouneedest but a sign to tempt 
Thee to'ward the prize. Deep in thy haughtly soul 
Thou lovest more the ties of blood. that' hound 
Thee to a royal race extinct, than all 
The 'scores of far-fam<;d deeds of Hakon Jar!. 
Thou 'st waited long to bring confusion and 
Disturb an old man's peace. That I desired 
To end the fcud, as soon as possible, 
Does this astonisl]. thee? That I beguiled ' 
A frenzied visionary" one who scorns 
The highest gods, does this astonish thee ? 
Does it astonish thee, that I approved 
My Thorer's scheme, when hostile fate made threats 
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To overthrow-·not Hakon Jarl alone-
But Vaihal's gods? 
Olaf. But sir! Hast thou forgot-
Ah Hakon, Hakon,-quite forgot, that thou 
Thyself was once a Christian, once baptized 
By Bishop Popo ?il2-that thou brokest thy vow? 
How many oaths since then hast thou infringed? 
H alwn. Cursed be the moments, sir, of which thou speakst, 
When blinded by a coaxing monk, I let 
Myself be fooled by paltry tricks ; he 'wore 
A red-hot iron glove, when first his hand 
Was daubed with witches' salve."~ 
Olaf. Poor, blinded, wretch! 
I pity, sir, those locks of silver gray. 
"Hako1t. Ha, spare thy pity, Olaf! Look, behold! 
Thou seest in me the last gleam, the last spark, 
Of olden Northern strength, heroic life; 
But this, proud youth, but this thou 'It never quench . 
\iVith those thy sickly fever-dreams. I know 
'Too well, it is the Christian's wont to mend 
Our morals, sy~pathize, forsooth c,onvert us; 
'1' is ~urs to deeply hate, despise YOll, aye, 
To pOnder on your ruin and yOU1"' death, 
As those who ·mock our gods, our northern ways. 
This Hakon does and therein lies his sin; 
His villainy. Iswear by Thor, by Odin, 
Thou 'It never quench proud Norway's heroism, 
\Vith pious, dreamy, mistiness. 5 4 
Olaf. " Enough! , 
vVe part, and woe to thee when next we meet. 
Halwn. Aye, ' woe to me, unless I crush thee tJ;1en. 
Olaf. Our God shall smite thee with His deadly flame. 
HallOn. Thor's hammer~5 first shall fall and split the cross. 
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ACT IV 
SCENE I 
Hlade 
HAKON J ARL. A Messenger. 
Hah on. Now tell me all, and speak without reserve 
Or fear. How goes it ? Are the peasants gathering? 
111 e~s2nger. My lord! Exasperation drives them on. 
In four directions from his farmstead. Orm 
Hath sent his messengers of war and prayed 
That each should arm hiri1self against thy life. 
At Skaerdingstad0 6 the tidings came to H aleJor, 
And he in turn has further spread the call. 
To him has Sigurd strongly joined himself, 
Thy former mistress's beauteous Bryniolf's husband, 
As also Alf and Skialm from Rimol, who 
Have come to avenge their sister Thora's wrongs. 
These two with Orm and Baldor lead the army. 
They gather in the ,yale of Ork. 
Hahon. I trust 
Completely in my sturdy warrior lads. 
\"'ith few well-armed. and brave war-harden ~d men, 
A horde of untrained farmer folk can soon 
Be pu~ to fligpt . 
. M essenger. But, sir, their force is large, 
Increases day by day; they ' re strongly armed, 
Exasperate-
H alwi!. 'With momentary rage, 
Which vanishes at sight of Hakon!s sword. 
Aught inore? Has Olaf's fleet approach,ed the shore? 
111 essenger. It has, my lord; he's entered Throndhiem's fiord. 
Hakon. In Throndhiem's fiord? Was not the entrance barred 
By Erland ?a7 Did my son not meet him there? 
lv! esscnger. Ah, yes, my lord! 
Hokan. And why that sighLng? Speak! 
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IV! esscnge'r. At daybreak, sir, K ing Olaf hove in sight, 
\lVith fi ve long warships hung' with shields ; thy son 
\Vas there with only three; the others lilY 
Deep in the cove. 'A fog lay on the sea 
/\nd E rland's signal failed to reach them. F irst 
He thonght, hy happy chance, he'd met his OWI1; 
Discovering soon the truth , he turned to fl ee, 
Rut all too late. T he King bore down upon 11im. 
He took thy son for thee, for Hakon, bade 
T he oarsmen pn,lI their ablest stroke. At length, 
His ships being driven upon the rocks, thy Erland, 
. 'W ith a ll his men, leaped boldly overboard. 
With only three small ships, eat h poorly manned, 
.Opposed by five, all filled with steel-clad men, 
T he fight was too uneven, sir. He swam 
Beneath the waves, and thuswise, songht to reach 
The shore. But O laf watched him close. H e saw 
The shining coat of mail , 'the copper shield ' 
'~Vhose beauty far outgleamed tile rest. And all 
The while he thought 't was thot! and cried: "Ah Hakon! 
T his time thou'lt not escape thy doom! Recall , 
VV'hen last we spoke ! We swore that bloo}l should flow!" 
\',lith this, King Olaf seized an oaT, and hurled,-
Oh Sir, Sir Hakon , spare me further words 
And spare thyself-
H a/Wi! . Nay speak, he seized iln oar 
And hurled-
M esscngcr. And smote thy soh '-Ipon the brow 
With stich a force the skull did burst and pOlll-ed 
Its contents in the sea. . 
Hakon. [C onceaii11g his pain.] Hast more to tell ? 
Jl;!cSscllger . The King was vexfd when told he'd .struck thy 
son, 
Not thee. His warriors butchered many men, 
And yet he pardoned some. F rom these he lea rned 
About the peasant forces, how they stand, 
Their hate towa·rd thee. 
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Hakon. Aught · more? 
JV!essenger. No mDre, my' liege. 
Hakon. Then go. [Exit M essen gel'. ] So, Olaf, thou _ wert 
vexed when told 
'T was nDt the Jar! thDU'dst killed. ThDU never hitst 
A better mark. Yet him thon didst not touch. 
Ah, no! :.vry son, my Erland was not slain; 
Him Aegir58 tODk within his loving arms, 
And bore alott the spotless lad tD Valba!. 
But me, his aged father, him thou 'st touched, 
A poisonDus arrow burns within his heart. 
Oh, Erland, Erland, Oh my son, my son !---' 
Tbus moved; thou Hakon ? Tears upon thy cheeks? 
Long, long since last thou wept. Ah Hakon Jarl , 
Thou 'rt getting old, thou weepest like a w.oman-
But he was dear to me; the light, the hope 
Of my declining yea rs; I saw in him 
The heir .of all my faith, and Norway's throne. 
~[y dreams, my fondest dreams, where flit ye now? 
[ He broods a moment, then terrified says: 
They' gain upon us, drive us back! HDW now ! 
Do misty fogs envelop Val hal so? 
Did Odin's g-olden throne e'er rust or lose 
Its bea,ms? Luxuriant Frigga, sleeps she now, 
As does the birch in harvest time? Again 
Has LDke stolen thy fruit, 0 Ydun-?"9 \ iVhere, 
Aye, where's thy hammer, Thor? \Vhere Asatyr,CO 
Thy powerful, death-dooming left hand? Pray tell, 
Thou airy 'host, hast wrapped thyself in gloom 
And followed Baldur clown to deepest hell ?61_ 
Up, Hakon Jar!! . Thou art still the North's, defense! 
They call thee heathen, thee, for thou clost fight 
For olden times. To arms, to victory! ' 
Forgive your Hakon, ever holy gods, 
That he has thought of self, forgetting you: 
But hear me, hear me now; from this hour on 
Ta you, eternally,. belongs my life. 
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Thou fondest dream that hoped calm evening's sun 
i"Iight crown the evening of my day, before 
It sank, is gone, aye, gone; a storm has broken 
With rain and sleet; it wraps the' sun in mists, 
And ere the sky again is blue, the stars 
Will shine on Hakon's g rave. Ral1 o~ took my son, 
My Erland; ,E riing stil1 is left. Rut how 
Can I believe this tender shoot will e'e r 
Defy these vIcious times ?-Then, Odin, hear 
My oath, I _swear by all those precious stones, 
The stars that gild thy crown, by Auk-thor's wain,G3 
From this hour 011 I live for Valhal' s gods. 
If pride ensnared my thoughts, forgi\'~, forgive, 
Thou beauteous Saga,c4 it was thou who charmed me; 
And Odin, if displeasure at my deeds 
Hath vexed thy brow, require thy offering, ask 
' iVhate'er thou wilt and thou shalt have thy wish. 
STEI N enters beal'illp: a goldell hom. 
Hakon. 'iVhat hast thou there? 
Stein. Booty, sir, taken from the enemy. Thou .lmowest tha t 
Olaf sent a group of workmen to erect in the woods near the 
strand, a house, a church they call it, for their new gods. Thou 
dic1st command, as just,' to go and hinder them in this work. 
'iV e did as thou didst bid. But before we came, Olaf's men, by 
digging deep into the earth, had found this horn. We seized it. . 
sir, and bring it hither. 
H allOn. 'T is well, Stein! Are there others than thyself who 
brought it? 
Stein. A crowd of us. 
H a/wn. For this deed a feast shall be provided at the ser-
vanes quarters. Each' one shall have for himself a horn, of wine 
as large as this. 
Stein. And all, sir, shall be drunk to thy health. [E.t"it. 
Hakon . An ancient sacrificial drinking horn, 
Of gold. enchased gold; a rare, old horn. 
Upon this spot has doubtless stood, long since, 
IO~ Co ' 
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A shrine to Valhal' s gods. And there they thought 
To rear a church, and huild their monkish cells. 
'T was right, my men, that ye expel.1ed them; right 
That ye should win for me this golden treasure, 
l \S rare as brilliant. Look, how runics chase 
The golden rim. Let's see, what's written here. 
';If fo r thy g uilt 
F ortl1ne forsakes thee; 
Go to th e gods, and 
Give them thy best !" 
[R eads. 
[HA K OK stands f(ir a Ion.:.;' ti11'le deeply touched and amazed, then 
he rereads :he staNza slo·wly and meaning!-y.] 
';Give them thy best!" 
Ye crave the best ere ye a re reconciled? 
I understand thy sign , thou highest Skulcl.G5 
I see thee . wrapped within thy whitish cowl, 
Thou sittest there beneath the Y gdrasilGG 
.'\nd starest into U rdur' s fOllnt. o7 Pray tell 
Me, is the water red, is hlood required? 
"The best" ! And what perchance may be the best? 
My Erland fell ; in him thou hast the best ! 
But Hakbn hath not freely offered him: 
The will, the heart must he in every g ift 
To regain the favor of an angered goeL 
Give them the best! There still remains to me 
My littlesol1 , with g~lden hair, with eyes 
As blue as heaven, as pllre, as innocent 
As fairest morning star ,. yet quick and full 
Of life a-s is the mountain buck: withal, 
Of Hakon 's blood, the latest drop:-not him, 
No, no, not him, tho11 blessed Freia! Pray, 
Thou crav'st not him, whom thou thyself hast given? 
[D eep in thought. 
Two kinds of offerings do the gods demand. 
'The one attests their splendor and' their power:.; 
For such are cattle, fallen foes required, 
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Then flames of joy ascend from earth to heaven, 
A.ncl belin smiles dov\rn from his royal stool. 
The other offering burns to expiate; 
Its blaze but smothers Valhal's wrath ; and then 
The heart must bleed, because the offering bleeds. 
The scene is still, tHere's neither song nor dance ; 
It, is a punishment that turns the gods 
From wrath to mercy. [ Lool?s at the horn.. ] 
Carved in plainest words 
It reads: Give them the best! i nd wherefore brought 
Me even now, this moment when I swore 
The gods to work for them alone, just when 
I promised - Hakon, fie; no weakness now! 
Thorgierdur Horgabrnd !(;; Thou amazon, 
·Who ridest to battle on a snow-white steed, 
Thy broadened shoulders covered with a cloak 
Once dipped in steaming blood, ihe glaive of. death 
\Vithin thy monstrous hand; thy · bloody eye-
Is all aglow) for prey, thou reach est out 
Thy hand;-thy dagger shines-enough! enough! 
S~e, ~akon J arl obeys! H e trelll h~ es not. 
[Goes alit trying to grasp the i1llag in.ary dagg·er. 
SCENE II 
A Wood 
TA N GBRAND and GRIFFIN. 
Tangbrand. '1' is well I 'found thee, Griffin. Where 's the 
, King? 
hn much in doubt about this matter. vVhere's 
The aged man? 
Griffin. They walk together, up 
j\nd down the forest, talking now of this 
And now of that. T.he old man often speaks, 
In terins ambiguous, of Olaf's deeds . 
Tangbrand. Tell all; from whence he came, and what he said. 
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Gri ffin. We'd gathered at the feast of Whitsuntide 
King Olaf seemed as gay as anyone 
.\ round the festi~e board , when in there stepped 
This aged one-eyed man . He placed himself 
Beside the door. But Olaf, who is kind 
To all, invited him to feast with us ; 
They talked of many things. The old man knew 
Of all the wondrous happenings. In ways 
:Peculiar to himself, he joked and rai led 
At thinS's wherein they di ffe red. Thus he saic! : 
"I see you celebrate Confusion's feast! 
You call to mind that night when pious men 
Received strange tongues and prated each to suit 
Himself, nor since have understood each other." 
At length the sultry chamber stifled him ; 
The sammer night was clear and cool, and so 
He begged the King to take a friendly stroll 
Through forest paths. At length the King complied. 
I followed close upon them, and alas, 
They wandered far and wide. And once he led 
The King to the mountain top and while he spoke 
His finger moved through all the land. The moon 
Shone clear: ''I' was passing strange! When one beheld 
Him in the distance, wrapped in bushy furs , 
The stranger looked as if a ghost. I wished 
The K ing would seek his couch i the night is damp. 
Tangbrand. Where is he? Bring me to the king, my Grif. 
Long since, the sun went down behind the sea; 
Tomorrow when it rises it will greet 
The holy day of Pentecost , and still 
O ur evening's mass has not been sung. I fear 
F or Olaf ; never yet has he postponed 
His pious dues. Come, has te; let's seek the King. [Exeunt. 
[Olaf enters fro m the other side with AUDEN.G ~ The latter 
. wears a black cloak and a hood C(J7!ers his head.] 
Auden. I understand thee well, my tender lad. 
hlspiring songs within the vaulted church- . 
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These touched thy heart ; the splendid paintings stole 
Thine eye. ~o thou didst think the impulse must 
De true. What thou didst feel, the North must feel, 
Or else, - thy. sword is drawn. Is not this so ? 
Olaf. Thy -hair is silvered o'er with age, thy mind 
Is set upon the olden faith. I blame 
Thee not that thou dost call my faith a fond I 
Delusion. 
Auden. Set upon the olden faith? 
'T is well; a fortunate expression this. 
But tell me, Olaf, how else should one be ? 
Can not we say of All that it is set? 
For faith is surely nothing more than strange 
Propensity, an instinct. say, which draws 
The infinite spark within the soul toward that 
Which gave it birth, the invisible; a bent 
Which varies as the, thing it works upon, 
Or varies as the seasons, or as Nature. 
This striving toward the infinite is seen 
In every fir, in every cloud-kissed hill. 
The bold instinct to rear their heads toward heaven, 
I This is, we say, their faith . Thou seest .they show 
A common faith; thou must admit 't is not 
In vain that everywhere, as far as eye 
Doth reach, throughout the North, it bears the stamp, 
Bespeaks the genius of a single mind. 
In southern climes 't is otherwise. These leaves, 
So stiff and slender, there are changed to soft 
And tender blades; the trees no longer rear 
Their fronded heads aloft, but bend themselves 
Bene~th the arch of heaven in pious curves-
Resembling much thy monks when at their mass. 
Olaf. Strange man ! 
Auden. Where now the sky is ever blue, 
\Vhere sunsets paint themselves in red. and where : 
The woods voluptuous in repose, invite 
To love and song, there wakes sweet music's art 
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One sighs for tints with which to imitate 
The radiance of the flowers. And love, dear" love 
\Vhich flit s through al1, on ~11 has left its stamp. 
But now where Nature, more severe, brings forth 
More stones than flo wers; where heavy sheets of snow 
Envelop half the year; where muscles grow 
And harderi niore and more; where Nature says 
"To lack, becomes a virtue, or to guard 
\iVith jealous eye om frugal share;"-'-ah, there 
No pictured scene, no song enwraps us there. 
But during endless winter nights the soul 
Awakes with lofty manhood thoughts; there opens 
T he inner fl ower, then fondly shuts again 
About a maiden's heart, both stainless, pure. 
Not from those misty ever-changing tints, 
But from these cliffs, imperishable rocks, 
The gods arise and calmly, proudly 'view 
Their handiwork. Thus inborn strength is" driven 
By inborn wants, to man ly exercise. 
Tims st rengtl~ oppose~ stre~gth: and pravery 
And manhood are impressed upon the North, 
AQ fp."in in e tenderness UP,O~l the South. 
Olaf. How strange ! 
Aude11. "When now a youthful lad, at first 
By chance was driven tow~rd the South, returns 
And brings a basket fil1ed with tenderest flowers 
Ot' I taly, and longs to plant them here 
On Norway's cliffs; when now the birch, the fir, 
Are in his way and he uproots these grand" 
These ancient forests, sparing not a tree 
Of alI"those olden giants, since his weeds, 
His roses needs must have a place to g row, -;-
Pray then if thou didst see hilll at his work, 
VVhat wouldst thou call him, sir? 
Olaf. Away, away! 
Auden. Perchance a hero? Aye, a warrior, one 
Who fights for noble ends. And he who said, 
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"Boy spare my trees ! Thy southern ' sensual weeds 
Can never thrive on mountain air." Pray, sir; 
\ iVhat callest thou him? 
Olaf. As thou art called! 
A 1tden. [Lo oking him straight in the eye.] And who 
Am I? 
Olaf. Thou 'st said that Anden is thy name. 
But who art thou? 
Allden. Aye, who am I? \ Vise lad! 
"\'ho knoweth ,all things, surely knoweth me! 
Olaf. A single eye is thine ! 
Auden. VVhat need of more ? 
The night is clear, and with a single eye; 
TOI11ClHOW shines the sun: it hath no more. 
Remember well what thou hast heard! Forget 
Not soon the thoughts this moonlit night has sown 
'Within thy soul! 
Olaf. Ah, J estis, grant n1e strengih ! 
Strang'e doubts and fears are tightening round m)' heart. 
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[As OLAF tunIS a'1.my fro m AUDEN the latter quickl)1 leaves and 
disappears a1nong ' the trees. T ANGIlRAND and GRIFFI N enter. ] 
T angbrand. At· length I ' find thee, Olaf ! . I have sought 
Thee everywhere. How cOl~es it, gentle sir, 
Thou hast forgot the evening prayer? This was 
Not so before; then too at such a time 
A;S this. 
, Olaf. [T1t1'1~s about.] 
My Tangbrand! \iVhere 's that strange old man? 
Tangbrand. . I know not where. Forget the stranger, who 
Hath filled thy mind with heathen thoughts. 
Olaf. - , My friend, 
Hath 'evening mass been sung? 
Tangbrand. Long since ,the sun 
Did seek l)is rest; 't was then the time, but thou 
Didst not attend my call. . The stranger's words 
Held fast thine ear, as if the Siren's song. 70 
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Olaf. Who is that man ? 
Griffin. N one seem to know him, none 
Of all thy men. To me he's very strange. 
He looks like Odin sir, in Hakon's grove. 
o lat. He said his name was "\ uden. 
Griffin. Auden! Odin! 
They mean the same. 
Tangbrand. My Olaf, surely one 
Of Odin's priests hath been with thee today 
And sought with wild , ambiguous words, perhaps · 
At Hakon's hint, to turn thy heart. ) t may 
Have been the fawning .T arl himself. 
Olaf. . Whoever 
He is, he seemed a shadow sent from hell. 
He wished to show how great, how base a sin 
To tear the people from their olden faith. 
Tanp,:brand. And gave in proof how well the old belief 
Becomes their chilly North? That once this faith 
Was introduced by strangers to the North 
From far off eastern lands, - of this no word 
Was whispered, I assume. 
Olat· 
Thou'rt right! 
A stranger here. 
His madness for 
Ah, Tangbrand; yes, 
Th e olel ))eliei was also once 
\,yhat then avails his praise, 
the warrior faith which he 
Believes the North hath gro'vvn, and given its stamp? 
Tangbrand. Of no avail, my Olaf. Northern climes 
No more than southern, may usurp the rights 
To offer brother's blood or violate 
Sweet heaven's law. 
Olaf. How true! 
Tangbrand. 
EJltire the ancient heathen faith. 
I '11 not condemn 
For God 
Hath not vouchsafed it life these many years 
For naught; 't is but a ruin now. The laws 
Of Christ were then unknown. Where t,here 's a choice 
Then man should choose the bfSt. 
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Olaf. N ow speaks the truth. 
Tomorrow morn, the day of Pentecost, 
I hope to take both Hakon and his host. 
Tangbrand. His slaves did steal the sacrificial horn 
Vhich we unearthed, of which we thought to make 
\ n altar-cup. An ancient rune which pleased 
Me much was graved upon the horn. It ran: 
"If fortune forsakes thee becanse of thy guilt 
Then go to the gods and give them thy best." 
This verse I wished to leave upon the cup; 
V-lhat betkr gifts than hearts of innocence 
And thankfulness? They tore it from my hand; 
Bl1t let them have it; God will p11l1ish man 
For theft as well as other sins. 
Olaf. Behold 
The sun ascends from ont the watery depths! 
He soon will add his bJessing and his peace 
On this the first of Norway's Whitsuntide. 
\Ve have i10 church; but out of solid rock 
. Hath nature worked for us a chape1. There 
vVeJl sing Ambrosian chants of praise. All doubts 
vVill disapjJear as now the gloom of night. 
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Tangbrand. . Such words. are worthy thee, my noble King. 
, [ Exeunt OLAF and T ANGBRAND. 
Griffin. [Who has stood deep in thottght.] 
A priest of Odin? Aye: perchance the J arl 
Himself? But Hakon favors much the statue 
1'the grove. For me, I know what [ believe. [Evit. 
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SCENE III 
The Sacrificial Grove. 
Enter HAKON leading his little son ERLING by the hana. 
It's cold, my father, very cold, ' Erling, 
Hakon. My son, 
'T is early morning yet; the air is chilled ; 
Art shivering? • 
Erling. No matter, father mine. 
I 'm glad, for thou didst promise me that I 
Might see the rising of the sun, How grand! 
I never saw it rise. 
Hakon. Along the east 
Dost see those ruddy beam's? 
E1;ling. [Clapping his hands. ] \Vhat roses! 
See there! ' \iVhat pretty roses! Father mine, 
Come, tell me, whence come those pretty pearls? 
Look, 'how they strew the valley here and yon, 
And flash against the roses . 
Hakon. , \ 
Look! 
Child, my son, 
T,hose are not pearls, but morning dews; and that's 
The sun, which thou callest roses. 1...ook ! Behold, 
It rises. 
Erling. " What a ball! H ow fiery red! 
My lather, can ~e ever go to see 
The morning sun ? 
Hakon. All life is thither bound, 
My child. ' For look, that be<l;uteous flaming light 
Which beams out yonder" that is Odin's eye. 
The other, which thou seest at night, my son, 
;With paler beams and whitish blaze, that eye 
Hath Odin pawned in :!VIimer's well,71 to gain 
.A drink which makes more keen, more sharp his ' sight. 
Erling. And where is Mimer's well?, ' 
,Hakon. , Out yonder, son, 
The mighty ocean, tumbling 'gainst the cliffs; 
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The sea is Mimer's deep-dug well, that gives 
To Odin's eye its strength. Aye, doubly bright 
The sun comes up deliciously refreshed 
By cooling morning wav'es. ' 
Erling. But father, oh ! 
It rises much too high; I can't endure 
To look at it; it burns my eyes. 
Hakon. My son, 
Th' All-father now ascends his fiery stool, 
And soon his gaze will fill the world below. 
His golden throne completely dazzles man. 
For who presunies to look upon the King 
Of day, of life, in all his noon-day splendor? 
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Erring. [Looks about full of fear. 
Oh father, father, look! \Vhat- horrid men 
Are those, so old and grim, behind the trees? 
Hakon. Be not so bold, my son! The gods, 111 stone, 
The statues of the, blessed gods thus hewn 
By pious, men. They dazzle not the eye. 
Before them Askur's72 sons rnay calmly kneel 
And look upon their COllntenance un dazed. 
Come, view them closer, child. 
Erling. No father, no! 
I am afraid. See there; the one that wears 
That long white beard, how ugly, grim, he looks; 
He makes me shake with fear. 
Hakon. Ah, Erling! Erling! 
God Odin, he. Art thou afraid of Odin? 
Erling. No, no; I fear not Odin, him who lives 
In heaven yonder; he is great and g60d, 
And never frightens me; he causes Bowers 
To spring from out the earth; just now he shone 
Himself as if he were a flower. But that, 
That pale-faced ghost, - he stares and stares, as if 
He wished to take my life. 
Hakon. My son, my ETling! 
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Erling. My father, let me bring the -"vreath of flowers 
I hung on yonder bush, there where we paused, 
And thou didst show me where the sun arose. 
Then let's go home again, my father, far 
Away from all these pale and ugly statues. 
For thou canst well believe that grim old god 
Has nothing good in store for thee. 
H alwn. Go fetch 
The wreath, my child, and quickly come again. [Exit ERLING. 
The sacrificial lamb should festively 
Be decorated. Holy gocls; look down 
From heaven and see .T arl Hakon's ·faith and trust. 
Erling. [Coming baci~ with a ,,'rcath of ,-t'hite fioiuers in 
his hair.] 
. I'm here, my dearest father! H ere 's the wreath. 
Hakon. Now kneel , my son, to Odin, ere we go. 
Stretch forth thin e hands aloft toward heaven and pray : 
All-father Odin, hear thy little Erling, 
And tak~ him, keep him in thy 'Joved embrace. 
Erling. [Falls on h1:S knees towards the sun, stretches his 
arms to'W(wds heaven, and sa:l's childish!,), :] 
"All-father, hear thy littie Erling's prayer, 
And take him, keep him in thy ' loved embrace." 
[HAKON, who stands bi!hind him lifts his dagger and is about 
to thrust -it into the boy, but it fails from his hand. ERLING 
iU1'1ts around 'i.t'ithollt 110ticing the dallge1', picks up the dagger, 
and as he arises, says innocently to his father:] 
Didst drop thy dagger, father? Oh! How bright 
And sharp ! When I grow up, I too will have 
A weapon just like this and [In lower ton.e.] father mine, 
I '11 help thee kill thine enemies. 
H alw11. How now! 
My chi!d ! What monster fills thy mouth with words 
Like these to move my heart? 
,Erling. 
Thou angry? 
I done? 
My' father, art 
Wh?t's the matter? Pray, what have 
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Hakon. ' Come, follow me behind the statue! 
Erring. Behind that wicked man? 
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Hak on. Come, come, my boy ~ 
There roses bloom behind the statue yonder. 
No white ones thongh, the roses there are red, 
Blood-red and purple roses! It 's a great 
Delight to see how thriftily they grow. 
Corne, come, I say ,: obey me ! 
Erling. [Crying. ] Father mine, 
I have a fear for roses that are red! 
HallOn. Av.;ay! Hark! Heimdal's·3 cock 1S crowing loud. 
The hour has come, my son, the hour has come! 
[They disappear behind the statue. EINAR TAMBESI<:IELVER 
enters hastny, armed with spear and bow.] 
Einar. \Vhere is he then? They told me he was here 
In Odin's grove; and yet I find him not. 
\Vhere can he he? \Vhat does he here? No time 
For prayer when battle calls. 
[H e listens. The child's screams are heard from beh.ind 
the statues.] 
Yegods! How now? [Calls.] 
J arl Hakon! Hakon! 
HallOn. [Enters 7.c>ith bloody hands.] 
Here, ""ho calls for Hakon? 
Einar. [Aniazed.] YVhat means all this ? 
Hakon. Thine errand sir? 
Einar. 
To summon thee to battle. Olaf quickly 
Has joined his army ".-ith the peasants" force . 
They hasten toward the court. Thy men are all 
In readiness to strike. I j oi11ed them. Come! 
We sought thee everywhere. Again an offerin'g? 
Hakon. Aye! 
Einar. This time what? 
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Hakon. 
,The offering. 
Behind god Odin lies 
1 
Einar. ' 1'his will doubtless aid us greatly! 
[Goes to see the offering. 
Hakon. 'T is done ; now courage, strong determination! 
Einar. [Rehtrns amazed and full of ccrrath.] Tbou wrinkled 
sorcerer! \Vhat hast thou done? 
Hakon., Sought Odin's favor; offered him my joy, 
My own last hope and Norway's only fortune. 
Einar. In hell may NitherH grind me 'twixt his stones, 
Or: crush me with his hammer, should I stretch 
The bow to ~ave thee from thy fate , although 
I dearly, love sweet Berglioth. 
[Tears a gold chain from his necl~.] 
See ! There 's . 
Thy chain! And thus I sunder every linlr ' 
That hitherto has bound me to thy ('ause, 
Thou pale, thou bloody man! From this time forth 
I serve King Olaf! Ha, thine hour has come! 
Thou's't taught me, sir, to shudder 'fore thy gods, 
King Ol~f's God shall win. ~Vhat hinders me 
From straightway, by my sword, to thrust thee down 
To hell? But no! More public, more debased 
ShilU be thy fall; I '11 seize thee, seize thee, aye, 
And help King Olaf hang thee, like a thief, 
, Upon the topmost gallows. [Exit. 
Hakon. This must I , 
1,.1 Hakon hear! [At a distance horns a1'e hem'd; also cries of 
((Hakon!" "HallOn!"] 
Hakon. [Drawing his s7x'ord.] 
Ah, now the hour has come, 
The hour ' that must decide for Christ or Odin. 
Hark! How the cries resound! Mere Amazons,75 
Mere 'Valkyrs, Odin's battle nymphs, who fill 
The air with frightful cries and call to battle. 
How swollen the yeins of Heimdal's,G temples, whilst -
. With all his strength he blows the battle horn! 
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Thorgierdur H0rgahrud 177 Give time! I come. 
I offered .thee my Erling, yea, my son; 
A countless host of foes shalt follow him. 
ACT V 
SCENE I 
Rimol 
A Hall 
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[Exit. 
Night. THORA and -INGER are discovered, sewing, sitting 9Y a table. 
A candle almost burnt to the socket lights the scene. 
' Thora. Thou'rt sleepy, Inger. 
Inger. Midnight comes apace. 
'But lady, there's a knocking at the portal. 
Perhaps 't is they. . 
Thora. 'T is but the clamoring storm. 
, \ 
The hOllse doth shake as if a fever held it. 
A 'gruesome night! A constant Rood of rain ' 
And hail! A willter darkness cloaks the earth! 
Hark, how it beats upon the gate! 
Inger. Dost think 
Thy brothers come to-night in such a stoni.l? 
They '11 sure await the morning. Have no fear. 
]hora . . If thou art sleepy, Inger, go, retire. 
N 0 sle~p for me! I know the hattIe raged 
At' early morn. My brothers promised me 
In sooth, they'd come as soon as they were free, 
'fo tell me how the battle stood. Go thou 
To bed. 
Inger. Well, then I'll rest awhile since thou 
Dost urge. But hark! . I hear that knocking still 
Upon the gate. 'Tis not the storm. 
Thora. Thou 'rt' right! 
Let Hadcling open it. I hear the tramp 
Of footsteps on the stones. 
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Inger. '1' is they! Ah yes, 
'1' is they! ' I '11 bring the lights; 't is surely they! 
Rej oice my Thora![Exit. 
Thora. Ah my heart doth beat 
As if 't would burst its bounds! My AIf, my Skialm 
Opposed to Hakon .T arl ! \ iVhichevcr side 
May win, the wretched Thora still hath lost. 
Einar Tamb eskielver. [Eritering. ] 
Good morrow, Thora, for, unless I err 
'1' is past the midnight watch. The early cock 
Proclaimed the hour before I reached the cliffs. 
I come to tell thee how the battle, stood. 
My name is Einar Tambeskielver. Fear 
:.\Tot thou to meet a friend of Hakon Jar!. 
For since, in utter frenzy he hath slain 
His son, 'an offering to the gods, to gain 
Their favor on today's dark battle field, 
I've been. to him a relentless foe. 
Thora. Ye gods ! 
Einar. Thou'rt right! The grim assassin quite, deserves 
A version. All his deeds excite a loathing. 
Thou hast reasons for thy' hate, as 1, 
For deeply hath he harmed, insulted, thee. 
Today I first espo11 sed King Olaf's cause 
So my acquaintance with thy brot.her~ ~vas 
But brief, but sWI we learned to love cach other. 
In batt)e one may see within an honr 
\Vhat oft in peace would take a life-time. Ah, 
They fought like mcn, and so in truth , did ,all. 
As lightning, Olaf scattered Hakon's force. , 
'T was warm beneath the ' blood-bespattered shields, 
And swords grew hot when bathed in reeking wounds. 
The Valkyrs fought at every , warrior's side; 
They cried for blood -and lastly had their fill, 
For Odin never poured more bounteous wine 
Iri Valnal's halls. The greater part were slain. 
But Hakon and his slave escaped, anc;L theq1 
We hotly seek. 
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Thora. But sir, my brothers? Aye, 
My brothers? Thou hast come, most noble sir, 
A stranger; hith,er, and at nig-ht-I fear-
My brothers? 
Einar. They were hindered,-could not come 
Themselves. Rejoice my noble Thora! Skialm 
And Alf rode out beneath the rising sun 
And e'ntered Valhal; lorig ' ago they sat 
At Odin's sid e. 
Thora. Oh F reia, gods! 
Einar. Rejoice, 
lVIost noble T hora! Aye, be glad. Th e gods 
Do not decree to everv man at birth, 
So grand a de~th. They ever took fheir stand 
, Vhere thickest raged the battle. Side by side 
\Ve fought. J arl Hakon chafed and foamed as doth 
A maddened bear. The fi ght was ' fierce; for hosts 
Of men, embittered, met like angry waves. 
The half of Norway fOllght for Hakon Jarl, 
The other half for Nonny's king; his fame 
Had spread abroad from town to town, like flames 
In sun-burnt grass. Thy brothers, by their choice, . 
VV' ere constantly opposed to Hakon J arl. 
Th ey swore his death ; they swore to avenge thy wrong,-
Then sank they each before his deadl y sword; 
He stri kes a heavy blow and douhly hare! 
, Vhen energized by wrath . Aught more? 'fhe J ad's 
A worthy executioner; say what 
'fhey will, one findsl10t Hakon's equal here 
In the North. H e proved a hero in the fight. 
Thora. My .Alf! My Skialm! My dearest brothers ! Oh 
My brothers ! 
Einar. I am jealous of their lot! 
I envy them; for now they're Odin's priests; 
They shine in burnished cciats of mail and round 
T heir loins hath Vauland forged the fiery sword.-
Tomorrow we shall lay them 'neath -a mound 
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Which must defy eternity; and rounel 
.About the grave King Olaf soon will place 
:Memorial stones~-"Greet Thora! Greet our ~ister!" 
They cried,-the final words thy brothers spoke. 
I promised this, and I have kept my word. 
I have a crowd of Olaf's men, with whom 
I seek the J arl, as Olaf with the rest. . 
\Ve meet again at Gaulaa . :Meanwhile he 
Hq,th summoned all the council, where I know not. 
I came this way, so roundahout, to bring 
These tidings fo~ thy brothers' sake. I thil1k 
It rains, my plume is dripping. Soon I hope 
We 'fl catch the Jar! and bring thee thy revenge. 
May Frigga gladden thee! Farewell! I haste. [E-vit. 
Thora. Most holy gods! \iVhat awful fate have yP 
Decreed for Thora? Oh, what awful crime 
Hath this poor bosom wrought, since it must needs 
Be crushed? 
[A titan cnte'rs, ,zffrappedin a cloall, his face covered.] 
. Thora. ' What llnknown guest? A stranger! Speak ! 
~hine errand, sir? 
The Stranger. Are we alone? In safety? 
Thora. Dosi' speak of safety, thou, a man ul1known, 
Who enters, unannounced, a w01l1an's r00'111 
And frightens me? Speak sir: thine errand here? 
The Stranger. [Thm:ers aSl:de his cloak.] 
Thou knovvest me, Thora. 
Thora. Gods! 'Tis Hakon Jar!! 
If a/wn. Aye: he! The same; the s'ame ! 
Th.ora. Thou comest to me? 
H okon. By Valhal's gods, thou hast the right to feel 
Surprise; but I have yet to see the stag 
That doth not seek for shelter, even the most 
Incongruous place, when followed close by hounds. 
Thora. Thou'rt pale my Hakon, ah, thine eye is dim. 
Hakon. But Odin knows I fought; aye; like a wolf 
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When she protects her young. With this strong sword 
I sent to Valhal countless hosts of men. 
B11t now my strength is spent, my troops are lost, 
My fate deceived me, Norway's ancient sword 
Is dulled by Olaf's southern witchery. 
One army faithlessly deserted me. 
Not one is left in whom I dare confide. 
Too heav~ly and cold as ice, the hand 
Of Rota weighs upon my temples now. 
This night I 've come, accompanied by my slave, 
Aweary from the day's hard fight, alone, 
Forlorn. ~'\ fiery thirst has plagued me long. 
This cup looks fresh,'--nay, let me drink, I pray! 
Thora. 0 Hakon, wait! And let me bring thee-
Hokan. [Drinkin.g .] V.,r ait ! 
No never! Ha! Already I 'm relieved. 
At Gaulaa,78 there my charger fell at last; 
I killed it, then tore off my cloak and dipped 
It in the blood to lead mine enemies, 
' Nho hotly follow me, astray. 
Thoro. 0 Hakon! 
Hakon. By chance I passed thy place, arid like a flash 
It came to mind how oft, ho"" strongly thou ' 
Hast vowed that none have loved me such as thou. · 
I ari1 aware that love is often chang-ed 
To hate. 'T is well, a chance to prove it now. 
Ah, Thora, here I stand! From Olaf's hounds, 
From Olaf's ruthless grasp wilt thou protect me? 
Then· thanks for SllCh. a love which hitherto 
I could not understand. Shouldst thou refuse,-
Ah, Thora, how it costs. yea, dearly costs 
For Hakon thus to beg !-Vlell then I go, 
A wai1Clerer through the nig·ht. I'll seek the first, 
The highest mountain top, and there I'll view 
The fatherland and bid farewell to Norway. 
Then calmly,-calm through stern resolve, I'll fall 
Upon my sword. The spirits of the wind 
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Shall seize Jad Hakon's so111 and on · their Wil{gS 
Shall carry it aloft to Odin's hall. 
T h' all-seeing sun shall find my lifeless frame 
Upon the mount, and say: " H e lived and died 
Exalterl high above. the multitude." 
Thortl. .0 H akon, Hakon! Speak not so. N ay, H akon! 
I hate thee not, no, no, I hate thee not ; 
And I will house thee, keep thee, yea, protect thee · 
Ag~in s t a thousand enemies. l She seizes !1is hand.] 
H alwn. But T11.ora! 
Dost know that I have slain with this same hand-
The little Erling whom thou lovedst so well? 
Thora. I know it, aye, an offering to the goel's, 
"\Nhich shows, 0 Hakon, bt1t the far extreme 
To which ill-fated destiny hath brot1ght 
T hy rarest of all soul s of men. 
Hakon. But Thora ; 
Dost know this hand which thou clost take so fond Iv 
Has-ah, it pains me much to--
Thora. Yes, J know, 
This hand has killed my brothers in the war. 
H a Icon. And still ? 
Thora. Thou 'It find that Thora loves th~e still. 
Yes, Hakon! Harshly ' hast thou treated me; 
T hot1 ·'st pushed aside my love with bitter scorn; 
Thou'st killed my brothers, dearly loved ! But then , 
In war 't is life for life; and Einar says 
That ()din took them to his blessed hall. 
[She hides her face -in. her hands and weeps; soon she ratses 
.' her head and stG1;es UPOl1 the J arl.] 
Ha, tell me, Hakon! is it thou who stand est 
In Thora's room, in this dark forest home, 
So far removed from Hlade's brilliant throne, 
With shuddering darkness creeping round about thee, 
Where storms are beating 'gainst the castle walls, 
As in my bosom ? Tell me, sir, I pray, 
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That pale-faced, silent man, here in the room, 
yv'ithout a shield, without a purple robe, 
Who )veary leans upon his sword, can this 
In truth be Hakon Jar!? 
HallOn. That shadow, aye, 
\Vas once stout Norway's mighty lord; the North's 
Great men obeyed his slightest g lance. He fell 
In battle, in a battle which was fought 
At Hlade. Ha, 't was long, long years ago, 
'T is quite forgot! His ghost is restless, stalks 
About at night; Earl Hakon was his name. 
Thora. I am revenged, yea, terribly revenged! 
Avaunt, thou fiendish spite! Return, oh love ! 
A wolf ·0' the forest, ha! No woman I, 
If hate and rancour fled not fro111 my breast 
At such a sight. 0 rest thee at my heart ! 
Come Hakon, let me cool thy feyerish brow, 
R~store the hero's look within thine eye. 
[E mbraces him.] 
Hakon. [Wildly.]" 
Fond Norway's gentle maid, pray what's thy name ? 
Thora. Sweet violet, is what the maidens call me. 
A tiny flower I was of daintiest blue 
That throve among thy garden oaks; 't was there 
I drew my life; a flower that faded , drooped, 
When thus uprooted from its sheltering nook 
And nursing shade. 
Hakon. Sweet 'violet !-By Thor, 
A charming name! 
Thora. 0 Freia! How is this?-
A fever-chill hath made thee tremble. What! 
Dost weep? By Valhal's everlasting gods! 
Ha, strange indeed! Amazing spectacle! 
Saw ever· Thora tears on Hakon's cheeks? 
Hakon. [With 'wild friendliness.] 
Sweet violet! Pale, wilted, dying flower 
Upon a ~ero's grave, do Hakon's tears 
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Astonish thee? Hast ne'er, before beheld 
A stone that wept when from the winter's cold 
'T was warmed beside the flame? A death-sweat this,-
Pale death's own flower! Let it not frighten thee. 
Thora. Ha, blessed Freia! 
Hakon. Mountain snows are melting, 
'T will soon be over ; sturdy winter yields 
And flows away in tears, it flees apace 
Before the sensual spring, for Olaf's ftowers. 
The J arl has gone ; his pallid ghost alone 
Returns . Approach the corpse without a fear. 
Hurl through this shanowy mass a spear and bury 
It deep within the earth,-and then , he walks 
No more, but finds repose. 
Thora. Control thyself. 
My Hakon! Calmly vveigh thy words , nor speak 
-So wildly. The greatest soul though strong and proud 
Must yield at last to nature's higher law. 
Thy noble heart for years hath never been 
Unstrung; but choked by spiteful foes, aye crushed; 
Unloosed, it now relents and tears must flow. 
Come, follow me! Beneath my castle lies 
A secret cave w~ose walls are solid rock. 
None know the cave but I , nor saW it ; there 
Will I co~ceal thee till the clouds have passep, 
Until thy better fortune smiles. 
Hako·H. My Thora, 
Dost think clear daylight smiles beyond this vault? 
Ah. tell me true ? 
Thora . I have no doubt, my lord! 
Hakon . And down this cellar, vault, this cave, this deep 
And dark unknown beneath the earth, where even 
The ehemy must pause. where danger halts, 
Far down this gloomy fortress, next to hell,-
There, Thora, thou dost lead me? 
Thora. Aye, my lord! 
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Hakon. [Glad!:v gi'ues her his hand.] 
My Valkyrs, come! My glorious Hella! Come; 
Dauntless I go. 
Thora. 0 gods! Ye gentle powers! 
Hakon. Dost think I tremble at thy countenance, 
o incensed woman? Thou art pale, thy lips 
Are blue; thou dQost not kill as do thy sisters, 
The battle-nymphs, with but a passing stroke. 
Thy sWQord is slow to kill; with ice-cold fear 
Thou strikest first his courage, then the man. 
'1' is all the same. CQome hasten onward! Still 
There smolders in my breast a spark of pride. 
'With hasty steps I follow toward the grave. . 
Thora. Ye gentle gods, grant Hakon strength to live ! 
[Kreunt. 
SCENE n. 
TVoods near Gaulaa. 
OLAF TRYGVESON, CA RLSHOVED, JOSTEI N) GRIFFIN and a host 
of 7e'arriors. 
Griffin. Gray dawn now steals upon us, sir. It seems 
The day 'will be as fair as night was foul. 
Art thQou nQot weary, sir? Perhaps thou 'It rest 
Beneath the trees, the while thy, horses feed? 
Olaf. No rest for me,-I swore a solemn oath, 
No rest for me before the .T arl is found. 
That shameful .crime he wrought upon his son,-
That must be punished, it shall cost his life. 
Where find example for 't, for such a deed? 
A holy myth, from far off days relates 
How once a partiarch, his father-heart • 
All crushed with grief, went out to do God's bidding; 
'T was only done to try his faith. The bright 
Sharp steel had surely fallen from his grasp, 
If Heaven had not restrained his hand.79 But Hakon!-
Iostein.. My lord, thou'rt right, the deed was bloody, awful! 
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Olaf. His force is scatter.edJ)ut not beaten yet; 
Young Einar braver now than wise, speaks much 
Of victory. Not so! Give Hakon time 
And he will rally all his men and fight 
With sharpened, wrath. I've no desire to waste 
The land through c€aseless war; nay, rather, heal 
Its wounds with H eaven's sweet peace. His sin , the J arl 
Must expiate with his own blood! The while 
He lives, no hope for peace; no Christian rose 
Can thrive so long as Hakon draws his breath. 
[EINAR TAMBESKIELVER enters with HAKON'S blo~dy clothes.] 
Einar. No longer need we search the J arl, my king. 
By yonder brook we found Jarl Hakon's steed 
Cut down and at its side this cloak, besmeared 
\Vith blood. Thy men have doubtless found him there 
And there he met his death. 
Olaf. Ha, tell me fri ends, 
I~ 't true?, Is this his cloak? 
Griffin. . Aye, aye, his cloak! 
But where's the J arl himself? vVas also he 
Beside t he brook? 
Einar. No, not the J arl ! Alone 
His steed, his mantle, both besmeared with blood. 
Griffin . . Bring forth the J arl himself! Aye, then we '11 rest, 
But not before. Not thus we know the J arl. 
, . 
Unless I err, he found another cloak. 
My King, be not misled; this trick is like 
The J arl, and done to lead astray the blind. 
I know him! 
Olaf. Then, to horse! \Ve 're close to Rimol. 
J there convened the council, and shall hear 
If alIght is known about the J arl. 
Griffin. There lives 
His mistress, Thora. 
Einar. Former mistress, Griff! 
The fickle J arl deserted her; and both 
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The, brothers were his deadliest foes. ' 
G~iffil1. ,A search 
Can do no harm. They ~ay,. "Old love rusts not." 
Ol.af. Look, ,yonder comes the sun. To horse ! A;yay ! 
[Exeunt. 
SCENE III. 
A Roele)' CQlHrn. 
E nter H AKON and KARK£R; the latter bearing a lamp and a 
basin of food . 
Karker. So this 1S the cave where we must hide? There is 
none too much room. Where shall I set the lamp? 
H akun: 'Hang it in the cori1er on the wall. / 
Karker. Aye, that I can. And here are seats hewn out of the 
rock, so that one can rest. My lord, wilt have some breakfast 
now? All the blessed day no food has passed thy lips. ' 
Hak on. No! ~o food for me! But, Kark~r, thou mayst 
rat. 
Karlu r. Then I will with thy permiss ion. [S cats himself 
and begins to eat. HAKON walf.?s back and forth taking long 
strides.] My lord! I say, this is a gloomy hole. Didst see 
that coffin, that black coffin, inside the door wher~ we entered? 
, Hakon. Hush, I tell thee, and eat! [Aside] In this dark 
cave hath Thora walked, spent many a sleepless night, alone. 
It was made to be her grave. That sombTe coffin she ordered 
made secretly. It was here she planned her lovely body should 
waste away and decay. [Lo oks at KARKER.] Slave, why dost 
tl10U not eat ? At other times thou hast a greedy appetite. What 
ails thee now? 
Karker. Ah, my lord; I have no least desire for food. 
Hakon. No desire? Why so? Eat, my lad! Be glad, re-
joice, trust in me, thy master. 
Karker. Ah, but sir! Thcn.~ thyself art downcast, sick at 
heart. 
Hakon . Sick at heart.? Slave! How darest thou? I say, 
be merry! If there 1S no desire to eat, just now, then , sing! 
Sing me a ballad! 
'9 
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Karker. What shall I sing? 
Hakon. Sing what thou wilt, but rather one wherein the 
words are wild and boisterous, as rain and hail in winter-storms. 
A lullaby, slave! A lullaby! 
Karker. A lullaby? 
Hakon. Aye, that this grown-up child may slumber, lose him-
self in dreamland without a fear. . 
Karkcr. I know a famous warrior-song, my lord. 
Hakon. Hath it a mournful ending? Doth it seem at first 
't would all be well, and ends at last in infamy and crime ? 
Karker. No, my lord. It is sad at first. 
Hakon. I like it then. This turn that all must open quietly 
and joyfully, tliat sadder may seem the ending, is a loathsome 
trick in all our poets. Let the early dawn be gray and dismal, 
the worst does not surprise us then. Begin thy song. 
Karl?Cr. [Sings:] 
King Harald and Er!ing went sailil1g one night 
By light of the moon and the wind's refrain. 
But when they came to OgJogaard, 
The dot)ghty Jar! was slain.so 
Hakon. How now, slave! Is all thy reason gone? Dost 
sing to me my father's death-song? 
Karker. Why? Vl as Sigurd J arl thy father? That I never 
lmew before. Aye, thou'rt right, he had a gloomy ending. 
Hakon. Hush! 
Karker. There is not even a piece of matting here upon which 
one can sleep, not to speak of straw. 
Hakon. If thou art sleepy stretch thyself upon the ground ~ 
so have I done many a time. 
Karker. That I will with thy permission. 
Hakon. Sleep, sleep! [KARKER throws himself ttpon the 
ground and falls asleep,· HAKON looks at him.] Torpid nature! 
Asleep so soon? That tiny spark which proved thee to be a liv-
ing being and not a lump of inanimate clay, now smolders feebly 
beneath a pile of ashes. Well for thee! Ah well for thee! 
Here it is all aflame! Here it rages with a force that is uncon-
.trollable. Didst thou sing my father's death song, at this very 
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hour, as a wink from the N orne? Shall Hakon's death resemble 
Sigurd's? Sigurd was, as I, a bloody man, a zealous worshiper 
of the olden gods; under guise of friendship he slew King 
Athelstein,81 the pious, and checked his work. [Uneasily.] ' God 
Odin, hath indeed the spotless Christ overturned thy power? 
Must he fali , who checks the southern faith ?-Ha! This cave 
is chilly ! It is cold and damp.-[For a time he walks baclz and 
forth, then remains standing looking at KARKER.] H e dreams! 
Dangerous frowns contort his face and wrinkle his forehead. 
F ie! There he lies and grins, beneath the lamp as if he were a 
ghost. [Shakes him.] Slave, wake up! Karker, awake, I say ! 
vVhat means this disgusting smile? 
. Karker. Ah, sir; I dreamed. 
H aleon. And what didst thou dream? 
Karker. I dreamed-
H allOn. Hush! Be quiet! What noise is that above us? 
Karleer. An anny of men, sir. Dost thou not hear the rat-
tling of weapons and the coats of mail ? Ha; these are King 
Olaf's men, my lord; they search for thee. 
Hakon. This ancient vault is all unknown, and Thora gave 
to me its key. With iron and powerful locks the doors are 
closed; we are safe ; none enter here. 
Karker. [Listening.] Listen, sir! Dost hear what the her-
ald cries, loud-voiced, above 111y head? 
H aleon. What is it, slave? 
Karle cr. That King Olaf rewards with honor and with gold 
whoever brings Jar! Hakon's head. 
Hakon. [Looking straight at him.] That thou wilt never 
do? Wherefore -tremblest thou? Why art thou so pale? What 
makes thy lips so blue? 
Karker. Ah, sir; I have not yet recovered from my dream. 
T ell me, Hakon, what it means. Thou knowest how it is done; 
thou dost interpret dreams. 
Hakon. What was thy dream? 
Karker. At first I dreamed that we two were out on the sea 
in a small boat; I sat at the helm-
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Hakon. Which means,-on thee depends my life, the num-
ber of my days. Karker be true; stand by me in this hour of 
need and I will reward thee better far than Olaf. 
Karker. I had another dream. 
Hakon. . What was it, Karker? Speak! 
Karkcr. This time I dreamed, a dark and stoutish man de-
scended from the cliffs and said that now all fiords were closed 
against us. 
H allOn. Karker! There thou didst not dream so well; this 
signifies a brief life for us both. Be true Karker, be true! I As 
thou hast often told, we two were born the selfsame night; so 
too the hours between my death and thine are lew. • 
Karker. And then it seemed to me I stood at Hlade, ~vhere 
King Olaf had a golden ring placed about my neck. 
Hakon. Which means he will place a halter of twisted hemp 
about thy neck, if thou art faithless to thy master. Seat thyself 
in the corner yonder! Here in this corner I will rest. Then we . 
both will sleep. 
Karlie1'. As thou wilt my lord. 
Hakon. .·Where goest thou novv? 
Karker. I first would trim the lamp. 
Hakon. Go, sit down, I teE thee! Let the lamp burn! Per-
adventure thou mightst put it Oi.lt, then we should sit in gloom 
and _ darkness. I never could comprehenQ how people at the 
evening hour can calmly put out the light before they go to bed i 
it is a gruesome picture of death, blacker and more awfill than 
death itself. What burns as strong as vividly as a light? What 
becomes of a light when it goes out? Leave the lamp untouched; 
. the flame is feeble, true, bnt still it burns. As l~:mg as there is 
life there still is hope. Go, seat thyself, my son ! [For some 
time t~ey .sit q"uietl'y.] 
H akvn. \,y ell Karker, art thou asleep? 
Karker. Aye, my lord! 
Hakon. Ha, dull, half-witted slave! [Rises and walks back 
and forth.] Hakon! Hakon! Is this stupid beast the last rem-
.nant of thy fleeting' . power? I trust him no.t; for what image 
of duty and faithfulness can such a clouded brain conceive ? 
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Like a chained dog he fawns upon the one who holds the choicest 
piece of meat. [Aloud.] Give me thy dagger, Karker! . A 
slave should never bear a weapon. 
Ka1'ker. Master! Thou hast given it me thyself. Here it 
is. [Reaches it to hi'm.] 
Hakon. Now sleep! 
Karkcr. Immediately! [Lies down again. J 
Hakon. A fever shakes me, fires my blood and brain! I am 
weary and worn from fighting all the day and retreating all the 
night. But still I dare not sleep! This sordid slave-yet I will 
rest a\vhile, but guardedly refrain from sleep, [Sits down and 
straightwa}' sleeps.] 
J~arker. [Rises quietly.] ' Now he sleeps! He bears me no 
confidence! He fears that I will betray him. King Olaf offers 
money for his life; what more can I expect from him? He stirs. 
Help, Thor! He walks in his sleep. 
Hakon. [Rises, still asleep. -Wall?s 'with stiff hea.vy steps' to 
the center of the cm'e.l Guldharalcl! Graafeld! Ha, what do 
ye here? Leave me, I say; ye both ""'deserved your death. A 
traitor? I deceived you not through friendly guisel-'What, all 
ye women here? Go home; begone! I have no more time to 
waste. And then your bridegrooms,-and Odin's statue-it lay -
in the' dust-thou didst bite upon the hook, Olaf! And now 
thou dost wish Hakon to bite on death's sharp hook-Who cries 
behind yonder bush? Ah, that is the worst of all. Erling, 
,Erling, weep est thou? Did I plunge the knife too deep? Oh, 
blood, blood is flowing from thy breast, out amongst the roses. 
, / 
[Cries aloud.] Ha, Karker! Karker! 
Karker. My lord.-Still he sleeps. 
Hakon. 'T is clone, 't is done! Here is thy dagger! Plunge 
it into my' breast! 
Karker. This thou wilt repent, my lord, when thou art awake. 
Hakon. I deserve it, Karker, yes by Odin! Bury it quick! 
Karker. [Takes the dagger.] He is my master; I must obey 
h1m. 
Hakon. Ha, ha<;te thee! Haste thee; Karker! before I awake. 
Thou or ' I must die. -' 
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Karller. [Buries the dagger in Hakon's breast.] Then it · 
must be thou !82 
H akvn. Then heaven struck me with its avenging flame. ' 
Olaf, Olaf! Thy curse is realized. [.Dies.] 
Karker. It is done; now there is no time for regrets. If I 
should scream and hO'wl his life would never return. I'll . take 
the key from his pocket, carry him up the passage to the door 
and there reveal to Olaf all that is done; then he will honor me 
with silver and gold. What is done is done!, He ' begged me 
to kill him; I have only done my master's bidding. [H e hfts 
the body to his shouldc1's and bears it away.] . 
SCENE IV 
A Roomy Square Outside Thora's Castle 
OLAF TRYGVESO N stands armed 'Ze'ith shield and spear on a large 
. stone. surrounded b:y the people of his council. . 
Griffin. Here come the peasant folk from Thrond/:liem, sir. 
The council is complete, n?t one of all 
The summoned spokesmen fails. There Bergthor comes, 
The smith, the sage of Throndhiem's folk. He fought 
VVith thee 'gainst Hakon, yesterday. but saw 
Thee not, as darkness fell before the fight 
"Vas done. He's every incll a man! 
[Enter BERGTHOR, follo7.t'ed by a- crowd of peasants.] 
Bergth01'. See there 
He stands; look brothers, there he stands, a King 
Upon the council's royal stone, as if 
He were a Goldenhair, an Athelstein! [Takes off his cap.] 
Art thou King Trygve's son? 
Olaf. Aye, that I am, 
King Trygve's lawful son. 
Bergthor. A fair complexion! 
One sees in him at once the ancient stock. 
Sir, thou hast summOlled here the council; I 
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Am spokesman for the farmer-folk of Throndhiem, 
Because the eldest. vVeIcome to our land! 
VVith thee we fought 'gainst Hakon yesterday, 
But see thee first today. No time to look 
About in battle. Each of Norway's sons 
Hath longed fQr thee. \Vith jQy we choose thee now 
To be our King, whereto with honor thou 
Art' horn. See here, my King, I bring this crown; 
J arl Hakon bade me fQrge it for himself. 
I fitted it about an iron ring, 
A measnre used for Halfdan Svarte's crQwn. 
For HakQn's head it proved a sheer misfit,-
It hlinded both his eyes. Now let us see 
·.If thy head fits the crown. 
[OLAF places the C1'07CJ11 on his head.] 
Ha, look ! It sits 
. As were it fQrged about his brow. Now strike 
Upon your shields, l~lY men, and ch~ose him King. 
97 
[Clashing of arm,s. 
The Peasantry. Hail Olaf Trygveson! 
\Ve swear allegiance, vouclrsafe loyalty 
Hail, hail, our King! 
To thee our King. \Ve swear aloud by Odin, 
/ By all the gods! 
Olaf. Ope God is quite enough, 
1\11y gallant Norway's men; yea, swear by One 
Alone, the living God, who sees, who hears, 
vVho knows ' us all , from yonder heights in H eaven. 
The Peasantry. By Olaf's God, by Olaf's God! We swear! 
[Clashing, of arms, and cries of jo.v. A noise is heard outside 
the place.] 
Olaf. What tumult yonder? 
Einar. Sir, the sun has pierced 
The lowering thunder clouds; the storm is passed. 
Upon his shield they bring thee Hakon's corpse . 
. His former lov~, the Lady Thora, hath, 
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As Grit assured us, kept her strong devotion 
And in an unknown cave hath hid him. There 
His slave has murdered him. 
Olaf. Hast thou beheld 
Bis corpse, and art thou sure it is himself? 
Griffin. Aye, sir! Himself this tim~ and not his cloak; 
He lies death-pale, his blood still oozing forth 
From out his wound. 
Olaf. Peace keep his soul in death! 
Now take the corpse where first it lay, where thou 
Didst find it, Grif. His death atones fo~ all. 
My wrath is quenched. Poor woman, loving, true! 
Give back to her his honored dust. The slave 
\Vho thus betrayed his master, his reward 
Is death. 
Griffin. My lord, it shall be done. 
Olaf. [Descending. ] And now 
Away to Hlade, come! vVho follows me? 
B ergthor. The whole of Norway, sir! 
Olaf. 'T is well; you all 
Shall be my guests. The day doth promise us ' 
A friendly night. The . horn s shall pass from bench 
To bench in Thronc1hiem's merry. grove; the wine 
Shall flow to Olaf's welcome. 
The Mass of PeotJ/e. Hail, the King! 
[Clashing of anl'ls. OLAF goes, all follo'wing.] 
SCENE V 
The Underground CmJe 
The lamp still burns. T wo men enter with a black coffin. They 
place it in the center of the vault and then pass out again. THORA enters 
slowly with a drawn sword and a large wreath of evergreens. She stands 
for some time looking at the coffin and at length says: 
Thora. At last, n~y Hakon J ad, thou art enshrined! 
And here at Thora's shrine-that I had not 
Foreseen. May peace be with thy weary bones 
VVithin t~e grave. If thou hast sinned, thou'stpaid 
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The ,price therefor, ancl n;ne hath need to speak 
Contempttiolls thoughts or 'slurring words to cloud 
Thy memory with infamy. I love 
Thee ' here in death as I have loved in life. 
But yesterday throughout the ~orth, thy sun 
Did shine, as, heaven's sun, whose glory all 
T he world reflects. Now all the hosts of men 
Have qui'te forgotten thee, and turn their eyes, 
Their thoughts, toward stranger suns. One lonely heart 
A woman's, beats in quiet sorrow still 
Beside thy dear remains. Pray then let her 
Bestow the honor due thee, which thy men 
Forgot through joy's debauch. 
[She places the s'Wo1"d and the 'Wre,ath upon the cofiin.] 
From Thora's hand 
Receive this forest wreath, a wreath"late plucked 
From N orway"s haughty fir, which twines itself 
About thy ,,,,arrior-sword; 't will signify: 
A northern hero this of rarest moulcl,-
A flower choked by winter's biting f,rost. 
Some day the Saga of the North will te1J ~-
When time's rough hand hath soiled the written page, 
, \~lhen great achievements pass fr0111 mouth to mouth, 
The colors blurred: "An evil man was Hakon, 
A cruel worshipper of heathen gods," 
\Vith terrors they will name thy name. But I, 
I shudder not; nay, Hakon! for I knew 
'Thee' best. A mighty power, a mighty soul 
\Vas sacrificed because of wild delusions. 
Then calmly sleep, thou noblest of the North. 
A thousand fond good-nights! ' Aloft in heaven 
God Odin satisfy lhy soul! I leave 
Thee now in solitude. \i\Then next, the door 
Shall open, Thora's slaves will bring her corpse 
'And place it where it lived, at Hakon's side. 
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PAGE NOTE 
4 1. Hlade. The location of Hakon's palace, and during the eighteen , 
years of his rnle the political center of Norway. 
4 2. Harald Craafe/d. King of Norway 950- 963. Through the schem-
5 3. 
6 4. 
6 5. 
6 6. 
7 7. 
I S. 
7 9. 
9 10. 
10 11. 
ing of Hakon he was lured down to Denmark where he was killed 
by Guldharald who aspired to the kingship of Norway. His 
nickname Graafeld means Gray-skin. The circumstance of his 
getting the name is as follows: A trader had brought a ship-
load of fms. One day he complained to the king that he was 
unable to sell his merchandise. The King asked the trader to 
present him with a fur. \Vhen the request was granted, the king 
put on the fur, and all his men to imitate their king bought fms 
until the whole cargo was sold. 
There are sixtren others. "\Vas there ever a land and sixteen 
earls so under one ruler ?"-Einar's Vellekla, v. ~2 9. 
Olaf Tr::,'g'i/csOl1. See I1ltl'oductOJY Note. 
Hakon Jarl. See Introductory Note . 
Thor. Next to Odin, his father, Thor was the principal god of 
Norse mythology. The Roman Mars. The hammer was his 
destructive weapon. 
There were twelve chief gods, or Aesir (dwelling in Asgard), 
besides Odin (the 'All-Father'), viz.: Thor, Baldur, Niord, Frey, 
Ty or Tyr, Bragi, H eimdal, Hod, Vidar, Ull, Forsetti, and Loki 
or Lopt. 
Frigga. The goddess of love and wife of Odin. 
Freia or Fre::"a. As Frigga also the goddess of love. She was 
the daughter of Niord, and to her belonged one-half of all who 
were slain in battle. 
As latc thou didst tll)! 'iuit. The reference is to the successful 
trading expedition fro;11 which Thorer has just returned. 
Eivilld Slwldaspildcl'. Hakon's comt-poet. Spilder (Spillir) 
means 'robber' or 'spoiler.' Some authorities think that he re-
ceived this nickname because he eclipsed all other poets, hence 
'spoiled' them; others contend that he was a great plagiarist, that 
he 'robbed' other poets and hence was called the 'poet-spoiler.' 
"The line here quoted from Eivind is not found in 'what is left 
of this poet's works."-Liebenberg. 
11 12. Killg of Du.blin. Oehlenschlaeger is not always true to actual' 
history. Olaf was not king of Dublin, but that king's son-in-law. 
11 13. Harald Fail'hair (Haarfager). King of Norway 860-9:{0; son of 
Halfdan the Black. Harald was Olaf's great-grandfather. 
11 14. Dallevirke, 'Danes' work.' This was an ancient entrenchment 
~rected by King Giittrik in the 9th century as a protection to 
Denmark against invasion from the South. It is often referred 
to as the 'vVall,' or the 'Bulwark,' of the North. 
11 15 . . 1'0 Harald's aid. Harald Blaatand, the son of Gorm, king of 
Denmark 935-085. After the death of Harald Haarfager, he was 
also ruler ill Norway. He was forced by the German Emperor, 
Otho I, to accept Christianity. 
11 16. The lineage of H araid. This refers to Harald Fairhair. ' 
12 17. A ransomed thrall. See note 27, below. 
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12 18. 
] 2 19. 
12 20. 
14 21. 
15 22. 
15 23. 
16 24. 
16 25. 
16 26. 
16 27. 
19 28. 
20 29. 
22 30. 
23 3 l. 
2::l 32. 
27 ~3. 
27 34. 
27 35. 
30 36. 
30 37. 
32 3S. 
V alhal or Valhalla. The abode of Odin in Asgard. the realm 
of the gods. It was onginally the abode of the dead, but" became 
in the Viking age the warrior's paradise to which only those go 
who a re slain in battle. 
Aesir. Aesir is the. collective term used for all the gods in · 
Scandinavian mythology. 
Aukathor or Age-Thor. Another name for Thor. 
Berglioth. Prohabl y Hakon's deceased wife, whose real name 
was Thora; not hi s daughter Berglioth mentioned la ter. 
T his merchant prince. The merchant prince is Gu ldharald. 
See I ntroductory Note on H akon J ar!. 
Lim fi 01'd . A sea passage· cutting off the northern portion of Jut-
land, Denmark, fr om th e main division. H alse, a small town on 
this fiord. "He ( Harald Graafeld) was doomed to lie on th e 
broad bank of L im-firth. at Halse on the sand he fell. It wa s 
(Hakon) that pianned the slaughter."-Glttm Geirasoll, 
in th e "Greyfeld-Drapa:' Lives of Kings. 
My last exploit at HforingsV(!llg. T his refers to the battle of the 
Toms-wickings, for which see Inlrod1.clory Note on H akon J arl. 
Bue. For the Bue incident see I ni1'oducto7'y Note on H akon 
Tarl. 
'nle Russian Valdcmar. Later on he is spoken of as Olaf's 
foster-fath er. Olaf when 'l boy was sold into slavery. His uncie, 
who served th e Ru ssian Valdemar, came across him by chance, 
ransomed him, and took l,im to the Russian court, where he be-
came a great favor ite of the king and queen. 
DOV1'e or D o'.'i'cficld. A spur on th e Scandinavian mountains in 
Norway famous for its quarri es. 
See note 47, below. 
Vauland. The Norse for vVayland, the invisible smith of Berk-
shire, E ngland. It is .natural th at Bergthor should swear by him. 
Me1hus. An old ruin in Gulclalen, Norway. 
Halfdan S1Jartc (The lliack). The father of Harald Fairhair, 
noted chiefly for being the ances tor of a long line of illustrious 
kings. 
Konunga-ta l says that Hakon J ar! ruled "one-score and thirteen 
years." This would make thirty-three years, but in fact he ru led 
Norwa y for about nineteen years. 976- 995. 
Glludhild. S ister to Harald Blaatand and mother of " th e 
Ynglings," who were th e cause of much t rouble before Hakon 
J ar! assumed cont rol. Her name has become tarni shed because 
of. the wickedness of her sons; Graafeld is the most famolls o f 
these. 
J O11!sborg' s fi ght. See I ntroductory Note on Hakon Jar!' 
The f,Ven dish sceptrc. The W ends are a tribe of the Slavic race 
living in Saxony aod Prussia. J n hi s youth Olaf visited these 
parts and married a daughter of the \Vendi sh king. After three 
years his wife died and Olaf went away in sorrow. La ter, he 
was married to a daughter of the king of Dublin. 
T h1'ondhicm. A town and district on the west . coast of Norway. 
At the time of th e play this seems to have been the principal 
district, pol itica11y. 
Historically this is 110t correct; Olaf did !lot set out with the 
intention of aid ing Russia. It is the poet's reason for getting 
Olaf to Norway. 
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32 39. Garderike. A Russian city, seemingly where the royal family 
33 40. 
:i5 41. 
36 42. 
40 43. 
48 44. 
48 45. 
4() 4.6. 
dwelt at that time. 
The silent, a7C'c-inspi"ing feast. The Hol y Co·mmunion. 
Syn. Doorkeeper in Freia's hall, and guardian of the truth. 
Loke. God of destruction and evil. 
T /11"ud'uang. The abode of Thor. 
Rogaland. The ancient name of the present district of Stavanger. 
Baldur. God of sunshine and happiness. 
The following paragraph should be compared with the myth of 
Ygd rasi l, the "Tree of the Universe." (See note 66, ,below,) 
50 47. Hakon Atlzclstein, 'The Good.' The ill eg·itimate son of Harald 
Fairhair and fo ster-son of King Athel stan of England. . H e at-
tempted to .christiani 7.e Norway but failed; he was forced to -par-
take of th e heathen rites as is stated below. At las t he was 
killed on th e island Stord by the sons of Erik Bloodax or "Gund-
hild's sons." . ' 
54 48. H elheim. The abode of Hel, the goddess of death. _ 
56 49. Dark Elivagar. The Elivagar were the icy and poisonous streams 
that flowed out of Niflheini" th e world of fog and mists, 
58 50. Griffin. A fanciful creature, half lion and half eagle, found in 
Persian sculpture and on Greek coins and ornaments and in 
heraldry. It is an embl em of vigilance, 
60 51. Valfaud~w. The same as All-father. 
63 52. Bisiwp Popo. He was sent by Otho II of Germany to 'Denmark 
to baptize King Blaatand and others. Hakon was one of these, 
and at the baptism was made to promise that he would ' introdu'ce 
Christianity into Norway; but he broke his oath as soon as was 
possible and worshiped the ancient god, . 
63 53. The red-hot iron F,love. This was one of fhe tricks, or pr:esl)med 
miracles, that the early mi'ssionaries performed in prder to per- ' 
suade the people. . 
63 54, Mistiness. The 'southern' reI igion is often spoken . of in such 
terms as 'dampness' and 'mistiness.' ' 
68 55. Thol"s hammel'. See 110te 6, above. . 
64 56. Skaerdingst(ld. This and the other names in this paragraph, both 
persons and places, are mere local names and o'f no historical ' 
value. -
64 57, Erland. No hi storical mention of Erland and the incident here 
related seems extant. It is, perhaps, the poet's invention. 
66 58, Aegil'. God of th e sea, especially of the stormy sea. 
66 59. Y dun. Keeper of the apples which the gods ate when they grew .. 
old, and which renewed their you th. Once Loke stole from her 
these apples. . 
66 60. Asa-Tyr. The god of war, who lost his right hand by plitting it 
into the mouth of the Fenris-wolf, when the gods attempted to 
chain the latter. 
66 61. Followed Baldul' down to deepest hell? Th is refers to Odin's 
67 62. 
67 63. 
67 64. 
visit to H elhei m, where he went to see what had become of Bal-
dur, after the latter had been killed by the tricks of Loke. 
Ran. Goddess of the sea, wife of Aegir. . . 
Attk-Thor's 7r.Ja£n. The constellation. the Great Bear. 
Saga. Goddess of history. The 'meaning here is not clea r. . 
There seems no reason why Hakon shoul9 invoke the forgiven ess 
of this goddess. 
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G8 65. 
68 66. 
6'S 67. 
6!l 68. 
70 69. 
Skuld. One of the three Nornes or Fates, Urd, Verdanda, _and 
Skuld ( the Present; Past, and Future). They control the lives 
of men, and thei r decrees a re irrevocable. T he'y a re seated undel-
Ygdrasil, the "Tree of 'the Universe." 
Y gdrasil. The great ash t ree that binds together he;tven, earth, 
and hell. It stands upon the earth, but its branches reach into 
heaven and its roots penetrate hell. 
Urdur or Urd. (See note 65 above.) 
Thorgierdltr Horgabrud. A local war-goddess, a special pat-
roness of Hakon's. He calls upon her again at the end of thi s 
act. 
Auden. This one-eyed man Auden can hardly be explained as a 
real personality. He must be considered as the Mep!}istopheles 
of Giithe or the 'other,-woJ'ld' beings of Shakespeare. Here he 
represents the conscience of Olaf in its last struggle ·to find out 
whether or not he is r ight in destroying the old religion of the 
North and planting in its place the Christian faith of the South. 
73 70. The S iren's song. T angbrand is of course acquainted with the 
South and its literature, and here refers to the si rens of Greek 
mythology. 
76 71. Mim er. The keeper of the waters in the well of wisdom, where 
Odin had pawned one of hi s eyes for a drink. The Elder E dda 
says: 
"Full well I know 
Great Odin, where 
T hine eye thou lost; 
In Mimer's we!!, 
T he fountain pure, 
Mead Mimer drinks 
E ach morning new, 
With Odin's ' pledge." 
77 72; Askur. Asktlt and Embla were the fi rst man and woman that 
the gods created. . 
79 73. H eimdal. Keeper of the rain-bow bridge, Bifrost. He has a 
. trtlmpet called Gjallarhorn which he blows in summoning the 
gods at Ragnarok, the doomsday. Here Hakon interprets the 
crowing of the cock as a signal from Heimdal for action. 
80 7-1. Nither. Nither is not mentioned in the Eddas, but is a giant 
spoken of by Saxo Grammaticus, a Danish historian and author 
of the thirteenth cehtury. 
80 75. Mel'e Amazons, mere V alkyrs. The Amazons and' V alkyrs were 
battle-nymphs who were present in battle at every warrior's side. 
They designated those who were to fall in battle, and later con-
80 7'6. 
81 77. 
85 78. 
89 79. 
92 80. 
93 81. 
96 82. 
, ducted them to Valhal. They are often called Odin's hand-
maids. 
H eimdal's temples. See note 73 above. 
Thorgierdur H orgabrlld. See note 68 above. 
Gaulaa. According to history, Gaulaa is where Hakon was killed. 
R estrained his hand. The Bible reference here is plain. 
The ' doughty J aH 'was slain. ' This is historically true. Harald 
Graafeld and Erling, sons of the famous Gundhild, burned Sigurd 
Jar!; Hakon's father, in his own house. . 
H akon. H akon Athelstein. See note 47 above. 
Then it must be thou. See Introductory Note on Hakon Jar!. 
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